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Classification of Acoustic Emissions
in Metallic Glasses

A. Vinogradov

Abstract

A complex statistical and spectral analysis of acoustic
emission (AE) during the plastic flow of metallic glasses
(MGs) is performed with the aim of classification of AE
sources in this kind of disordered media. The ideas of op
timization and enhancement of reliability of AE analysis are
described in terms of factor and cluster analysis over a wide
range of AE parameters in both time and frequency do
mains. It is sbown that the AE signals in MGs naturally fall
into two categories (clusters) differed by their amplitude
and spectral characteristics. This allowed to conclude that
two different mechanisms of inhomogeneous plastic flow,
i.e. two AE sources, exist in MGs. One mechanism is sim
ply associated with shear band formation, while identifica
tion of the other mechanism is not quite straightforward. A
possible nature of that unknown mechanism of plastic de
formation of MGs is discussed and argued that it could be a
nucleation of shear bands inside the amorphous body.

1. Introduction

1.1 Plastic Deformation o/MetaUic Glasses

Plastic deformation of metallic glasses (MGs) was the
focus of numerous experimental and theoretical investiga
tions in the last two decades. It was found that depending
on testing conditions one of two flow modes occurs: inho
mogeneous flow which is highly localized in the slip bands
similar to those in crystalline metals or homogeneous vis
cous flow which does not reveal any signs of strain local
ization (Masumoto and Maddin, 1975; Alekhin and Khonik,
1992). Despite many efforts and a variety of speculative
models the nature of inhomogeneous plastic deformation of
MGs remains unclear. Difficulties of direct structural in
vestigations have led to a fairly large number of structural
models, which are employed to describe a thermal stability,
mechanical behavior and other properties of MGs. One
approach comprises several dislocation-discIination models
and their modifications (Gilman, 1973; Morris, 1979;
Zaichenko and Borisov, 1982). This concept is based on
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experimental results indirectly showing a possibility of the
inhomogeneous flow by the formation and motion of linear
defects with long-range stress fields. Alternative under
standing is possible, however, if one takes into account the
existence of a large fraction of the excess free volume in
MGs, which can significantly facilitate atomic mobility and
provide strain localization upon loading (Alekhin and
Khonik, 1992; Argon. 1979; Spaepen, 1977). Neither of the
models is commonly accepted today and more experimental
evidence is needed for verification of the mechanism of
plastic flow in MGs.

Localization of plastic deformation in the narrow shear
bands of less than I mm width at sufficiently low tempera
tures is typical for most MOs. The structure and properties
of shear bands have been studied and reviewed in Donovan
and Stobbs (1981) Zielinski and Ast., (1983) and Noskova
et al. (1985). Shear plastic deformation in MGs is accom
panied by rather powerful AE as has been found in former
studies (Leksovskii et aI., 1986; Braginskii et aI., 1986;
Vinogradovet al., 1988; Vinogradov et aI., 1989; Vinogra
dov and Leksovskii, 1996; Khonik et aI., 1997). The pre
sent work is directed towards further clarification of AE
origin in amorphous metallic alloys. This is supposed to
shed some light on the microscopic mechanism of their
inhomogeneous flow.

1.2 AE during Plastic Deformation ofMetals and AE Signal
Processing

Although it has long been recognized that the AE sig
nal contains information about the dynamics of defect mo
tion (Fleischmann and Rouby, 1979), the problem of AE
analysis is still how to extract this information. Early AE
studies related to plastic deformation of metals had a simple
descriptive character. trying to establish some qualitative
correlation between the AE signal and macroscopic stress
strain behavior. The situation is still very puzzling in at
tempts to relate acoustic emissions and micro-structural
characteristics of materials and their defects. A progress
achieved in this area is largely due to the works of Kishi et
al (1981), Enoki and Kishi (1991) and also Wadley et al.
(1981) and Scruby et al. (1986), for example. They have
developed a quantitative approach for AE source charac
terization by a source function, which was determined by
the deconvolution technique. This way is particularly effec
tive for evaluation of fracture processes. but it has obvious
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difficulties in application to plastic deformation. where up
to now we have no uniform approaches to both the AE data
processing and interpretation.

Fundamental theoretical aspects of AE caused by vari
ous dislocation reactions have been considered by Natsik
and Chishko (1972. 1978, 1982) within the framework of
continuous mechanics. They have shown that different
sources produce different AE in the wave zone. This could
serve as a fundamental physical basis for source identifica
tion. However. precise verification and application of their
calculations is still difficult even when a well calibrated
measuring system is used. because activating a single AE
source in a real crystal is quite rare and the sensitivity of the
available measuring AE equipment is limited (especially for
the broad-band one).

AE is always a random process (Lucia and Redondi,
1976). The arbitrary AE appearance reflects the stochastic
nature of the defect movement during the plastic deforma
tion. This is not surprising. because AE is always associated
with the movement of a great number of atoms in random
stress fields of microscopically inhomogeneous media.
Thus, it seems obvious that the statistic methods developed
in the theory of random processes and random data are
natural for quantitative characterization of AE fluxes. Four
main quantities are commonly used to describe the basic
properties of random data: mean square values. probability
density functions. auto-correlation functions and power
spectral densities. All theses quantities have been utilized
elsewhere for AE description. However, since AE can be
regarded as a multi-variative process the problem of the
"most informative" parameter arises. A total AE count.
peak and root mean square (RMS) voltage, energy and
many other time-domain parameters are often measured
using different equipment that provides insufficient infor
mation about AE sources and makes it extremely difficult
to compare and rationalize the results obtained by different
investigators unless the same conditions of data recording
and treatment have been met. More detailed information on
the AE sources can be deriVed. in principle, from the power
spectral density function if the broad-band apparatus is used
and if a special attention is paid to calibration of the meas·
uring system. Although the shape of AE spectra is affected
by many experimental factors such as the specimen geome
try. sensor characteristics and location. etc. (Ono and
Ucisik. 1976). we should always bear in mind that for the
stationary data its spectral presentation is equal to the time
domain picture by Wiener-Khintchine theorem (priestley.
1981) and the problems of spectral analysis are just masked
but not solved in time domain. Moreover, many of the
above-mentioned factors can be taken into account by cali
bration and proper filtering in spectrUm analysis (Lucia and
Redondi. 1976). Successful examples of the AE source
discrimination by means of Fourier spectral analysis are
given by Graham and Alers (1974) and Egle at a!. (1981).
In both cited works the sources were a priori known and
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acted at significantly different instants of time. Woodward
and Harris (1977) applied statistical treatment to the array
of AE spectra, showing that there were three distributions
of amplitude spectra in zirconium. This allowed the authors
to conclude about the presence of three kinds of AE mecha
nism such as twin initiation, twin broadening and slip.

The Fourier transform is fast, vivid and, therefore. con
venient for AE depiction. However. other kinds of spectral
orthogonal expansions or data representation can be equally
(or even more) useful to explore the AE structure. During
the past decade. the impressive development of the pattern
recognition technique has provided new opportunities for
classification and identification of AE signals. For exam
ple, the wavelet transform with further nearest neighbor
clustering, autoregressive analysis and neural networks ap
plications were shown to be very effective for this problem
(Ono and Wu, 1996; Suzuki et aI., 1996; Grabec, 1995;
Grabec and Sachse, 1989).

Thus. the purpose of the present work is two-fold. At
first. we focus ourselves on quantitative discrimination
between the AE sources during the plastic deformation of
such a complicated material as a metallic glass. anticipating
further identification of emitting defects. Secondly. we
aimed at showing that the systematic use of mathematical
statistics provides a powerful tool for quantitative AE
source discrimination without any a priori assumptions on
the nature of emitting defects. To achieve this purpose we
employ the complex data treatment involving general de
scriptive statistics, Fourier analysis of individual pulses,
factor and cluster analyses. The details of data processing
are given below.

2. Experimental

2.1 Specimens and Mechanical Testing

Ribbon shaped COS7FesNiloSillBI7 MG (IS J.lm thick,
14 mm width) was obtained by standard melt-spinning
technique. This glass was chosen because its mechanical
behavior has been extensively studied in a wide temperature
range (Khonik et al.. 1997). Thin foil transmission electron
microscopy was used to ensure an amorphous structure.
The sample gage length was 120 mm. A total number of
the specimen tested is 18. The tensile tests were performed
on an Instron-type screw-driven testing machine at the con
stant strain rate (7.0±0.4) x lO's S·I and (373±S) K tempera
ture. This temperature is much lower than the crystalliza
tion temperature of the given glass (Khonik et al.. 1997).
The specimen was heated to the testing temperature at a rate
of 10 KJmin. The elevated temperature was used to facili
tate formation of shear bands during inhomogeneous plastic
flow. As has been reported in Khonik et aI., (1998) for the
glass under investigation. the AE activity correlating with a
number of shear bands attains its maximum value at about
373 K. This provides a large enough number of AE
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2.2 AE Apparatus

events within a single realization; this is important for fur
ther statistical treannent. The surface of the deformed
specimens was observed with a help of scanning micros
copy.

AE monitoring was carried our using a computer
controlled AE setup. which is schematically shown in Fig.
l. A miniature broadband (50-1000 kHz) AE sensor AE
900M (3 mm in diameter) made by NF Electronic Instru
ments was securely mounted on the specimen surface 15
mm from the lower grip. The sensor frequency response is
shown in Fig. 1. The AE signal was amplified by 60 dB
with a low-noise broadband preamplifier followed by the
20-1000 kHz bandpass filter together with the 40-dB main
amplifier and built-in integrating circuit for RMS voltage
measurements.

A part of installation. which is responsible for acquisi
tion of AE parameters. contains two synchronized channels:
one is for recording slow AE·parameters such as RMS volt
age (URMS> and activity m (a number of pulses per unit
time) and the other is for high-speed AE sampling.

In the first (slow) channel. we used a 12·bit analog-to
digital converter (AnC) (Datel PC412A). which also con
tains a built-in 16-cannel multiplexor and 12-bit digital-to
analog converter (DAC). This ADC was also used for re
cording of external experimental parameters such as strain.
stress. temperature, etc. The sampling rate could be chosen
by software. but mostly we took a set of 20 samples of
every parameter at every 0.1 s and stored their mean values.

In the second (fast) channel for high-speed AE sam
pling. we used a Datel PC414D 12-bit ADC with a sam
pling rate up to 4 MHz and on-board FIFO memory of 16
ksamples. To gain a pre-triggering mode of operation we
added an extra home-made circuit with an analog com
parator. The threshold reference signal for the comparator
is taken from the PC412 DAC and can be changed by soft
ware. In the case of continuous AE. which has no pro
nounced peaks of amplitude. the ADC can be periodically
started by a computer timer. The threshold was set of 2 dB
higher than the peak noise level. The system was carefully
grounded to minimize an electrical noise. About lOa noise
events were detected before each test. Calculation of spec
tral and time-domain parameters followed by statistical
treatment described below allows to obtain a representative
image of the noise events in terms of its waveform. power
spectral density and cluster of calculated parameters. This
noise image was used during data processing for further
identification of false signals. which must be excluded from
analysis and for subtraction of noise spectral density from
the spectra of true AE events. The digital oscilloscope
Kenwood ORI400 is used for a real·time monitoring of

Fig. 1 Experimental set-up and AE sensor frequency re
sponse.

stress-strain behavior together with AE RMS voltage or
other slow parameters.

2.3 Data Processing

The simplified outline of data processing used in the
present work is shown in Fig. 2. Let us briefly comment on
the basic steps of data analysis. omitting the technical de
tails that can be found elsewhere. As a caution. we should
stress that the improper use of statistical algorithms can be
misleading and the reliability and limitations of conclusions
drawn from statistical results is of primary importance
(Bendat and Piersol. 1966).

1) At first. time histories of various time-domain parame
ters are obtained and plotted with the stress-strain curve.
By visual evaluation of the recorded realizations one can
determine the type of AE events: continuous. burst or

3



mixed. In the case of burst type AE. we plot an activity m
and peak amplitude Up(t) as a function of time (or strain)
while for continuous AE the plot of URMS(t) appears to be
an almost unique characteristic of the AE flux in time do
main.
2) During the next step. we determine general statistical
properties of AE fluxes. Since the way of data treatment
depends on the type of process. a test of stationarity should
be conducted. If the process can be regarded as a stationary
one. then it is natural to describe it via probability distribu
tion functions of peak amplitudes h(Up), time intervals be
tween pulses h(t), etc. Otherwise. we should use some spe
cial methods developed for non-stationary processes; this is
much more formidable mathematical task (Lu cia and Re
dondi. 1976; Priestley. 1981; Bendat and Piersol. 1966).
3) The details of AE spectral analysis have been reported in
Egle et al. (1981) and Vinogradov et a1. (1995). The stan
dard 4096-points digital fast Fourier transform of the AE
signal gives a periodogram. which is not a consistent esti
mate of the power spectral density G(f). By windowing.
one can significantly decrease the variance of this estimate.
A rectangular smoothing window is used in the present
work with a spectral width from 1 to 20 kHz. The spectral
density of electrical noise is subtracted before calculation of
spectral parameters. From the power spectral density func
tion. the following characteristics are computed numerically
after noise spectrum subtraction: E is the total energy
measured as an integral of G(f) over a whole frequency
range of 50-1000 kHz. fc is the fundamental frequency cor
responding to the maximum of G(f). Gmu == G(fe) is the
magnitude of spectral density at the fundamental frequency.
fmod is the median frequency and ferr is the effective width of
spectra. which equals to the width of imaginary rectangular
spectra with the maximum density Gnw. and the total energy
E. i.e. E =GIllU·feff• With the time domain parameters such
as Up and URMS they form a complete set of descriptive
variables that we used. In principle. one can expand this set
by adding extra parameters such as a rise time. duration of
pulse. etc.• but this is not necessary for the purpose of the
present work.
4) Since we measure many parameters to describe the same
AE phenomenon. the problem of how to reduce a number
of variables becomes important. Apparently. AE parame
ters correlate with each other. This provides the possibility
to choose the less correlated variables for optimal descrip
tion of AE. It seems impossible to say a priori which vari
ables are to be used. We employ a principal component
analysis as a data reduction method. The fundamentals of
factor analysis can be found in Cooley and Lohnes. (1971)
and Harman. (1967). The question is how many factors to
extract? Although the nature of this decision is arbitrary in
general case. it is reasonable to suppose that for the purpose
of the present work the number of factors should be two
because all variables differ substantially in two respects:
those which are measured in time domain (Up. URMS' E. rise
time. duration of pulse. etc.) and those. which are related
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Fig. 2 A flow-chart showing the main steps of data proc
essing.

to the shape of spectrum in frequency domain (Gmu• fmcd• fe•

(efT, etc.). Further analysis will confirm this idea because
extracting more than two factors does not significantly
change variability.



Fig. 3 Typical AE activity (a) and amplitude (b) as func
tions of strain in metallic glasses (AE time-history in terms
of activity and peak voltage).

Fig. 4 Typical amplitude distribution of AE signals and its
fit by normal law (solid line). No simple fit by ordinary
statistical functions can be accepted for a given AE record.
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high-amplitude region. One can suspect that the Up distri
bution is bimodal and consists of a low-amplitude fraction
and a high-amplitude fraction, which are produced by dif
ferent sources. In some glasses, the second mode in the
amplitude distribution is more clearly pronounced (Bragin
skii et at., 1986; Vinogradov et aI., 1988). Even so, a simple
amplirude discrimination is not effective enough for source
characterization neither in general case nor in particular
case of metallic glasses because of ambiguity in the dis
crimination threshold and in the statistical significance. The
features of AE fluxes on different stages of deformation of
MGs have been discussed in details in the above cited pa-

The stress-strain curve of MG under investigation at
room temperature is almost linear. Typical AE time-history
is shown in Fig. 3 as an activity (number of pulses per unit
time) (a) and an amplitude (b) versus strain. Although AE
starts long before failure. the stress corresponding to the AE
onset is fairly large. The AE behavior displayed in Fig. 3 is
common for a wide range of MGs (Leksovskii et al., 1986;
Braginskii et al., 1986; Vinogradov et aI., 1988; Vinogra
dov et aI., 1989; Vinogradov and Leksovskii, 1996; Khonik
et al., 1997). In contrast to continuous emission in pure
single- and poly-crystals, AE in MGs is of burst type that
reflects a strongly localized character of plastic flow at low
temperatures. Let us note that for any AE time-history in
MGs it is possible to find some parts, which can be treated
as weakly self-stationary processes. All results discussed
below refer to this kind of behavior.

3.1 AE Appearance in Metallic Glasses

3. Experimental Results

The amplitude distribution is shown in Fig. 4. It does
not differ substantially from that usually observed in MGs
(Braginskii et al., 1986). This distribution cannot be fitted
by a simple statistical function because of a long tail in

5) The goal of clustering is to reduce the amount of data by
categorizing or grouping similar data items together. The
so-called partitional clustering attempts to decompose the
data set into a set of disjoint clusters. The criterion function
that the clustering algorithm tries to minimize may empha
size the local structure of the data, as by assigning clusters
to peaks in the probability density function, or the global
structure. Typically the global criteria involve minimizing
some measure of dissimilarity in the samples within each
cluster, while maximizing the dissimilarity of different
clusters. A commonly used partitional clustering method is
the so called K-means clustering (MacQueen, 1967; Harti
gan, 1975) where the criterion function EK is the average
squared distance of the data items XI< from their nearest
cluster centroids, m."

EK =~ IXI< - Il\(V12 (1)
I<

where c(xJ is the index of the centroid that is closest to xI<'
6) After clustering, one can obtain statistical descriptions
for the populations of signals belonging to different clus
ters. Estimating the distribution functions and their pa
rameters is supposed to be useful for conclusions about the
nature of emitting defects and for further comparison with
theoretical models of AE.
7) Once each signal has been associated with a certain
cluster it is not difficult to separate contributions of signals
from different clusters to resultant AE. One can plot a time
history for individual clusters to see how do different AE
mechanisms behave with time (or strain).
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pers, whereas in the present work we deal predominantly
with the AE sources.

3.2 Shear Bands as AE Sources in MGs

Using direct in-situ AE monitoring with simultaneous
SEM image recording we have shown that the shear bands
such as those shown in Fig. 5 produce elastic waves during
inhomogeneous plastic deformation (Vinogradov and Lek
sovskii, 1996). Formation and growth of these bands are
accompanied by the release of elastic energy from local
plastically deforming regions, resulting in the AE pulse of a
specific shape. The in-situ experiments have also revealed
that some signals appear, while no changes in the surface
morphology could be noticed within the limits of SEM
resolution. Moreover, the shape and amplitude of these
signals were different than those of the signals coming from
the shear bands. Taking into account that the first AE
events are usually observed at the stresses much lower than
those required for the formation of the first shear bands, one
can suppose that two kinds of AE source may operate in
MGs during inhomogeneous plastic flow. Digitizing indi
vidual waveforms makes it possible, in principle, to distin
guish precisely between these two kinds of signal and to
trace their behaviors separately.

3.3 Shapes and Spectra ofIndividual Signals

Zaichenko and Braginskii (1990) have found two char
acteristic frequencies in power spectra of MGs: a low fre
quency maximum of 10-30 kHz and a high frequency peak
of 500 kHz. These authors have used a disclination
dislocation model (Zaichenko and Borisov, 1982) to ac
count for their experimental results. They pointed out that
the low-frequency component could be associated with an

nihilation of network disclinations during the step growth at
a free surface while the high frequency component was
assigned to dislocation emergence from the ribbon. This
attractive interpretation was, however. criticized in Vi
nogradov and Leksovskii, (1996b) where it was underlined
that a thorough examination of some experimental factors
such as a sample geometry and sensor position is absolutely
required because of their great importance for the shape of
spectrum (Ono and Usicik, 1976). It was shown that the
low-frequency component of 10-30 kHz is due to a longitu
dinal sample resonance similar to tbat of the stretched
string. For this reason we limit the lowest frequency of our
analysis at SO kHz.

All signals were visually evaluated in both time and
frequency domain. This resulted mainly in two distinct
types of signals. Typical waveforms and power spectra of
AE in MGs are represented in Figs. 6 and 7. The signals do
not overlap usually and the burst type AE is evident. Type
1 signals are characterized by a sharp initial rise and de
caying waveform of high peak amplitude and clearly pro
nounced high-frequency components of 640 kHz and
higher. The number of type-I signals is much smaller than
the number of type-2 signals. Compared to the type-l sig
nals, the type-2 events have smaller amplitudes, shorter
duration and more flat noise-like spectra with dominant
low- and medium-frequency components of 100 and 300
kHz. We should notice that although most peaks are attrib
utable to the features of the sensor frequency response, their
relative heights are different in different kinds of signals.
This results in significant difference in spectral characteris
tics (median frequency, in particular).

To compare the shapes of spectra, the normalized
spectral density, G*. for each signal was computed as
G*(f) = G(f)IE. The contour map of the normalized power

Fig. 5 Shear bands on the surface of the Co57Fe$Ni,oSi IlB17 metallic glass deformed in
tension. These bands are identified to be one source of AE in MGs (type 1).
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spectral density in time (or strain) -frequency coordinate is
shown in Fig. 8. The spectral feamres such as characteristic
frequencies peculiar to individual signals can be seen from
the color change. No significant evolution of spectral com
ponents with time (or strain) is revealed. The shapes of
spectra of individual signals at the end of deformation are
essentially the same as those at the beginning. Thus. the
process meets requirements of the weakly self-stationary
random process and, therefore, can be simply treated in
terms of distribution functions. means and variances of re
spective variables.

Such a visual classification is useful, but it is a time
consuming task, providing only qualitative information in
general case. As we examine a fairly large number of
specimens and signals, the use of semi-automatic data proc
essing (Fig. 2) is more rigorous and convenient.

3.4 Factor and Cluster Analysis

The correlation matrix for variables, which are listed in
Table 1, is given in Table 2. It shows that some correlations
are of substantial magnitude (for example. E-URMS are cor·
related at the level of 0.85) while other are just weakly cor
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Kaiser criterion states that we have to retain only factors
with eigenvalues greater than 1. These two factors cover
78% of total variance (Table 3) and their loadings are pre
sented in Table 2. Factor loadings can be interpreted as
correlation between the respective variables and factors,
providing most important infonnation for the understanding
of factors. Factor 1 is marked by the highest loadings for
amplitude-related parameters such as UP. UR.\tS and E while,
in contrast, Factor 2 shows the highest loadings for fre
quency domain items such as fmcd, fe and fcff and the lowest
for Up, Ums and E. Choosing two variables with the highest
loadings for Factor 1 and Factor 2 correspondingly, we reo
duce the number of measured parameters to a pair of most
representative ones (Up.fm•d ), which promises to give the
clearest description of the AE structure in MOs. Further. we
shall use only this pair for AE characterization. We should
notice that the attempt to call a greater number of variables
for bener AE description does not change the results of
analysis. but it substantially complicates both calculation
and interpretation.
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Fig. 6 Representative waveform (a), (b) and power spectral
density (c) of AE in a metallic glass - a type.l signal; (a) a
whole single realization; (b) a part of realization. Dashed
line (c) shows the spectral density prior to noise removal.
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Fig. 7 Representative waveform (a), (b) and power spectral
density (c) of AE in a metallic glass - a type-2 signal; (a) a
whole single realization; (b) a part of realization. Dashed
line (c) shows the spectral density prior to noise removal.



Table 1 Statistical parameters of AE signals in the metallic glass under load.

Parameter Total AE, N=167 Cluster 1, N=ll Cluster 2, N=156

Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev.

Up,f.LV 94 155 630 118 56 52

UaMS' flV 9.6 32.6 17.1 13.2 6.3 5.6

E, JLV2
S 2800 15150 35520 45580 320 1960

fDkHz 324 150 610 130 304 120

futecb kHz 390 84 620 100 374 53

feff, kHz 142 48 170 30 140 47

Table 2 Correlation matrix and factor loadings for some AE parameters.

Variable Up URMS E fc ~ed feff Factor Loadings

Factor 1 Factor 2

Up 1 0.78 0.65 -0.02 -0.01 -0.59 0.89 -0.25

URMS 0.78 1 0.85 -0.07 -0.06 -0.46 0.81 0.2

E 0.65 0.85 1 -0.17 -0.24 -0.47 0.82 -0.42

fc -0.02 -0.07 -0.17 1 0.48 0.04 -0.04 0.81

!.ned -0.01 -0.06 -0.24 0.48 1 0.24 -0.27 0.87

feff -0.59 -0.46 -0.47 0.04 0.24 1 -0.71 0.42

Table 3 Eigenvalues for 6 factors (number of factors equals to the number of
variables measured). Eigenvalues for the factors to be retained are shown in bold.

Factor Eigenvalue % total Cumulative Cumulative
Variance Eigenvalue %

1 3.4 57 3.4 57

2 1.3 21 4.7 78

3 0.63 11 5.33 89

4 0.34 6 5.67 95

5 0.21 3 5.88 98

6 0.12 2 6 100
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•
Fig. 8 Contour map showing the normalized average power spectral density as a function of time (strain). No change in the
averaged spectrum shape is visible with deformation. Arrows I and 2 indicate the map cross sections where the two typical
examples of AE events have been taken and shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. See Page ii for the same figure with color.
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Fig. 10 AE time-history (Fig. 3) is redrawn in this figure after signal classification into two clusters. The signals of Cluster 2
appear earlier than the signals of Cluster 1.

4. Discussion

We have experimentally shown that the resultant AE
{X(t)} is caused by two random stationary processes
{X\(t)} and (X2(t)} characterized by their own distribution
functions and different shapes of waveforms and power
spectra of their constitutive events. Thus. we deal with a
typical example of the additive random process:

Having a certain type of cluster assigned to each signal. we
obtain the AE time history as a sum of these two processes
as shown in Fig. 10. Thus. the structure of the AE flux
shown in Fig. 3 becomes clearer. One can see that flfstly
AE in MGs appears as a flux of type-2 signals. The activity
of this flux may attain its maximum and then another proc
ess comes into play. The latter process is easy to identify:
Cluster 1 is formed by the signals coming from the shear
bands (see Sees. 3.1 and 3.2). Interpretation of the other

Applying K-means clustering algorithm to the array of
AE records from the same specimen. one can find that all
signals naturally fall into two categories with respect to
their peak amplitudes and median frequencies. Clustered
structure of AE data can be easily recognized from the
scatter-plot in Up·fmcd coordinate. as seen in Fig. 9. Cluster
1 consists of signals with relatively high amplitudes and
high median frequencies whereas Cluster 2 includes low
amplitude signals with high median frequency. Mean val
ues and standard deviations of both clusters are given in
Table 1. Let us notice that the signals are nearly normally
distributed within each cluster as is proved by the Kol
mogorov-Smimov test of normality for a fairly large num
ber of AE records. This classification agrees with qualita
tive visual evaluation by signal and spectral shape discussed
above: the type-1 signals form Cluster 1 and the type-2 sig
nals belong to Cluster 2. The similar. but not the same. clas
sification procedure was adopted earlier by Woodward and
Harris (1977) and also by Muravin and co-authors (1989.
1996a,b).

{X(t)} ={X.(t)} + (X2(t)}. (2)
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type of signals (Cluster 2) is much more complicated since
no direct structural investigations can help resolve this
problem. For this reason AE appears as a powerful tool,
which may shed some light on the mechanisms of plastic
flow of amorphous metals and alloys. The results of AE
studies undoubtedly show that inhomogeneous plastic de
formation of MGs cannot be entirely associated with the
shear bands visible on the surface. The other mechanism,
which acts in addition to shear banding is expected. In the
literature. a few arguments exist in favor of possible pres
ence of some plastically deformed regions with signifi
cantly smaller scale than the shear bands. For example, in
line with our observations. Zielinski and Ast (1983) showed
that irreversible plastic deformation started long before the
first shear band could be noticed during bending of
Ni75Si8BI7 MG. Rolling MGs up to 30-40% may not re
veal any shear bands on relatively wide regions of the sur
face while the microhardness of these regions is higher than
that of initial material (Alekhin and Khonik, 1992). The
nature of such a mechanism of inhomogeneous plastic flow
as an additional source of AE is not clear yet and is a sub
ject of further investigation. However. that mechanism must
meet at least the following requirements:
(I) it cannot be identified by direct surface observations;
(2) it should be localized and should act during a relatively
shon time to ensure necessary conditions for AE;
(3) it should be of a smaller scale than the shear bands.
Presumably, it seems plausible to suppose that the small
shear events may nucleate inside the amorphous ribbon.
This can occur at a relatively low applied stress because the
strong heterogeneity of microscopic structure of multi
component MGs results in the significant non-uniformity of
internal stress fields. These stresses are arbitrary distributed
within the sample and as they attain the magnitude high
enough for shear band nucleation, the shearing occurs in the
small local volumes of the ribbon. The stress relaxation
with the rapid latent energy release causes a flexural elastic
wave detected as an acoustic emission. The shearing does
not necessary reach a free surface due to the same structural
heterogeneity. which plays a dual role in plastic deforma
tion: on one hand. it assists shear initiation but. on the other
hand, it provides high stress barriers to be overcome during
shear band propagation. Thus, the propagation of shear re
quires much higher stresses than nucleation. Indeed, the
nucleation precedes propagation and type-I signals appear
always after type-2 signals. The small area swept during
shearing inside the ribbon leads to the smaller amplitudes
and energies of AE signals.

5. Summary and Conclusions

A complex statistical and spectral analysis of acoustic
emission (AE) during the plastic flow of metallic glasses
(MGs) is performed with the aim of classification of AE
sources. A special attention is paid to quantitative charac
terization of AE features peculiar to individual sources. AE
is considered as a multivariate stochastic process. Factor
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analysis is employed to optimize a set of descriptive vari
ables. The algorithm of AE data processing is described.
Two parameters were found to be most representative for
the purpose of this study: peak amplitude measured in time
domain and median frequency obtained from power spec
tral density. With a help of cluster analysis it is shown that
the AE signals in MGs fall into two categories (clusters)
differed by their amplitude and spectral characteristics.
This allowed us to conclude that two different mechanisms
of inhomogeneous plastic flow, i.e. two AE sources, operate
in MGs. One mechanism is associated with shear band
fonnation during inhomogeneous deformation, while identi
fication of the other mechanism is incomplete. A possible
nature of that unknown mechanism of plastic deformation
of MGs is discussed and argued that it could be a nucleation
of shear bands inside the amorphous body.

Finally, let us note that the method of data processing
used in the present work is not limited to metallic glasses
and can be widely used for various materials and engineer
ing constructions both in laboratory experiments and in
practical non-destructive testing. The simplicity and the
lack of arbitrary decisions during data processing allows
full automation of the calculations involved. It makes this
approach effective for AE source identification. For in
stance, it can be employed for reliable identification of
noise signals that is of importance in most AE problems
and. particularly, non-destructive inspection.
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Acoustic Emission Characteristics of Soil and
Sand in Response to Simulated Root Growth

c. Divaker Durairaj, L. Okushima and S. Sase

Abstract

Detecting root growth with acoustic emissions (AE)
caused by root-soil interaction has potential applications in
greenhouses. In this study, root growth Was simulated by
pushing a probe into the soil at preset rates using a me
chanical simulator developed for this purpose. The investi
gation was conducted under noise proof environment on
soil and sand at various moisture levels with the simulated
root growth varied at 3 levels from 0.5 to 1.33 mmIh. AE
were detected by an array of three sensors connected to
conventional AE instrumentation. The results showed that
the emissions were very weak in the soil consisting of 0.4
mm particles, but the growth rate could be inferred based
on the rate, at which these emissions are generated. In sand,
wet or dry, the emissions were of high intensity and peri
odic. Spectral methods were used to recognize the pattern
of hit distribution. When AE measurements from real root
growth were analyzed using spectral methods. it was possi
ble to detect the change in real root growth rate, by way of
correlating it with those of the simulated study.

1. Introduction

The physiological state of plants in greenhouses should
be assessed accurately. so that the in-house environmental
attributes could effectively be controlled to obtain high
quality crop production. This, in turn, will lead to just-in
time market delivery of produce and conservation of water
and other inputs. From this viewpoint. non-destructive
sensing of individual plants in greenhouses is needed. AE is
an interesting method for the said purpose. In particular. the
study of AE patterns. generated by root growth in soil, is of
great interest towards developing a root growth monitoring
system for greenhouses. In an effort to detect AE caused by
real root-soil interaction, Okushima et al. (1994) experi
mented with different types of sensors. including a simple
condenser microphone and studied their response to the
generated AE signals from different soils. Okushima et aI.
(1996) showed that under real root growth, sand emitted
higher AE hit counts than a culture soil containing humus.
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Their studies revealed the range of AE signals generated
from root-soil interaction for sand and culture soils. AE due
to root-soil interaction, involve a high degree of complex
ity, since the medium in question, is so complex in charac
teristics. Many factors, such as the type and size of soil
particles. the moisture content of the soil, the presence of
humus (Okushima et a1., 1996), the level of compaction,
and the limiting stresses of the soil surface boundary, affect
the nature of AE signals generated. The key factor. which is
of interest, is the rate at which the root grows and its influ
ence on the pattern of AE hit distribution over time. The
rate of real root growth varies drastically from 0.25 to 1.4
mmIh over different stages of its growth (Shimotashiro et
aI., 1998). Our objective is to recognize the pattern of AE
hit occurrence and correlate it with that of the root growth
rate. Towards this end, the pattern of AE generated at con
stant root growth rates need be ascertained first. Since it
may not be possible to maintain a constant root growth rate
in a real plant, our study attempted to simulate the root
growth itself using a mechanized simulator and acquire AE
data for each level of growth rate. The data was ultimately
used for recognizing the pattern of hits generated for each
growth rate.

2. Experimental Setup

The root growth simulator (Fig. 1) was just a mecha
nism, which pushed a probe into the soil at the required rate
of root growth, thus simulating the growing root tip. It con
sisted of a stepper motor and allied circuitty for generating
the stepper signals. Since the stepper motor is a discrete
device and steps through its rotation, directly driving the
probe by the motor may cause discrete motions to the
simulating probe. Hence, to make the simulations realistic,
a gearbox of reduction as high as 2730:1 was used between
the motor and the probe movement. This way, the stepper
motor could be driven at higher speeds, thus masking its
discrete motion. A sliding barrel receiving motion from the
gearbox. converts it to a linear motion. To isolate the simu
lator's noise and vibration from the soil itself, a hydraulic
transmission was added as the final drive element. It was a
simple assembly of two injection syringes connected mouth
to mouth through a flexible hose and filled with water de
void of air bubbles. One of these syringes was mounted
beneath the slider so that it pushes on the plunger at the set
rate. The movement gets transmitted to the other syringe's
plunger. which held the probe simUlating the root. The
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Fig. 1 Construction of the root simulator.

Fig. 2 Arrangement of sensors in the soil bath.

second syringe with the probe was clamped on a stand over
Ihe soil sutface at Ihe required position. To exactly simulate
root growth, a real root tip itself of 0.8 mm diameter was
used as inserted on to a 0.2-mm metal pin. The bulbous tip
eliminated any abrasion of the metal probe's periphery with
soil, since its diameter is larger than the metal probe itself.

was made to traverse from point A to B (Fig. 2). The soil
bath itself was a plexiglass (PMMA) cylinder of 50 mm
diameter and 70 mm depth. It had circular marks around its
periphery at equal intervals of 10 mm. so that the soil could
be loaded in layers, ensuring the same level of compaction
allover and maintaining the bulk density of the soil at the
required level. Two root growth media were considered for
the study, which were,

i. a fine beach sand consisting of uniformly sized 0.4
mm particles,

ii. Akadama soil (a lower layer soil of Andosols).
which was ground and sieved to acquire particle
sizes ranging from 0.3 to 0.4 mm.

Sand was tested when it was dry and at 10% moisture
and soil was tested at three levels of moistures, namely dry,
20% and 30% moisture. During all the trials, soil and sand,
whether dry or moist were loaded into the bath at bulk den
sities of 1.2 and 1.5 glml, respectively. The travel rate of
the simulator's probe (growth rate) was varied at three lev
els of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.33 mmIh on each treatment and meas
urements replicated thrice. AE was logged for 24,12 and 8
h, respectively for 0.5, 1.0 and 1.33 mmIh growth rates and
hence the net travel made by the probe's tip ('AB' in Fig. 2)
was 12 mm in all the cases. The trials were conducted in
side a noise proof growth chamber to eliminate spurious
hits due to external noise. The hits as accumulated over
particular time intervals were analyzed for any possible
patterns of distribution with respect to time. Different time
intervals of 5 min. IS min and 30 min were tried for ob
taining the discrete samples of hit data. It was found that the
distributions sampled at larger time intervals were "aliases"
of the periodicity of distributions obtained at smaller time
intervals. For convenience and also to obtain a higher de
gree of freedom for any statistical analysis, the hit distribu
tion sampled over 0.25 hr was considered for pattern recog
nition. The sampling rate was hence kept constant. while
analyzing all the hit distributions pertaining to different
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Figure 2 shows the arrangement of sensors in the soil
bath. In an effort to study the relationship between the AE
hits received by different sensors placed at different loca
tions, an array of three sensors were used in the soil bath.
This provided for analyzing the influence of the medium
and its condition on the propagation of AB. The sensors
were accelerometers (CR-03C-0030, Fuji Ceramics Co.)
whose main detecting band of frequencies was 3-15 kHz
with resonance at 9 kHz. Preamplifiers of 40 dB gain were
used to amplify the sensor outputs. 40 dB gain and 35 dB
threshold levels were set on the AE monitor (LOCAN 320,
Physical Acoustics Corp.). The probe simulating the root
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Table 1 ANOVA on the number of hits as influenced by probe travel rate and position in dry sand.

Growth rate Count Sum Average Variance

0.5mm h·1 122285 190.4' 67 6536.992

1.0 mm h" 122264 188.6667 4795.879

1.33 mm h" 121702 141.8333 5076.697

ANOVA

Sourceo!

Variation

S5 df MS F P·vaJue F crit

Displacement 72039.64 11 6549.058 1.328341 0.273815 2.258517
of Probe. mm

Growth rate, 18227.06 2 9113.528 1.84849 0.181112 3.443361

mmh·1

Error 108465.6 22 4930.255

Total 198732.3 35

150 0.5 mm h-I
growth rates. Hence, the Nyquist critical frequency, which
is the reciprocal of twice the sampling time interval, was
constant for the whole analysis.

The AE activity in dry sand was to a maximum of 125
hits per 0.25 h. To explore whether the number of hits
themselves could be used to deduce the simulated growth
rate (probe travel rate), an Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was attempted on the Dumber of hits, with the displacement
of probe (time) itself as one factor and the probe travel rate
as another. The ANOVA (Table 1) on dry sand showed that
both of the factors were insignificantly affecting the number
of hits detected. This implied that the number of hits as
such, could not be used for correlating it with growth rate.

As seen from the hit distributions, a periodicity was
present. Since the hits were observed at equal interval of
time, the data was analyzed as a time series. Figure 3 shows
the data series with respect of dry sand, when the probe
rates were 0.5, 1.0 and 1.33 nunIh. The auto-correlation
function (act) of the AE hit series, acquired by the three
sensors, showed that hits received by all the three were al
most of the same pattern since they have received the same
hits simultaneously. The acf clearly showed that the data
series was non-stationary. Making Polynomial regressions
to the hit data distribution effected the required de-trending.
The regressions were of the form as detailed below.

Y =77.94-56.63777x+17.70994x2-2.469692x3

+0.1737567x4-O.00600871x5+O.000080896x6;

y.2 =42% for 0.5 mmIh

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Acoustic Emissions ofthe Sand

Top seDsor
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Fig. 3 Distribution of AE hits in dry sand.
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In wet sand, the hit rates were to a maximum of 400
hits per 0.25 h (Fig. 5). The higher hits were due to the
lower acoustic impedance of the wet sand transmitting even
weak hits to the sensors. The ANOVA (Table. 2) shows
that both the factors were significant, which was unlike of
the dry sand. This provides for the possibility of using the
number of hits themselves to detect the growth rate of the
root. Since the hit distribution of wet sand also had distinct
periodicity, spectral analysis was carried out The distribu
tions showed the presence of a trend, which was removed
using polynomial regression, which were in the form of,

Y =S1.74-86.46x+43.0799x2-8.122728x3

+O.732373Sx4-o.03189654xs+O.OO053952x6
;

r =47% for 0.5 mmIh
Y =1283.01-1096.99x+426.6945x2-83.19402x3

+8.634029x4-o.4549649xs+O.00951093x6;

r =82% for 1.0 mmIh
Y =-463.019+1560.2739x-1101.103x2+363.8607x3

-61.64478x4+5.145188xs-O.1673926x6
;

r =88% for 1.33 mmIh,
where 'Y' is the number of hits and 'x' is the probe dis
placement.

r

2015105

0.5 mm h-I

Time, h

100

80

~ 60

~40

20

o.,.....-r......,---T"""'--T"-.Di.u..a..--..
o

y =-132.91+229.6816x-102.3444x2+20.93684x3

-2.151279x4+o.1087562xs-O.00216329xs;
~ =33% for 1.0 mmIh

Y=-S9.635+230.S496x-211.9526x2+97.79892x3

-22.317074+2.40S202xs-o.0978658lx6
;

r =70% for 1.33 mmJh,
where •Y' is the number of hits and •x' is time in hour.

After de-trending the data, it showed that the distribu
tion had periodical seasonality. Therefore, the method of
Dominant Frequencies was used to do spectral analysis on
the distribution as a time series. Rather than using a fast
Fourier transform method, this method uses the maximum
entropy (or all poles) method. The maximum-entropy
method represents the data in terms of a finite number (N)
of complex poles of discrete frequency. By contrast, the
fast Fourier transform essentially fits the power spectrum to
a polynomial and is better for data whose spectrum is
smoothly varying. Figure 4 shows the power spectrum of
the hit distribution pertaining to the three simulated probe
travel (root growth) rates. The frequency is in units of the
Nyquist critical frequency (the reciprocal of twice the time
interval between the data points) and the power expressed
in arbitrary units. The number of complex poles (N) was 4
for calculating the spectrum. The distinct peaks indicated
that the AE hit distribution had dominant frequencies of
periodicity in relation to the simulated root growth rate. To
further verify whether the time series had common fre
quency components, a coherence analysis was made be
tween the time series pertaining to each pair of growth
rates. The coherence analysis proved that the frequencies at
which the hits occurred were distinctly dissimilar for each
simulated growth rate.
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Fig. 5 Distribution of AE hits in wet sand at 10% moisture.
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Table 2 ANOVA on the number of hits as influenced by probe travel rate and position in wet sand (10%).

Growth rate, Count Sum Average Variance
mmh"

ANOVA

0.5 mm h"

1.0 mm h"

1.33 mm h"

12 3596 299.6667 12163.7

12 7451 620.9167 53748.63

12 5695 474.5833 30285.72

Source of

Variation

SS df MS F P-value F crit

Probe position. n6125.2 11 70556.84 5.503394 0.000342 2.258517

mm

Growth rate, 620843.4 2 310421.7 24.21272 2.76E.Q6 3.443361

mmh"

Error 282053.3 22 12820.6

Total 1679022 35

The power spectrum (Fig. 4) indicated distinct peaks in
the distribution. Here also. the coherence analysis proved
that the frequencies at which the hits occurred were dis
tinctly dissimilar for each simulated growth rate.

3.2 Acoustic Emissions ofSoil

AE hits in soil were not many and the reason was basi
cally due to the absence of abrasive particles (Okushima et
al., 1996). Moreover. soil as a porous medium. attenuates
whatever weak AE being emitted. The AE hits as acquired
from loose dry soil of 0.4 mm particle size exhibited very
minimal counts and were practically of no use. However,
the AE hits from moist soils, though weak and sparse, were
generally in the range of 1 to 5 at various intervals of time
depending on the probe travel rate. Increasing the gain of
AE instrumentation, was attempted, but noise and spurious
hits were excessive and the experiment was aborted. So the
experiment was continued with the same gain and the hit
distribution was analyzed as such. Since the hit distribu
tions did not have any periodicity, a spectral analysis could
not be made. However, the intervals. at which the hits oc
curred in terms of the probe displacement. were analyzed
for an underlying pattern.

As for the wet soil 20% moist. when the probe travel
was 0.5 mmlh (Fig. 6), the hits occurred at approximately
every 0.6 to 0.8 mm of probe displacement. But when the
probe entered deeper layers, a slight periodicity in hit dis
tribution was observed. However the number·of hits ranged
only up to a maximum of 6. When the penetration rate was
increased to 1.0 mmIh. AE hits decreased. There was AE
activity only when the probe was directly in front of the
sensor. The reason may be that the AE generated at this

19

penetration rate consisted of a band of frequencies, which
did not fall into the frequency band of the sensor or they
were being attenuated by the medium completely. When
the penetration rate was increased further to 1.33 mmIh, the
AE activity was higher. but they occurred at every 3-4 rom
movement of the probe. This rate of movement could have
caused localized compression zones building up pressure.
until released by particle movement at longer intervals.

When the soil was made 30% moist. the hit distribu
tions (Fig. 7) were different from those of the drier soils. At
a penetration rate of 0.5 mmlh. hits occurred every 0.8 to
1.4 mm movement of the probe. The sensor located at
deeper layers was not registering hits, whereas the sensor at
the top layer was sensing hits. This was specific to the soil
at 30% moisture. There is a possibility that the soil parti
cles. instead of moving locally at the probe tip. rise as sin
gle mass at the top. causing AE activity there. When the
penetration rate was taken up to 1.0 mmlh. AE activity de
creased very much like in the drier soil with 20% moisture.
The penetration rate of 1.33 mmlh, offered a similar re
sponse as that at 0.5 mmIh, but here the hits occurred every
2 • 3 mm movement of the probe. From the analysis, it
seems that there is a possibility of detecting the growth rate
based on the interval. at which the hits occur.

3.3 Influence ofthe Medium on Hit Detection

The hit data was also analyzed whether the attenuation
of sound in porous media posed problems in detection of
AE generated by root growth. Dry sand, anticipated to be
the most attenuating medium. did not cause any problems.
since the AE activity is at least 10 folds higher than that of
plain soil. But plain soil. especially the dry one. may cause
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Fig. 6 AE hit distribution of wet soil at 20% moisture.

AE detection problems. Increasing the gain and threshold of
AE sensor and associated circuitry may cause problems of
noise and spurious signals being picked up.

The auto-correlation functions of the hit distributions
against time indicated that all the sensors detected the same
hits. But the hit distribution itself (Fig. 3) showed that the
sensor placed near the soil surface (top) logged far lesser
hits than those of the other two. This could only mean that
the acoustic impedance of the dry sand near the surface was
higher than the rest and had mollified the hits arriving at
that sensor. Dry sand seems to vary its impedance based on
its looseness of packing. Even when the probe tip was be
tween the top and the middle sensors. the hit rate was weak
on the top sensor. However, this phenomenon was absent in
wet sand (Fig. 5). All the sensors detected the hits simulta
neously and had more or less the same number of hits per
unit time. In regard to soil. the sensor near the soil surface
also had problems detecting the hits, when the medium was
relatively drier (20% moisture). However. the number of
hits observed in soil was very low in all me sensors and me
difference could not be discerned clearly. These observa-
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Fig. 7 AE bit distribution of wet soil at 30% moisture.

tions indicate that the sensor placement becomes critical
when the medium is dry.

3.4 AEfrom Real Root Growth

A germinated maize seed with a root length of 2 mm
was sown in the bath (Fig. 2) having wet sand at 10%
moisture. AE caused by real root growth was measured for
3 days. The hits accumulated over 0.25 h interval were
analyzed. The data series was found to be non-stationary
and carrying periodicity. The 72 h data series was seg
mented into distributions pertaining to consecutive 12 h
periods and each segment analyzed as a separate time se
ries. Each was in turn de-trended using polynomial regres
sion over time and. dominant frequencies at four complex
poles were determined (Fig. 8). Comparing Figs. 8 and 4,
the dominant frequencies at the first 12 h period of real root
growth were similar to that of the simulated growth at 1.0
mmIh. The dominant frequencies at 12 - 24 h period peaked
at about 0.2 Nyquist frequency (Fig. 8). which was similar
to that at the simulated growth rate of 0.5 mmJh (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 8 Power spectrum of hits caused under real root growth.

Similarly. the 36 - 48 h period showed a drop in the domi
nant frequency (Fig. 8), which was alike as that of the
simulated growth at 1.33 mmIh. The total root growth in 72
h was 10 mm, as measured after removing the seed out of
the sand. This corresponded approximately with that of the
sum of predicted growth proposed by the simulated data.
Though the real root growth rate could not be exactly dis
cerned yet, the analysis showed possibilities of using the hit
distribution for predicting the real root growth rate. This
would be possible if data on more number of simulated
growth rates are available for analysis.

of AE. This would facilitate decisions on the proper place
ment of the sensor in the real greenhouse environment.
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Detection and Evaluation of Acoustic Emission due to Rock Failure
Tomoki Shiotani. Masayasu Ohtsu and Shigeru Miwa, Research Institute of Technology. Tobishima Corporation
and Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture. Kumamoto University

It is well known that acoustic emission (AE) waves strongly attenuate during propagation inside geotechnical
materials. To detect AE waves clearly. therefore. AE sensors of lower frequency characteristics and defonnation
related wave-guides should be applied to the detection. In the case of monitoring rock failure. it is further difficult to
completely take into account the state of the pre-existing crack properties. although several surveys to examine rock.
characteristics and crack conditions are performed prior to the monitoring. Thus. it is necessary to develop an
effective method for detecting AE waves which is not dominantly influenced by the existing cracks. One prospective
method for a wave-guide is replacing excavated holes with cementitious materials of the same mechanical properties
as rock. When rock-mass moves along the cracks. the filler replaced in the holes would behave coincidentally with
rock, and AE waves produced from the filler are expected to be of the same signal-patterns as those from rock. Then.
it suggests that the local failure of the rock could be observed by AE activity from the filler. By evaluating the AE
activity of various fracture tests in the laboratory. fracture state of the rock could be estimated by AE activity of the
filler. In the case that the filler already contains many cracks. there is another problem to be solved. Because AE
attenuation characteristics of the filler with many cracks are possibly identical to those of actual rock. it may result
in the difficulty to detect AE signals effectively. To solve this problem. a steel bar is installed into an excavated We
with AE sensors. AE signals subsequent to the local motion would be detected until final rock failure. These AE
waves may have no relation with the fracture. because they result from friction between the filler and the steel bar.

A series of studies were conducted for detecting and evaluating of AE signals from this type of wave-guides. In the
laboratory. AE characteristics due to fracture of the filler were experimentally studied by bending and shear load tests
Thus. AE parameters effectively characterizing failure-state were extracted. In situ slope monitoring was carried out
by applying the proposed techniques. AE source location was performed. and then locations were compared with
actual cracks observed by a borehole-camera. AE waves were examined on their parametric characteristics. taking into
account the results laboratory experiments. Thus. the applicability of the technique to detecting and evaluating of AE
signals for rock failure is verified.

Quantitative Evaluation of Fracture Processes in Concrete by the Use of Improved b-Value.
Shigenori Yuyama, NPA; Tomoki Shiotani. Tobishima Corporation; T. Okamoto. Taiheiyo Cement Co.;
Masayasu Ohtsu. Kumamoto University

Improved b-value. an effective parameter to describe state of fractures. has been proposed by the authors. This
parameter is obtained as gradients of cumulative amplitude distributions calculated for a constant number of the most
updated AE data (hits). determining statically the range of amplitudes. In the present study. the improved b-value
analysis is applied to the fracture processes of a reinforced concrete (RC) beam with a single reinforcement, an RC
rigid frame under repeated loadings. a center notched concrete beam. and the same beam reinforced with CFRP sheet.
Moment tensor analysis. a quantitative AE wavefonn analysis based on the moment tensor modeling of cracks. has
been applied to classify crack types and to determine crack orientations in the fracture processes of these specimens.
Comparison of the results from the moment tensor analysis and those from the improved b-value analysis
demonstrated that the latter is very useful for quantitative evaluation of fracture processes as a practical method based
on the extracted AE features.

Quantitative Analysis. of Fracture Process in RC Column Foundation by Moment Tensor
Analysis of Acoustic Emission. Shegnori Yuyarna. Zheng-wang Li. NPA; Yoshihiro Ito. Masaki Arazoe.
Sato Kogyo Co.
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Detection of Defects in Gears by Acoustic Emission
Measurements

N. Tandon and S. Mata

Abstract

Acoustic emission (AE) measurements have been per
formed on test gears. without defect and with defects of
different diameters in one of the teeth, on a gear test rig.
The defect. simulating a pit. was produced on gear tooth by
spark erosion and the size of this defect was successively
increased after each measurement. Acoustic emission (ring
down) counts. peak amplitude and energy and the distribu
tion of events versus AE counts and peak amplitude were
measured. Overall vibrations of the gear were also meas
ured simultaneously. The results indicated that the AE
measurements were successful in detecting defects in gears
and could detect smaller defect sizes as compared to vibra
tion measurements. The distribution of AE counts and peak
amplitude becomes broader because of the presence of a
defect in the gear.

1. Introduction

The wear caused by mechanical deterioration in rotat
ing machines almost always manifests itself in terms of
changes in the levels of vibrations and acoustic emissions at
different points of machine. As the machine deteriorates it
vibrates more and more. and the mechanical stresses and
strains have a tendency to cause further deterioration.
Acoustic emissions (AE) are in the frequency range from
100 kHz to 2 MHz as opposed to vibrations which are in 0
20 kHz range. The classic source of acoustic emissions are
defect-related deformations. The sudden movements at the
source produce stress waves. which radiate out into the
structure. As the stress in the material is raised. many of
these emission are generated. The most commonly used AE
signal measurement parameters are AE events, AE (ring
down) counts. energy and peak amplitude. The distribution
of events versus any other of these parameters is also
sometimes measured. Acoustic emission measurements
have been applied to the condition monitoring of machinery
for at least a quarter of a century and has consistently been
found to be sensitive to distress and degradation in a wide
range of machinery. The application of AE to condition
monitoring has been growing steadily. albeit slowly for
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many years. Clearly there is a large gulf between research
on a test rig under controUed condition and routine applica
tions within industry as part of a predictive maintenance
strategy. However. the signs are that AE has stood the test
of time and is poised to emerge as a major player in condi
tion monitoring over the coming years.

The most common failure modes of gears are pitting
and scoring. Pitting failure is a fatigue effect. which occurs
due to higher Hertzian contact stresses than the surface can
withstand. Gears under load produce repeated surface and
sub-surface stresses and if the loads are high enough.
chunks of metal will fatigue from the surface producing
pits. Initial pitting usually occurs near the pitch line. in the
region where the oil film is thin. Vibration and noise analy
sis is the most common means of gear monitoring and diag
nostics (Umezawa et al.. 1982; Fujita et aI., 1983; Nicks.
1990; Muralidharan et a1.. 1994; Choy et aI., 1996). Gear
vibration is affected by the faults in gear teeth. It has been
shown (Fujita et a1.. 1983) that pitting failures and tooth
breakage due to pitting failures could be predicted by
monitoring the change in tooth profile and changes of dy
namic characteristics such as vibration and noise and also
the tooth root strains.

Some studies on the AE measurements for the detec
tion of defects in bearings have been carried out (Tandon
and Nakra, 1990; Yoshioka and Fujiwara. 1984). Acoustic
emission is also expected to increase when a defect in the
form of a pit is present in a tooth of a gear. So in the present
investigation. AE measurements were performed on gears
without defect and with intentionally introduced defects by
spark erosion. The size of these defects. simulating pits,
was also changed to determine the smallest defect size that
could be detected by AE measurements for the gears tested.

2. Experimental Setup

2.1 Test Rig and Gears

The investigation was carried out on lAB gear lubricant
testing machine. A schematic diagram of the gear test rig is
shown in Fig. 1. The machine basically consists of test head
and power return gearbox mounted on a bed plate and cou
pled together by a torque shaft. The test head assembly con
sists of two test gear spindles mounted on anti-friction

0730-00S0J99/SS.00'17023..()27
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Fig. 1 A schematic diagram of the gear test rig.

bearings. The front cover of the test head assembly is easily
removable and behind this cover is the spigot for locating
the test gears. The test gears are lubricated by a jet of oil.
Load on the test gears can be applied by an arm onto which
weights can be added.

The measurements were performed on hardened and
ground spur gears supplied along with the test rig. The
gears had involute profile with a pressure angle of 20·. The
face width of the gears was 5.1 nun (0.2") and diametral
pitch 5. The gear and the pinion had 16 and IS teeth, re
spectively.

2.2 Measuring Instruments

Acoustic emissions were detected using a piezoelectric
transducer (AET AC375). The acoustic emission transducer
had a resonant frequency of 375 kHz and was followed by a
preamplifier (AET 160) with an appropriate plug-in filter
(FL-25). The preamplifier had a gain of 60 dB. The signal
was post-amplified before being analyzed in AET 5000
mainframe AE processor. The first elements in the main
frame are main amplifiers and thresholds, which are ad
justed to determine the test sensitivity. The main amplifier
provides additional gain up to 40 dB to boost the signal
further prior to analysis. The analog wave that comes out of
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the main amplifier can be displayed on an oscilloscope. A
microcomputer is interfaced with the mainframe processor
for recording the AE data.

Burst type acoustic emission event is usually separated
from the continuous activity by the use of a threshold. Only
AE events or AE counts that exceed thresholds are allowed
to be processed. Since the noise level may vary, a floating
or automatic (rather than fixed) threshold is used in order to
improve the resolution of the burst event. Each AE signal is
measured by hardware circuits, which are contained in the
mainframe and measured parameters are passed through the
central microcomputer to a disc file of signal descriptions.
During or after the data recording, the main system extracts
the data for graphic display.

Overall vibration acceleration was measured using an
accelerometer (B&K 4368) and a charge amplifier (B&K
2635). The undamped natural frequency of the acceler
ometer is 39 kHz and its sensitivity is 4.30 mVs-/m. Overall
rms vibrations in 0.2 Hz to 10kHz frequency range were
measured.
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3. Measurement Method J.UIl diameters with a constant depth of 500 Jlm were pro
duced.

The AE signal was measured close to the bearings of
the test gear box. Vibrations (generated mainly at gear teeth
mesh frequency and its harmonics) were also measured
simultaneously, for the purpose of comparison. All the tests
were carried out at 1000 rpm. The AE measurements were
performed when there was no defect in the gear and when
the gear was removed and a defect in the form of a pit was
produced on a tooth on the gear pitch line, by spark erosion.
The defect diameter was increased after each test on the
same gear. Defects of 250, 350,450, 550, 1100 and 2200

In order to provide maximum discrimination between
the signal and the background noise, and at the same time,
to maintain the sensitivity of the AE monitoring system,
appropriate threshold level of detection and the level of post
amplification were set up. These levels were kept constant
for all the measurements. The AE parameters measured
were energy, peak amplitude and AE counts. The distribu
tion of AE events versus AE counts and peak amplitude
was also measured. The repeatability of AE measurements
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Fig. 6 The distribution of AE events vs. AE counts for the
good gear (a) and for the gear with 11()()..J1m size defect (b)
at 6 kg load.

was also checked on a defective (having some pitting
marks) gear set.

4. Results and Discussion

The AE parameters - AE (ring-down) counts. peak am
plitude and energy were measured at two different times on
a gear, which had some pitting marks. to study the repeat
ability of these measurements. The results are shown in Fig.
2. All the three parameters measured show quite good re
peatability. The variation of acoustic emission parameters
with load was investigated on the test gear set without de
fect. The results shown in Fig. 3 indicate that there is some
increase in acoustic emissions with an increase in load.

The variation in AE parameters measured for different
sizes of defects in test gear tooth for 6 kg load are shown in
Fig. 4. The results show that there is an increase in the AE
parameters measured, with increase in defect size. This
shows that AE measurements can be used for condition
monitoring of gears. The increase in AE is marked when
the defect size is around 500 J1m or greater in diameter with
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Fig. 7 The distribution of AE events vs. peak amplitude for
the good gear (a) and for the gear with llOO-J1M size defect
(b) at 6 kg load.

reference to acoustic emissions at zero defect. AE (ring
down) counts show slightly better results as compared to
energy and peak amplitude. The vibration measurements,
which were performed simultaneously for the purpose of
comparison, indicate that distinct increase in vibration lev
els is measured when the defect size is more than 1000 J1m
(Fig. 5). This indicates that the AE measurements are better
than overall vibration measurements for the detection of
defects in gears, because they can detect defects earlier
(smaller defects) as compared to overall vibration levels.

The distribution of AE events and AE counts and peak
amplitude for the good gear and for the gear with 1100-).tDl
size defect. at 6 kg load, are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. It is
seen that, in general, the distribution becomes broader be
cause of the presence of defect in the gear. The AE event
count goes to zero for AE counts of 20 and 85 for the gear
without defect and with llDO-J.UI1 size defect. respectively
(Fig. 6). Figure 7 shows that for the maximum events, the
peak amplitude is centered around 50 dB for good gear and
around 75 dB for gear with II00-J1m size defect.



S. Conclusions

The AE measurements can be successfully used for the de
tection of defects in gears. The AE measurement results are
better than overall vibration measurements for the detection
of defects in gears because the defects of smaller size could
be detected by AE measurements. The distribution of AE
events versus AE (ring-down) counts and peak amplitude
becomes broader with the presence of defect in the gear
tooth.
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42nd AEWG Meeting

After the great Hanshin earthquake. numerous studies have been made to evaluate damage levels. toughness and
defonnation characteristics of reinforced concrete(RC) columns exposed to the earthquake shock. In the present study,
RC columns are subjected to simulated seismic lateral loading under different axial loads. Acoustic emission (AE) is
monitored to characterize the seismic behavior of column foundation. AE is shown to be very sensitive to detect
cracks generated in the foundation. An AE moment tensor analysis is applied to analyze the fracture process
quantitatively. Experimental results demonstrate different fracture behavior, depending on the different axial loads. It
is also shown that the moment tensor analysis is very useful for quantitative evaluation of the fracture process.

PipeJine Testing Experience in Russia. Victor V. Shemyakin. PAC-Russia (No abstract available)

Cold Header Machine Process Monitoring Using an Acoustical Approach.
Henrique Reis. D. Brad Cook, and Aaron C. Voegele. NOT and E Research Lab., University of Dlinois

In cold heading manufacturing processes. a partial fracture of the punch pin recess tip leads to production of
out-of-tolerance parts. A process monitoring system was developed to assure that out-of-tolerance parts do not
contaminated the batch of acceptable parts. A four-channel data acquisition system was assembled to collect and store
the acoustic signal during the manufacturing process. A genetic algorithm was designed to select the smallest subset
of waveform features necessary to develop a robust artificial neural network that could differentiate among the
various cold heading machine conditions. The developed monitoring system is able to tenninate production within
seconds of punch failure using only four waveform features. Both complete and partial fracture modes can be detected
using the developed process monitoring system.

Acoustic Emission Monitoring of Plasma Sprayed Ceramic Thermal Barrier Coatings
David W. Prine. Jennifer R. Mawdslcy. and Katherine T. Faber. Northwestern University

Acoustic emission monitoring techniques are providing a practical tool to evaluate the mechanical performance of
plasma sprayed ceramic coatings. Test specimens are fabricated with Small Particle Plasma Sprayed 7% (weight)
yttria partially stabilized zirconia deposited on 1018 carbon steel substrates to a thickness of 3 to 6 mils. These
materials show considerable promise as thermal barrier coatings that can survive severe mechanical deformation.

AE is being used to monitor performance of the test specimens in a 4-point bend test. Both single cycles that exceed
the elastic limit of the substrate and fatigue tests with several thousand cycles have been monitored. Other workers
in the field have attempted to apply AE to this problem but have typically not given sufficient attention to the
elimination of non-valid AE resulting from either the test machine or the test fixture. For these tests a simple three
channel linear array with source location is used to suppress background noise from the test fixture. Both narrow
band resonant and broad band sensors are being used. Special sensor coupling shoes were constructed to eliminate
coupling variations resulting from extreme changes in curvature of the test specimen as it undergoes bending.

Conventional event based AE as well as digital waveform data is recorded. This paper will discuss in detail the
experimental results obtained to-date. The specimens are remarkable for their lack of AE. The presence of porosity
and microcracking in the coating apparently prevents or suppresses the growth of large brittle failures. Large
numbers of very low amplitude events that probably result from frictional and microcraek sources characterizes the
AE from a good specimen. The waveform data clearly shows several classes of AE events distinguishable in both the
time and frequency domains. Good correlation has been obtained between AE and changes in the process paranleters.

Waveform Evaluation of Acoustic Emission Signais from Electroplating
Kanji Ono. UCLA and Tsutomu Morikawa. Osaka Pref. Industrial Research Inst.

Takano and Ono reported 25 years ago that AE signals from crack formation during electroplating can be detected and
are distinguishable from those due to hydrogen bubble evolution and collapse. Few studies have been done since,
although AE is now a standard technique in monitoring the adhesion of plated/coated films in conjunction with
scratching. We recorded AE signals during electroplating of copper, nickel and chromium on copper and stainless
steel sheets. by varying the conditions of plating (solution composition, pH level. temperature and current density).
AE waveforms (using a PAC WD sensor and a MISTRAS board) exhibit distinct plate-wave characteristics. with
cracks giving strong extensional modes and hydrogen bubbles having mostly flexural waves. Waveform- or
frequency-based discrimination can be easily performed to separate the two signal types. Signal amplitude can also be



Acoustic Emission Signals in Thin Plates Produced by
Impact Damage

William H. Prosser, Michael R. Gorman and Donald H. Humes

Abstract

Acoustic emISSion (AE) signals created by impact
sources in thin aluminum and graphite/epoxy composite
plates were analyzed. Two different impact velocity regimes
were studied. Low-velocity (less than 0.21 kmls) impacts
were created with an airgun firing spherical steel projectiles
(4.5 mm diameter). High-velocity (1.8 to 7 kmls) impacts
were generated with a two-stage light-gas gun firing smaIJ
cylindrical nylon projectiles (1.5 nun diameter). Both the
impact velocity and impact angle were varied. The impacts
did not penetrate the aluminum plates at either low or high
velocities. For high-velocity impacts in composites, there
were both impacts that fully penetrated the plate as well as
impacts that did not. AIJ impacts generated very large am
plitude AE signals (1-5 V at the sensor), which propagated
as plate (extensional andlor flexural) modes. In the low
velocity impact studies, the signal was dominated by a large
flexural mode with only a small extensional mode compo
nent detected. As the impact velocity was increased within
the low velocity regime, the overall amplitudes of both the
extensional and flexural modes increased. In addition, a
relative increase in the amplitude of high-frequency compo
nents of the flexmal mode was also observed. Signals
caused by high-velocity impacts that did not penetrate the
plate contained both a large extensional and flexural mode
component of comparable amplitudes. The signals also
contained components of much higher frequency and were
easily differentiated from those caused by low-velocity im
pacts. An interesting phenomenon was observed in that the
large flexural mode component, seen in every other case,
was absent from the signal when the impact particle fully
penetrated through the composite plates.

1. Introduction

Damage from impact is a serious hazard to aircraft arxi
spacecraft. During takeoff and landing, impact threats in
clude runway debris and birds. Ice created on spacecraft from
the exposure of humid air to the cold of cryogenic propel
lants may break off during launch and cause impact dam
age. There are also numerous in-flight sources of impact
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damage including birds, projectiles used against military air
craft, and collisions with other aircraft or spacecraft. For
spacecraft. there is another hazard, which is the impact of
micrometeoroids and space debris. These on-orbit collisions
occur at velocities exceeding 10 kmIs, and at these veloci
ties. even very small particles can create significant damage.
The seriousness of the threat of this type of impact damage
to spacecraft is reflected in the titles of two government
reports; "Space Program: Space Debris is a Potential
Threat to Space Station and Shuttle" (GAO. 1990) and
"Space Station: Delays in Dealing with Space Debris May
Reduce Safety and Increase Costs." (GAO, 1992)

Acoustic emission (AE) monitoring has been proposed
as one method for structural health monitoring to detect,
locate, and assess impact damage. Lempriere (1987) and
Nelson and Lempriere (1987) discussed such applications of
AE for spacecraft. The advantages of such a monitoring
system are that the number of post-flight inspections can be
minimized or eliminated. This can lead to a tremendous
cost savings while at the same time providing enhanced
safety. For long-tenn orbiting space platfonns such as the
proposed Space Station. routine inspections for impact
damage are particularly difficult. Extra-vehicular activity
(EVA) is expensive and dangerous. and there are limited
space-tested tools and techniques for damage inspection and
assessment. A recent example demonstrating this point is
the inability to find the leak in a Mir Space Station Mod
ule, caused by a collision with another spacecraft, even after
several EVA inspections.

In this research. AE signals from impact sources in
plates were detected with broad band, high fidelity sensors
and digitized for analysis. Impact events were studied in
both isotropic aluminum, and anisotropic graphite/epoxy.
Both materials are widely used on aircraft and spacecraft.
Low-velocity impacts were created with a pump airgun,
firing spherical steel projectiles at velocities less than 0.21
kmls. Varying the number of times the airgun was pumped
made it possible to study the effect of velocity variation
within the low velocity regime. The effect of the angle of
the plate on the observed signal was also evaluated. High
velocity impacts were generated in these plates with a two

stage light-gas gun. The velocity was varied over the range
of 1.8 to 7 kmIs. A smaller nylon projectile was used.
Again, the angle of impact was varied. For the composite
materials. by varying the velocity in the high-velocity re-
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gime, impacts that fully penetrated the plate were produced
as well as those that did not.

For all conditions of impact studied in this research in
both the aluminum and graphite/epoxy composite plates,
the detected AE signals were of very large amplitude. At
the relatively short distances of propagation (less than 20
em) in this work, attenuators, rather than preamplifiers,
were used in some cases. This was necessary to reduce the
signal amplitudes to a sufficiently low level for digitization.
All signals contained propagating plate mode (extensional
andlor flexural) components. Although location results are
not presented in this paper, the large amplitude signals (mi
thus large signal-t~noise ratios) made it possible to obtain
excellent impact location agreement with that measured
directly on the plate.

For low-velocity impacts, the flexural plate mode was
predominant. As the projectile velocity was increased
within the low-velocity regime, the overall amplitude of the
modes increased and the amplitude of higher frequency com
ponents in the flexural mode increased. Previous research
(Gorman, 1990; Gorman and Prosser, 1991; Prosser, 1991)
showed the effect of the direction of source motion on the
relative amplitudes of plate modes. This was the motiva
tion for varying the angle of impact. In contrast to the pre
vious studies, no clear effect of varying the trajectory on the
relative amplitude of plate modes was observed.

For high-velocity impacts, the extensional mode ampli
tude was much larger than for low-velocity impacts arx1
comparable to that of the flexural mode. The signals con
tained much higher frequency content. Again, the effect of
varying the impact angle produced no change in the relative
amplitudes of the plate modes. The flexural mode was en

tirely absent in every case where full penetration of the
composite plate occurred. Further study of this effect is
warranted as this could provide a useful discriminator for the
detection of spacecraft-hull penetration.

In previous research, attempts were made to use acous
tic detectors to characterize the micrometeoroid environ
ment. Examples of this work are described by Konstanti
nov et al. (l969), Alexander et al. (1962), and Kapinsinsky
(1978). Laboratory experiments were used to characterize
the sensitivity of the devices and such acoustic detectors
were widely flown on balloons, sounding rockets, satellites,
and lunar and d~space probes. However, much like AE
testing of structures, the reliability of the data from these
on-board acoustic sensors has often been questioned because
extraneous noise was not identified or eliminated. Thus, the
rates of impacts determined from acoustic signals were unre
alistically high in comparison to other measurement sys
tems such as capacitive discharge detectors. The extraneous
noise signals were attributed to both electromagnetic inter
ference and noise caused by thermal expansion of the~
craft.

Laminated composite materials offer considerable
weight savings for aircraft and spacecraft, but are particu
larly susceptible to impact damage. As such, there has been
considerable study on acoustic waves generated by impact
sources (Gardiner and Pearson, 1985; Weems et al., 1991;
Takeda et at, 1981). However, these studies have focused
primarily on impact sources of very low velocity such as
dropped projectiles or weights dropped onto impact tups.
The signals acquired in these experiments are in agreement
with the results from the low-velocity impact testing in this
study in that small amplitude extensional mode components
followed by much larger flexural mode components can be
identified. In addition, a number of authors including Moon
(1973), Sun and Lai (1974), Datta et aI. (1992), Karim
(1991), and Mal and Lih (1992) have investigated theoretical
approaches for predicting acoustic waves in composite
laminates generated by impact sources.

More recently, Nelson and Lempriere (1987) evaluated
AE signals generated by impact sources in metallic plates
for the development of AE technology for the Space Sta
tion. Although they successfully demonstrated the detection
and location of impacts, an AE monitoring system was not
included in later plans for the Space Station. It is believed
that the infant state of the waveform-based technology used,
combined with severely limited development funds, led to
the curtailment. In their study, they detected and digitized
signals with broadband sensors for low-velocity impacts
created with an air gun and spherical projectiles. They also
collected signals from a very limited number of high
velocity impacts, but the results were not discussed in <if>
tail. AE signals propagating as plate modes were also ob
served in both cases and considerable discussion focused on
the ability to locate sources with these dispersive waves.
However, they tested only metal specimens representative of
space-station materials and only considered normal impact.
They also suffered problems with their digitizing instrumen
tation causing high frequency spikes that distorted some
signals. Furthermore, differences between penetrating and
non-penetrating high-velocity impacts were not evaluated.
Thus, a more extensive study was conducted and the results
are detailed below.

2. Low-Velocity Impact

A pump air gun (Daisy model 880) was used to produce
low-velocity impacts. Spherical, steel balls with a diameter
of 4.5 mm were used. The velocity of the projectiles was
not measured in these experiments. The nominal maximum
muzzle velocity for this model gun, as obtained from the
manufacturer, is 0.21 kmls when the gun is pumped to its
full capacity of 10 pumping. At this velocity. the esti
mated kinetic energy (mv2l2) of the projectile is 8.2 J.



The target plate was 2024 aluminum sheet with a
thickness 00.175 mm and 50.8 cm square. For safety, the
target plate with attached sensors was placed inside a cham
ber of 76-mm thick high density foam. The plate was
placed on a fixture that allowed the angle of impact to be
varied from nonnal to the plate (90·) down to 10· grazing
incidence in 10· steps.

Heavily damped, 3.5 MHz ultrasonic transducers for
thickness gaging (panametrics model V182) were used to
detect the signals produced by these low-velocity impacts.
Operated far off their resonance in the low-frequency AE
range (less than 1 MHz), these sensors provide flat with
frequency, high-fidelity, displacement response. This was
demonstrated (Prosser, 1991) by comparison of their re
sponse against that of a calibrated laser interferometer. In
addition, Papadakis (1980) discussed why such transducers
make ideal high-fidelity AE sensors. This sensor has a di
ameter of 1.27 cm. This large aperture leads to problems
with phase cancellation across the sensor face at higher fre
quencies. To reduce this effect, a smaller diameter sensor
(Digital Wave Corp., model BI025) was used in the high
velocity impact studies, which were conducted later. Even
though these two sensors have similar response curves as a
function of frequency except for the apenure effects, exact
comparisons of the low- and high-velocity impact generated
AE signals are not made. This is particularly true for the
higher-frequency extensional mode and the higher-frequency
component of the flexural mode. However, gross differ
ences of these signals, particularly of the relative amplitudes
of the plate modes between low-velocity and high-velocity
impacts are noted and will be discussed.

For these experiments, four sensors were placed in a
rectangular array around the anticipated impact spot. They

were all located at a nominal distance of 15.2 cm from the
impact. In repeated test firing, the impact position did not
vary more than 1.27 cm in any direction from the desired
impact position. As the amplitudes of the AE signals pro
duced by these impacts were so large, no preamplifiers were
used. The output of the sensors were put directly into a
transient recorder (LeCroy model 6810) which had a 12-bit
vertical resolution. A sampling frequency of 2 MHz was
used and 1024 points were acquired for each waveform.

A typical signal captured from an impact, in which the
gun had been pumped five times is shown in Fig. 1a. The
extensional and flexural mode components of this signal are
identified in this figure. The extensional mode propagates
with a faster velocity and suffers little dispersion, while the
flexural mode travels more slowly with dispersion such that
higher frequencies arrive earlier in the signal. The peak
amplitude of the signal is quite large, and again, this is
without any amplification. The flexural mode is dominant
and the extensional mode is barely observable in compari
son. This is as expected since the impact produces a large
out-of-plane source motion and thus generates a large bend
ing moment. For these impacts, the projectile did not pene
trate the plate but did produce a significant crater. The crater

diameter was approximately the same diameter as the
spherical projectile.

A signal from an impact, in which the gun was only
pumped twice is shown in Fig. lb. The velocity (and en
ergy) of the projectile for this case is smaller, which leads
to a smaller peak amplitude. Again, the flexural mode is
dominant with very little extensional mode signal present.
Not only is the amplitude different for the signals from dif
ferent impact velocities, but the frequency content changes
as well. As can be seen in the time domain signals of Fig.
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Fig. 1 AE signals produced by low-velocity impact on aluminum plate with: a) air gun pumped 5 times, and b) air gun
pumped 2 times.
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Fig. 2 Magnitude of FFT of AE signals in Fig. 1 produced by low-velocity impact on aluminum plate with: a) air gun
pumped 5 times, and b) air gun pumped twice.

I, and even more clearly in their frequency response curves
in Fig. 2, the high-frequency content increased in the signal
from the higher-velocity impact.

No effect of impact-angle variation on the relative am
plitudes of the two plate modes was observed. As men
tioned previously, earlier research (Gorman, 1990; Gonnan
and Prosser, 1991; Prosser, 1991) had demonstrated a strong
relationship between the directionality of the source motion
and the relative amplitudes of plate modes. In this previous
work, the simulated AE sources (pencil-lead breaks) were all
applied at the mid-plane of the plate as the source angle was
varied. Impact sources, however, occur on. or near the sur
face of the plate. This off-mid-plane source always creates a
large bending moment, and thus large flexural mode. The
variation in the angle of impact produced frequency content
and overall amplitude (of both modes) changes similar to
those produced by varying the velocity. This is because the
normal component of the impact velocity changes, as the
angle is varied. These effects. as well as signal dispersion
effects due to slight variation in the propagation distance
from shot to shot. all contributed to further mask any pos
sible effect on relative amplitudes of plate modes that might
have been caused by impact angle variations. Further study
is needed to determine the feasibility of impact trajectory
assessment through AE signal analysis.

3. High-Velocity Impact

A two-stage light-gas gun was used for high-velocity
impact experiments. These high-velocity impacts cause
damage. which more closely simulates that caused by hy
pervelocity impacts of rnicrometeoroids and space debris on
spacecraft.. The first stage of this gun consisted of a Swift
5.59-mm caliber rifle. which fires a nylon piston. The bar
rel for this first stage is pressurized with hydrogen prior to
the shot. As the 5.59-mm diameter nylon piston is fired
down the barrel in the first stage, it further compresses the

hydrogen until the high pressure ruptureS a polymer mem
brane at the muzzle end of the first stage. The piston is
caught in a large steel capture block prior to reaching the
end of the fD'St stage. The pressurized hydrogen then pro.
pels a much smaller projectile down an evacuated chamber
at velocities. for this gun. up to 7 kmls. More details
about the operation of such guns are given by Crozier am
Hume (1957) and more recently by Schneider and Stilp
(1990).

The velocity is controlled by a number of factors in
cluding the projectile size and weight, the amount of powder
charge in the first stage, and the original pressure of the
hydrogen gas in this stage. For these experiments. the im
pact projectiles were nylon cylinders with diameter of 1.5
nun and length of 1.25 mm. The velocity was measured
with an optical system. Using mirrors, the path of a He-Ne
laser beam was manipulated so that it passed twice through
the intended path of the projectile at known. fixed distances
between passes. The laser beam then impinged on a photo
detector. As the impact projectile traveled down the cham
ber, each time it passed through the laser beam. it temporar
ily blocked the light from arriving at the photo detector.
The photo-detector output signal could then be used to cb
termine the time required for the particle to travel the dis
tance between the two beam paths. This time, with the
known distance. was then used to determine the velocity of
the projectile. which in our experiments ranged from 1.8 to
7 kmIs. Over this velocity range. the calculated kinetic
energy of the projectile ranges from 4.1 J to 61.7 J. Thus.
even though the velocities are much higher than those used
in the low-velocity study, the energy of the projectile is of
the same order of magnitude.

Both aluminum and graphite/epoxy composite plates
were impacted at high velocities. The 2024 aluminum
plates had the same nominal thickness and lateral dimen
sions as those used for low-velocity experiments. Two
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Fig. 3 Illustration of sensor positions for high-velocity
impact in aluminum plate. Dimensions in mm.

A different signal recording system (Digital Wave
Corp. model 4012 Fracture Wave Detector) was used for
these experiments. It also had 12-bit vertical resolution,
but the sampling frequency was 10 MHz. The signal was
bandpass filtered from 20 kHz to 1.5 MHz. Because the
input range of this digitizer was limited to ±O.5 V, an at
tenuating preamplifier (Digital Wave Corp. model 2040

different graphite/epoxy composites were used. The fust
was 8 plies of IM7/8552, which had a nominal thickness of
1.27 nun. The lateral dimensions of these plates varied but
was 25.4 x 25.4 em or larger. The second was 24 plies of
fM71977-2 with a nominal thickness of 3.56 nun. The
lateral dimensions of these plates were 35.6 x 35.6 em.
Both laminates were quasi-isotropic lay-ups, the first being
[0. 45. 90, -45]5 and the second being [0, 45. 90. -45]35'
For the composites, only impact normal to the plate was
studied. while for the aluminum, the impact angle was var
ied again from normal (90') down to 10° in 10° steps.

As mentioned previously, different sensors (Digital
Wave Corp. model BI02S) were used for the high-velocity
experiments. These were similar to those used in the low
velocity impact study in that they are highly damped ultra
sonic sensors operating far off resonance to provide a flat
frequency response. However. they have a smaller diameter.
which minimizes aperture effects thus providing better fidel
ity at the higher frequencies in the extensional mode and the
early portion of the flexural mode. Again, four sensors
were used in an array around the impact site. However, in
this case, they were not equidistant from the impact site.
For the aluminum plates. the nominal sensor positions
were as shown in Fig. 3. For the composite plates, similar
sensor spacing was maintained, but because the lateral di
mensions of the plate were different, the positions relative
to the plate edges were different. Also, as illustrated in this
figure, there was slightly larger Variability of the impact
site from shot to shot.

The second significant difference between the low- arxl
high-velocity impact signals is the much larger extensional
mode component for high-velocity impacts. It has an even
larger amplitude than the flexural mode for this signal. A
qualitative explanation for this difference can be offered
based on an examination of the type of deformation pro
duced by impacts at these different velocities. As discussed
previously, low-velocity impact produces a crater. which is
of similar diameter to the projectile diameter. For high
velocity impact, however. the diameter of the crater is sev
eral times larger than the diameter of the projectile. Thus.
there is significant in-plane defonnation as the crater ex
pands in the high-velocity impact event. It seems likely
that this in-plane deformation from crater expansion ac
counts for the large extensional plate mode component in
high-velocity impact signals.

Figure 4a shows the signal produced in an aluminum
plate from a high-velocity impact. The velocity of the im
pact particle was 4.2 kmls and the aluminum plate was not
penetrated. In fact, for the range of velocities tested, no
projectiles penetrated the aluminum plates. The propaga
tion distance to the sensor was 14.7 em. Because of the
significant high-frequency components in this signal, it is
more difficult to clearly identify the extensional and flexural
mode components. A 500 kHz low-pass filter was applied
with the results shown in Fig. 4b. Here the plate mode
components are more readily identified. In comparing these
signals to the low-velocity impact signals in Fig. 1. it is
noted that the shift in arrival times of these signals, arxl
others to be presented later. are due to differences in trigger
timing. Two significant differences are readily apparent
when comparing signals caused by high-velocity impact to
those caused by low-velocity impact. The first, which was
clearly demonstrated by the need to use a low-pass filter to
identify the modes, is that there is much higher frequency
content in signals produced by high-velocity impact. It is
suspected, although not verified by signal analysis, that
higher order Lamb modes may be present in this high
frequency signal. This higher frequency content is not un
expected due to the source mechanism at much higher veloc
ity. An increase in high-frequency content was also ob
served even for the slight velocity increase in low-velocity
impact (cf. Fig. 2).

GlA) was used to provide 2O-dB attenuation. For the sig
nals presented in this paper, the amplitudes have been mul
tiplied by 10 to correct for this attenuation and provide the
voltage output from the sensor. This allows direct com
parison of these signals against those recorded from the low
velocity impact study. However, the differences in type of
sensors and filtering must be considered when making such
comparisons. Thus, only significant differences in wave
shape and modal content will be discussed between these
two impact conditions.
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Fig. 4 a) AE signal produced by high velocity impact on aluminum plate; b} same signal as a) except after filtering with
Sao-kHz low-pass filter.

4. Summary

Fig. 5 AE signal produced by non-penetrating high-velocity
impact on 8-ply graphite/epoxy composite plate.

tion of 51.4" with respect to the O"-fiber direction. For this
signal, the flexural mode component is not present. The
signal is composed only of the extensional mode and its
reflections from the plate edges. A similar result is shown
in Fig. 6b for the 24-ply laminate. The velocity in this
case was 5.2 kmIs. The propagation distance was 13.0 cm
along a 54.3" propagation direction.
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In this study, AE signals generated by impact were
detected with broadband. high fidelity sensors. A wide vari
ety of impact conditions were studied including both low
and high-velocity impact, and varied impact trajectory in
metal and composite targets. In the composite plates at

high velocities. both penetrating and non-penetrating im
pacts were generated. In all cases. the AE signals had very
large amplitude and propagated as plate modes.

A different result was obtained when the composite
plale was penetrated. Figure 6a shows a signal for such a
case in the 8-ply material where the projectile velocity was
6.6 kmIs. The propagation distance was 14.1 em in a direc-

For high-velocity impacts in composite plates, the
impact projectile fully penetrated the plate in most cases,
except when the projectile was at the low end of the veloc
ity spectrUm (less than 2 kmIs). Figure 5 shows the signal
from an impact event, in which the projectile did not pene
trate the composite plate. The velocity for this impact was
1.8 kmIs. The plate in this experiment was the 8-ply
IM7/85S2 material. The distance of propagation was only
7.2 cm in a direction at a small angle (approximately 1.5°)
from the a·-fiber direction in this quasi-isotropic material.
Again, similar to the signal from high-velocity impact in
aluminum, there are large amplitude extensional and flexural
mode components. However, the very high-frequency com
ponents that were present in Fig. 4a, are missing. This is
most likely due to the much higher attenuation at higher
frequencies that is typical of composites.

Again, no clear difference in the relative amplitude of
the plate-mode components was detected as a function of the
angle of impact. As the angle was decreased from nonnal
impact, overall decreases in signal amplitude were observed
as the normal component of the velocity decreased. How
ever, the larger variations in the actual impact spot relative
to the sensor positions made it· difficult to investigate this
effect. The apparent amplitudes of the modes change with
propagation distance, especially for the flexural mode be
cause of its high dispersion. Further, more controlled tests,
in which either the propagation distance varied less, or am
plitude changes due to propagation distance variations are
compensated, are required. This will allow a better determi
nation of whether information about impact trajectory is
also contained in AE signals.
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Fig. 6 AE signals produced by penetrating impact in composite plates; a) 8-ply laminate. and b) 24 ply laminate.

AE signals from low- and high-velocity impacts were
easily differentiated from their frequency content and modal
analysis. Low-velocity impacts produced signals with
little extensional mode and large flexural mode compo
nents. For variations in velocity over the low-velocity
regime. effects on both the amplitude and frequency con·
tent of the AE signals were observed. High-velocity. non
penetrating impacts also produced AE signals with large
flexural modes. However. these signals had large exten
sional mode components of comparable amplitude to the
flexural mode. The large extensional modes may be due
to the in-plane crater deformation caused by impacts at
these velocities. When high-velocity impacts fully pene
trated the composite plates. the flexural mode was absent
from the AE signal. Variations in the impact trajectory
had no discernible effect on the modal content of the AE
signals at either high or low velocities. The only signal
variation was a change in overall amplitude. which was
attributed to simple changes in the normal velocity com
ponent as a function of impact angle.

These results demonstrate the feasibility for using AE
to not only detect and locate impact events on aircraft and
spacecraft. but also provide information about the nature
of the damage. The very large signal amplitudes for the
impacts srudied indicate that relatively large sensor spac
ing might be used for practical. economical. implementa
tion. This. of course. depends on a number of factors such
as the minimum allowable undetected impact damage. ard
the structural complexity of the region to be monitored,
which can significantly affect the propagation of AE
waves. The observed variation in signal characteristics
with impact parameters such as velocity suggests that
quantitative information about the impact parameters
could be obtained. Such information could be used to
remotely assess damage, which is of particular importance
for long-term orbiting spacecraft. Likewise. the ability to

differentiate penetrating and non-penetrating impact events
would be critical for assessing damage in spacecraft, particu
larly on presswized components such as habitat modules and
tanks.

However. funher study will be necessary to develop and
implement a full-scale AE impact-monitoring system for a
given application. A wider range of impact velocities, projec
tile size and materials, and propagation distances, which are
representative of those expected for the particular application
should be tested. Also, realistic specimen geometrY again
representative of the aircraft or spacecraft to be monitored
should be studied. This will allow the effects of wave propa
gation such as reflections or attenuation through complex
geometrY to be evaluated. Such effects can be significant and
are often ignored when attempting to extend laboratory AE
results to monitor real structures. And finally, as with any
AE application, considerable attention needs to be paid to
evaluating and eliminating potential noise sources. The ~
velopment of accurate models to predict AE signals from im
pact sources will also be of tremendous benefit Such simu
lations could help minimize the high expense required for
experimentally testing a wide variety of impact conditions.
and can be used to help understand and interpret results from
actual events.
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Reflections of AE Waves in Finite Plates: Finite Element
Modeling and Experimental Measurements

w. H. Prosser, M. A. Hamstad, J. Gary and A. O'Gallagher

Abstract

We investigated the capability of a three-dimensional
dynamic finite element method for predicting far-field
acoustic emission (AE) signals in thin plates of finite lateral
extent. including their reflections from the plate edges. A
lead-break (Hsu-Neilsen) source to simulate AE was mod
eled and used in the experimental measurements. For the
thin plate stUdied. the signals were primarily composed of
the lowest order symmetric (So) and antisymmetric (Ao)
Lamb modes. Experimental waveforms were detected with
an absolutely calibrated. wideband. conical element trans
ducer. The conditions of lead fractures both on the surface
of the plate as well as on the edge of the plate were investi
gated. Surface lead breaks preferentially generate the Ao
mode while edge lead breaks generate the So mode. Re
flections of developed plate waves from both normal and
oblique incidence angles were evaluated. Particularly inter
esting for the case of the lead break on the plate edge were
So waves produced by the interaction of a Rayleigh wave
with the plate comer and those produced by a bulk shear
wave mode that converted at the side edge. The Rayleigh
wave. in this case. propagated along the specimen edge.
For all cases considered. the experimental measurements
were in good agreement with the predictions of lateral plate
boundaries.

1. Introduction

Gary and Ramstad (1994) previously validated a dy
namic finite element method (DFEM) for predicting simu
lated AE signals in thin plates. Experimental measurements
were shown to be in excellent agreement with predictions
from a two-dimensional. cylindrically symmetric. finite
element model. The effect of varying finite element pa
rameters such as cell size was investigated. Other variables
such as source rise time and diameter. as well as sensor
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aperture were also evaluated in this work. Later, Hamstad
et aI. (1996) extended this approach in developing a three
dimensional DFEM for predicting AE signals in thick
plates. Again. experimental measurements with a cali
brated wideband sensor were used to confirm the finite
element models. More recently, Harnstad et aI. (1998a) and
(1998b) have applied the DFEM for predicting AE signals
from more realistic source configurations such as buried
dipole sources. Prosser et al. (1998) also compared the
DFEM approach to plate theory predictions of AE signals
for both isotropic and anisotropic plates. In all of this pre
vious work on predicting AE waveforms with the DFEM.
only the direct signal arrivals have been studied.

However. a major advantage of the DFEM in compari
son to other methods for predicting AE signals is the ability
to model AE signals in realistic specimen geometries. This,
of course, includes predicting reflections from lateral plate
boundaries. Because of the complexity of the problem.
most theoretical treatments of Lamb waves for AE or ultra
sonics assume the plate to be of infinite lateral extent. Ex
amples of this are given by Guo et al. (1996) and references
contained therein. Exceptions to this are works by Gorman
and Prosser (1996). Prosser et al. (1998). and Huang
(1998). However. the normal mode solution to plate theory
used in these studies is applicable only to limited simple
geometries such as rectangular and circular plates. Also.
these plate theories predict only the extensional plate (low
est order symmetric Lamb) mode and flexural plate (lowest
order anti-symmetric Lamb) modes and thus are not useful
when the AE signals contain higher order Lamb modes.

This research validated the capability of the DFEM to
predict AE signals in finite plates including reflection com
ponents. Simulated AE sources (lead breaks or Hsu
Neilsen sources) were modeled in rectangular aluminum
plates. 3.175 mm thick. Experimental measurements of
waveforms from lead-break sources were then obtained
with an absolutely calibrated, wideband, conical element
sensor for comparison. The lead-break source was posi
tioned on either the plate surface or the plate edge near the
mid-plane. As discussed by Gorman (1991) and Gorman
and Prosser (1991). lead breaks on the surface preferentially
generate the Ao mode while lead breaks on the plate edge
generate signals with dominant So-mode components. For
these two source configurations. plate specimens with dif
ferent source and receiver positions were used to examine
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signals containing reflections from both nonnal and oblique
angles of incidence.

For the lead break on the plate edge, two particularly
interesting reflection signals were theoretically predicted
and observed experimentally. The flfst was due to a Ray
leigh wave, which was generated by the edge lead-break
source and propagated along the plate edge. After inter
acting with the plate comer, it propagated back to the re
ceiver on the plate surface with a velocity corresponding to
the So mode. Another apparent mode conversion was due
to a wave propagating to the plate edge at the bulk-mode
shear velocity. mode converting with a change in angle
appropriate for shear-to-longitudinal mode conversion, and
then returning to the receiver as the So mode. For all cases
considered, including these apparent mode converted re
flections, excellent agreement between DFEM predictions
and experimental measurements was observed.

2. Dynamic Finite Element Method

The DFEM used in this research has been reported by
Gary and Hamstad (1994) and Hamstad et al. (1996). Only
the details relevant to this study are repeated herein. Both a
two-dimensional, cylindrically symmetric model and a
three-dimensional model have been developed. The two
dimensional model. although requiring less memory and
computational time, bas limited applications. It can be used
only for isotropic materials and limited source/specimen
geometries (round plate with axisymmetric source at the
center). The three-dimensional model was required for this
work to predict reflections in plates with noncircular geo
metries. and to model the in-plane lead-break source on a
plate edge.

In the fmite element method, a leapfrog approximation
in time and linear elements in space was used. Stress-free
boundary conditions were assumed along the top and bot
tom surfaces as well as along the outer edges of the plate.
A source function with temporal variation to approximate
that of a lead break as determined by Breckenridge et al.
(1990) was used. An amplitude of 1 N was used. which is
in good agreement with that produced by the fracture of a
O.3-mm diameter Pentel 2H lead. A density of 2700 kglm3

,

longitudinal elastic wave speed of 6320 mls. and shear
wave speed of 3100 mis, which were obtained from Kolsky
(1953) for aluminum, were used in the model calculations.
For all cases, a plate thickness was taken to be 3.175 mm.

As discussed previously by Gary and Ramstad (1994),
the DFEM also models the source as the application of a
force with the time history of a lead break at the position of
interest. However, the force condition for the experimental
lead break is actually the release of a force with that time
response at the given position. Thus, the measured signal is
180' out of phase with that theoretically predicted. In
agreement with this previous work, the experimental signals
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were invened in this study for comparison to the theoretical
predictions of DFEM.

In order to produce situations, in which one or two re
flections could be observed without significant superposi
tion with the arrival of the direct signal or other reflections,
plates with relatively large lateral dimensions were required
for the finite-element model and experiment. Plates with
two different lateral dimensions were used. The first was
26.7 x 63.5 em and the second was 38.1 x 50.8 em. Be
cause of these large lateral dimensions and the large mem
ory requirements of the three-dimensional DFEM, the
minimum finite-element cell dimension that could be used
was 1/12 of the plate thickness or approximately 0.26 DUD.

The cells had an aspect ratio of unity. This relatively large
cell size led to a source diameter that was much larger than
experimental conditions. For the experiment, a 0.3 rom
lead was used. In reality, the source diameter is probably
much smaller than this as the lead was held at an angle with
respect to the surface. causing a smaller point of contact.
Gary and Hamstad (1994) demonstrated that for a step
function input source in the DFEM. the source diameter
must be at least four times larger than the cell dimension to
avoid high frequency numerical transient noise. In these
models with the lead-break source, which has a slower rise
time and a smoother start and finish, a source diameter of
two times the cell dimension was used. No high frequency
numerical transients were observed and good agreement
with experimental measurements was obtained.

3. Experimental Measurements

Simulated AE signals were produced by the fracture of
0.3-mm, Pentel 2H lead on 6061-T6 aluminum plates. To
preferentially generate So-mode AE signals, the lead was
fractured on a plate edge near the plate mid-plane. For the
Ao mode. the lead was fractured on the plate surface. In
agreement with the DFEM models, the two plates were
3.175 mID thick with one having lateral dimensions of 26.7
x 63.5 cm while the second was 38.1 x 50.8 cm. A Na
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NISn stan
dard reference AE sensor was used to detect the simulated
AE signals. It was coupled to the aluminum plate speci
mens with Apiezon M grease. This sensor was a wideband,
absolutely calibrated, conical element type sensor. The
response of this sensor is flat with frequency from nearly 20
kHz to above 1 MHz. The calibration factor used to con
vert the voltage output of the sensor to surface displacement
was 5.623 nmIV.

The theoretical and experimental signals were band
pass filtered by digital signal processing software with four
pole, Bessel filters. However, the low-pass and high-pass
cutoff frequencies were different in the surface lead break
experiments from those used in the edge lead break experi
ments. Two factors necessitated this filtering scheme to
allow a comparisons of the DFEM predictions with experi-



Fig. I Direct arrival and normal incidence reflection of Ao
Lamb-mode AE signal generated by surface lead-break
source; a) Plate geometry and source/receiver locations, b)
Filtered experimental and DFEM-predicted waveforms.

distance for the signal reflected off of the plate back edge
(path 2) was 25.4 em. The DFEM and experimental signals
are shown in Fig. lb. Both were bandpass filtered from 50
to 1000 kHz. For the Ao mode. out to the 150 J.1S time pe
riod shown in Fig. Ib, only the direct arrival and the back
wall reflection are observed. Excellent agreement between
the theoretical prediction and experimental measurement
was obtained for the Ao mode and its reflection.

Even though the surface lead-break source preferen
tially generated the Ao mode, a very small So-mode com
ponent is seen in Fig. Ib prior to the anti-symmetric mode
arrival. Because of the faster velocity of the So mode, the
signals also contain multiple reflections of this mode.
However, they are much smaller in amplitude than the
dominant anti-symmetric mode and were not examined in
detail. The So mode and its reflections were studied with
edge lead-break sources, which are discussed later in this
paper.
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4. Surface Lead-break Source

For comparing the amplitudes of the experimental sig
nal and the theoretical prediction of DFEM. only the NlST
sensor calibration factor was used. However, the experi
mental signal had to be adjusted in time for comparison
with the model because the experimental data acquisition
was not triggered by the lead-break source. The arrival of
the wave at the experimental sensor location triggered data
acquisition, with digital pre-trigger acquisition used to re
cord the earliest arrival of the signal. In all cases, the ex
perimental waveform was shifted in time so that the fIrSt
peak of the symmetric mode arrival coincided with the
DFEM prediction

Several different AE source and receiver positions
were used to investigate AE signals of Ao-Lamb mode and
their reflections generated by pencil-lead breaks on the
plate surface. For the first case, the source and receiver
were positioned as shown in Fig. la to allow observation of
the direct arrival and normal incidence reflection of the Ao
mode. As illustrated in that figure, the 38.1 x 50.8 cm plate
was used and the propagation distance for the direet arrival
(illustrated as path I) was 7.62 em. The total propagation

ment. The first was that the sensor used for experimental
measurements was flat with frequency only from around 20
kHz to just above I MHz. The second motivation for fil
tering was so that the reflected signals of interest could be
more clearly observed. For the Ao mode created by surface
lead-break sources, the amplitude of the signals becomes
increasingly larger at lower frequencies, which arrive later
in the signal because of their slower velocity. In this case,
the signals reflected from the plate edges were superim
posed on the low-frequency, large-amplitude components in
both the theoretical and experimental signals. A 50-kHz
high-pass cutoff frequency was used for the studies of Ao
mode to reduce these component of much lower frequencies
and to more clearly show the reflected signals. A l()()()..kHz
low-pass cutoff frequency was used because of the limited
sensor response above this frequency.

For the edge lead-break sources, even though great care
was used in positioning the source, it was impossible to
exactly center it at the mid-plane of the plate. Thus, a com
ponent of the Ao mode was always generated, which was
not present in the DFEM predictions. Since this mode
contains predominantly lower-frequency components than
the So mode, the discrepancy between theory and experi
ment was minimized with the high-pass filtering. A high
pass cutoff frequency value of 100 kHz was necessary to
adequately reduce the Ao mode. Also, in contrast to the Ao
mode, the So mode has very high frequency components
that travel more slowly and superimpose with the reflected
signals. A lower value of low-pass cutoff frequency of 750
kHz was used to reduce these high-frequency components
to more clearly see the reflections.
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multiple reflections.

The necessity of filtering is illustrated by examining
the unflllered theoretical and experimental signals from Fig.
1b which are shown in Fig. 2. Because of the increasing
amplitude of the Ao mode at longer times, which corre
sponds to the lower frequency arrivals, the reflections are
not even apparent. The SO-kHz high-pass filter enables the
observation of the reflections. The lack of agreement be
tween the experimental signal and the DFEM prediction at
longer times in Fig. 2 is caused by the lack of low
frequency response of the sensor below 20 kHz.

The case of oblique incident reflections of the Ao mode
generated by a surface lead break was studied next The
source, receiver, and plate geometry are shown in Fig. 3a.
These were chosen such that. after filtering, the direct arri
val (path 1) and reflected signals (path 2) were not super
imposed. Again, the 38.1 x 50.S em plate was used. The
source to receiver distance was 12.7 em, and they were
equidistant (15.9 em) from the plate edge. The total propa
gation distance for the reflected signal was calculated to be
34.2 em. As illustrated in the figure, the angle of incidence
(and reflection) with respect to a normal to the plate edge
was 21.S". The bandpass filtered DFEM and experimental
waveforms are shown in Fig. 3b. Again, good agreement
was observed. Figure 4 shows the comparison of the theo
retical and experimental signals at even longer times. Ad
ditional reflections from the other plate edges begin to ar
rive after 145 J.ls. The agreement is still quite good for
these superimposed reflections.

The final surface lead-break case considered was again
oblique incident reflection. However, in this case, the di
mensions were chosen such that the direct arrival and the
reflected signal were superimposed. Figure Sa shows the
plate geometry, and the source and receiver positions. The
26.7 x 63.5 cm plate was used and the source to receiver
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distance was 20.3 em. The source and receiver were posi
tioned 7.62 cm from the plate edge, which produced a
propagation distance of 25.4 em for the reflected signal.
The angle of incidence and reflection was 53.1·, The theo
retical and experimental signals are shown in Fig. 5b. In
this figure, the direct arrival and reflected signals are indi
cated wirh arrows labeled 1 and 2, respectively, Additional
reflected signals from other plate edges appear in rhe signal
beyond 135~. Again. there is good agreement between
the theoretical and experimental waveforms.
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s. Edge Lead-break Source

Edge lead-break sources were used to preferentially
generate AE signals of So-Lamb mode and to investigate
their reflections. As before, two different plate dimensions
were used along wirh different source and receiver positions
to observe the particular reflections of interest. The first
case studied was a nonnal incident reflection. The 26.7 x
63.5 cm plate was used with the source positioned mid
plate along the longer edge. The positions of the source and
receiver with respect to the plate dimensions are shown in
Fig. 6a. Likewise, the ray paths for the direct and reflected
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Fig. 6 Direct arrival and DOnnaJ incident reflection of So-Lamb-mode AE signal generated by edge lead-break source;
a) Plate geometry and source/receiver locations. b) Filtered experimental and DFEM-predicted wavefonns.

signal are indicated in this figure as 1 and 2, respectively.
The propagation distance for the direct signal was 11.4 em,
with the propagation distance from the backwall reflection
being 41.9 em. The bandpass filtered (100 - 750 kHz) theo
retical and experimental signals are shown in Fig. 6b with
the direct and reflected signal arrivals indicated by 1 and 2,
respectively. As can be seen, the signals are in good agree
ment with the exception of the circled Ao component in the
experimental wavefonn, which is discussed below. Figure
7 shows the same two waveforms with an expanded time

scale so that the excellent agreement of the reflected com
ponents is more clearly seen.

As mentioned previously, it was impossible to exactly
center the edge lead-break source at the mid-plane of the
plate. A magnifying glass and a fine rule scale on the plate
edge were used to more closely position the source at the
mid-plane. However. an Ao-mode component was always
detected in the experimental signal. A number of lead
breaks were performed for all of the edge lead-break ex-
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periments and ones chosen with a minimum of this anti
symmetric mode component. The IOO-kHz high-pass fil
tering then eliminated most of this mode. However. as seen
in the circled region of the experimental waveform in Fig.

6b. the Ao mode does contain higher frequencies which
were not filtered. These are superimposed on the direct
arrival of So mode. Other signals from edge lead-break
sources shown later in this paper also show this effect.
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Since me DFEM allowed me source to be positioned ex
actly at the mid-plane, a corresponding anti-symmetric
mode component in me theoretical signal is not observed.
Figure 8 shows the unfiltered experimental and theoretical
waveforms for the source, receiver, and plate geometry
shown in Fig. 6a. The unfiltered, larger-amplitude Ao
mode in the experimental signal is clearly seen.

For me case of oblique incident reflection of me So
Lamb mode, we used an edge lead-break source on the 38.1
x 50.8 cm plate. As shown in Fig. 9a, the source was posi
tioned at 15.2 cm from one comer. This position was used
so that the reflection from only one side could be obtained
unobstructed by reflections from the backwall or other side.
Also shown in Fig. 9a are the positions of the source and
the ray paths for the direct (1) and reflected (2) signals.
The source-to-receiver distance for the direct arrival was
7.62 em and for the reflected signal, it was 31.4 cm. The
angle of incidence and reflection for this reflection with
respect to the normal to the plate edge was 14". The band
pass-filtered experimental and DFEM predicted waveforms
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Fig. 10 a) Plate geometry, source/receiver locations, and
propagation paths for mode-converted Rayleigh and shear
waves, b) Filtered experimental and DFEM-predicted
waveforms.

are shown in Fig. 9b. This figure shows the signals out to a
point in time. during which only these two arrivals (direct
wave and sidewall reflection) are present. Very good
agreement between the DFEM and experimental waveforms
is demonstrated. The discrepancy of the presence of some
higher frequency components of the Ao mode of the ex
perimental signal is again noted.

When the time scale for Fig. 9b is expanded as shown
in Fig. lOb, two additional signal arrivals are noted and are
labeled 3 and 4. The arrival times for signals 3 and 4 were
found to be too early to have been created by reflections
from either the back edge or the far side edge of the plate.
These two signal arrivals are particularly interesting in that
they appear to be reflected signals with paths as shown in
Fig. lOa, which have been mode-converted at the edge and
comer of the specimen, respectively. Several aspects of the
DFEM signals were examined to reach this conclusion.
These included the arrival times and amplitudes of signals 3
and 4 at different sensor locations as well as the in-plane
displacement components for positions along the propaga
tion paths to the edge and the comer.
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propagation path and modes. which gave such a constant
arrival-time difference between calculated and measured
values for the different sensor locations. was that of a bulk
shear wave propagating out to the edge. mode-converting to
a longitudinal wave with the appropriate change in angle.
and then returning to the receiver as the So mode. Figure
11b shows the time difference between the measured peak
of signal 3 arrival time, and the calculated arrival time for
this mode-converted reflection. Other possible paths con
sidered include (a) shear and Rayleigh waves propagating
along the edge. which affects the mode conversion at the
comer. and returning as the So mode. and (b) a shear mode.
which is mode-converted at the edge without the expected
change in angle of reflection. None of these gave expected
arrival times consistent with those measured for signal 3 at
the different sensor locations.
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measurements to evaluate propagation paths for arrivals of
mode-converted reflection. b) Difference in arrival time
between that determined from peak of signal 3 (DFEM) and
calculated from shear/longitudinal mode-converted propa
gation path using shear and extensional plate velocities.

The sensor locations. for which the arrival times and
amplitudes were measured from the DFEM signals (equi
valent to those of signals 3 and 4 in Fig. lOb), are shown in
Fig. Ila. They were such that the direct path from the
source to the sensor ranged from 7.62 cm to 17.8 cm in 2.54
cm intervals. Because of the smaller amplitude of arrivals 3
and 4 and their superposition with higher frequency com
ponents of other weaker signals, it was not possible to de
termine their exact first arrival time. Instead, the arrival
times of the peaks of signals 3 and 4 were measured at the
different locations. These arrival times were compared to
those calculated using the known shear (3100 m1s) and
Rayleigh velocities (2894 m1s). and the plate theory exten
sional velocity (5403 m1s) which serves as an approxima
tion for the velocity of So-mode fust arrival. In compari
son with the calculated arrival times. it was expected that
the values measured from the peaks of the DFEM signals 3
and 4 would be slightly later. However. this time difference
between measured and calculated arrival times should be
constant for the different sensor locations. For signal 3, the

In addition to the arrival time, the amplitude of this
signal component was also measured at the various source
to-sensor distances. These were examined and compared to
expected changes in amplitude for mode-converted longitu
dinal waves as a function of the angles of incidence of the
shear mode as discussed by Graff (1991). At the 7.62-cm
distance used for the signals in Fig. lOb. the angle of inci
dence for the shear mode with respect to the normal to the
edge is 9.34°, and the angle of reflection for the mode
converted wave is 18.55·. The total propagation distance is
31.5 em. The amplitude of this mode-converted reflection
is quite small and barely noticeable. However, when the
signal is examined with the sensor at a distance of 10.2 em
from the source on the edge. the amplitude of this reflection
is larger as shown in Fig. 12. In this case, the angle of inci
dence is 12.37· and the angle of reflection is 24.10" with a
total propagation distance of 32.3 em. Although not shown
here. it was confirmed that the amplitude of this mode
converted signal continues to increase when the sensor-to-
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source distance, and thus angle of incidence of shear mode,
is increased. This increase of signal amplitude as a function
of increasing angle of incidence is consistent with the am
plitude relations for the mode conversions from bulk shear
waves to bulk longitudinal waves. Another factor, which
might also be contributing to this increase in amplitude for
more distant sensor positions, is the shape of the radiation
patterns for shear modes from a point monopole source, as
discussed by Scruby (1985).

For such a mode conversion to occur at the plate edge,
it is noted that the shear wave must be polarized vertically
with respect to the plate edge. This shear wave is also p'o
larized horizontally with respect to the plane of the plate.
The in-plane displacements, perpendicular to the propaga
tion direction, were also examined in the DFEM calculation
to evaluate the existence of a shear mode with horizontal
(with respect to the plane of the plate) polarization. These
were examined at the modeled sensor locations, as well as
at positions along the path of the shear wave, which would
propagate out to the plate edge, be mode-converted and
return to the sensor at 7.62 em distance from the source.
For the DFEM signals, which propagated along a direct
path to the modeled sensor locations. no transverse, in
plane displacements corresponding to a shear mode arrival
were observed. This is to be expected if the radiation pat
terns, as discussed by Scruby (1985), for shear modes from
a point monopole type source are considered. Shear modes
from such a source radiate out at angles with respect to the
direction of the monopole with no component propagating
directly along the direction of the monopole force (Le., di
rectly ahead of the source). The transverse, in-plane dis
placements for propagation along the direction of the shear
wave to the edge did show an arrival that corresponded to
the shear wave arrival time. However, analysis of these in
plane displacement components was complicated because
of other shear modes with different polarizations, and their
interactions with the plate surfaces.

A similar analysis of the arrival times of the waves
designated as signal 4 in Fig. lOb and 12 at different propa
gation directions was completed. From this, the path and
modes of signal 4 were found to be consistent with a
Rayleigh wave propagating away from the source on the
plate edge, which was mode.converted at the plate comer
and propagated to the modeled sensor location as the So
mode. The in-plane (and normal to the plate edge) dis
placement from the DFEM model was examined at multiple
locations along the plate edge to verify the existence of a
Rayleigh wave. Figure 13 shows the in-plane displacement
component for a position at the mid-plane of the plate and
on the edge at a distance of 7.62 em from the edge lead
break source. The large amplitude Rayleigh wave is clearly
present in this signal. The dynamics of this mode conver
sion at the comer are not as well understood. However, the
agreement between the DFEM and experiment is again
good for these mode-converted reflections.
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break source showing the arrival of Rayleigh wave compo
nent.

6. Summary and Conclusions

The results of this study validate a three-dimensional
dynamic fmite element method (DFEM) for predicting AE
waveforms in finite plates including reflection components.
Simulated AE sources (lead breaks) were modeled and used
for the experimental confirmation. Both lead breaks on the
surface and the edge of thin aluminum plates were consid
ered. In thin plates, surface lead breaks preferentially gen
erate the Ao-Lamb mode while lead breaks on the edge near
the mid-plane of the plate preferentially generate the So
mode. It was demonstrated theoretically and experimentally
that the edge break source also generates a Rayleigh wave,
which propagates along the plate edge. This Rayleigh wave
interacts at the plate comer to produce a mode converted So
wave. Also observed theoretically and experimentally was
a mode-converted reflection caused by shear waves gener
ated by the edge lead-break source. These waves were
mode.converted at the sides of the plate upon reflection to
longitudinal waves, which then propagated through the thin
plate as the So mode. An absolutely calibrated, wideband
sensor was used for all experimental measurements. In all
cases, good agreement was obtained between the DFEM
predictions and experimental measurements.

The validation of the DFEM for predicting the reflec
tions of AE signals in plates is an important step toward
making it a useful tool for predicting AE wavefonns in real
practical structures. In such structures, signal reflections
are often a significant contribution to the waveform because
of structural complexities such as holes, free edges. welds,
joints, etc. The effect of reflections on AE waveforms is
even more pronounced in laboratory specimens such as
coupons, which usually have very small lateral dimensions.
Further work is necessary, however, to validate the model
for predicting waveforms in other practical situations that



include specimens with thickness changes, welds, varying
and/or anisotropic material properties.
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used to discriminate weak AE signals from the bubbles. which were originally detected during corrosion by Rettig
and Felson.

Zonal and Database Match Approach: A Potential Method for AE Source Location on Water
Filled Tank, H. Warren Shen and Adrian A. Pollock. Physical Acoustics Corporation

The traditional zonal approach assumes that the AE source should fall within the zonal area where the first triggered
sensor is located. However, in the railroad tank test that involves water, the above is not always true. We found in
our study that many sensors were first triggered by water-borne AE signals generated on the other side of the tank.
The Zonal and Database Match approach looks at the entire tank for possible sources of the triggering pattern
observed from the 12 channels.

The tank surface is first divided into 12 hexagons where each hexagon contains a sensor. Each hexagon is further
divided into 6 triangles (A. B, C, D. E, F) and each triangle contains 2 median triangles (Left and Right). Four small
right triangles (1, 2. 3, and 4) are then further divided from a Left and a Right median triangle respectively. In that
case, the entire tank car has 576 small triangles. and each small triangle can now be uniquely identified. For example
4DLI indicates Sensor #4, D Triangle, L median triangle, small triangle #1. Each one of the 576 small triangles
should cover an area ranging from 313 in 2 (for a 10.000-gallon Railroad Tank Car) to 634 in (for a 29,OOO-gallon
Railroad Tank Car).

The Zonal and Database Match approach considers each of these 576 triangles as a possible source zone for an
observed AE hit-set. For each zone, the computer can calculate the possible range in arrival times of four kinds of
waves (extensional, flexural. water-bome direct and waterborne reflected) at each of the twelve sensors. This
theoretical pattern of arrival time range is unique for each small triangle. When an AE signal hits the system. the
computer will try to compare the real hit pattern with each of the theoretical patterns and locate one small triangle
out of the 576 with the best match. In simple terms. we will have the computer calculate the arrival time range
patterns for all the 576 small. triangles, and then in order to process an AE hit-set the computer will look as its
arrival time pattern and see which of the 576 small triangles gives a good fit. This is the Zonal and Database Match
approach.

AE Source Location with Dual-wave Mode Method, Maochen Qe. GE Acoustics Technology

The dual-wave mode method refers to an AE source location method that utilizes two different types of wave arrivals
with distinctive travel velocities. From a practical point of view, extensional and flexural arrivals are the main
concern of these two different wave types. In the case of liquid filled tanks, they may be metal borne extensional
waves and liquid borne waves. The need of the dual-wave mode method is due to a number of practical and theoretical
reasons. First, the arrivals that can be used for AE source location is highly mixed. Practical experiences have
indicated that it is almost equally possible for both extensional and flexural wave triggering in an automated arrival
timing system. The traditional AE location methods are limited to handle a single type of arrivals and. therefore.
have to face one of two following choices: assuming all arrivals as extensional waves or simply using one type of
arrivals. In the first case, it would introduce large and systematical errors into the input data, which has been a
primary reason responsible for the poor AE location accuracy in the past. In the second case, it would lead to a
tremendous loss of original data.

With the dual-wave mode method, one could use both extensional and flexural wave arrivals from the same sensor.
Therefore. the second advantage of the dual-wave mode is that one could double the location information with the
same hardware configuration. This is particularly important when a monitoring system consists of the very limited
number of channels or when the manual analysis is needed to analyze those critical AE events.

The third important reason to use a dual-wave mode method is due to the location mechanisms. The location
mechanisms for methods using one type and two types of arrivals are different. In general, the methods using a
single type of arrivals have a good accuracy control in the central areas between sensors, but poor control in the areas
near the sensors and the areas outside the array. However. when two types of arrivals are used simultaneously, it adds
another location mechanism by increasing the accuracy control in the radial direction. Therefore. one would normally
have the better location accuracy with a dual-wave mode method. In this presentation. ample practical cases will be
used to demonstrate how our dual-wave mode method has dramatically improved AE source location accuracy.
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Classification of Acoustic Emission Signatures
Using a Self-organization Neural Network

Tinghu Yan, Karen Holford, Damian Carter and John Brandon

Abstract

Acoustic emission (AE) testing is a promising tech
nique for use in structural health monitoring. A critical
factor for the successful implementation of this technique in
both laboratory and field is the ability to achieve reliable
source identification, which can be best achieved through
adoption of pattern recognition techniques. In particular,
there is a need for discrimination of AE signals from
fatigue crack growth and extraneous AE in order to
quantitatively evaluate fatigue crack growth. This paper
presents a waveform descriptor-based classification of AE
signals during laboratory fatigue testing of a full-scale steel
bridge girder using a self-organization neural network. The
pitfalls of AE signal classification based on automatically
extracted waveform features are demonstrated through the
consideration of typical signals from individual sources and
the complications during the AE signal acquisition and
waveform feature extraction process. Careful interpretation
of the classification results is emphasized in order to
identify the likely origin of AE data contained within each
class.

1. Introduction

Acoustic emissions (AE) or stress waves are generated
during irreversible processes either external or internal to a
material. The stress waves can be detected and monitored
by sensors to yield information about source location and
source characteristics, which in tum can aid damage assess
ment The detection and evaluation of fatigue crack growth
in steel structures by the AE technique has been of great
interest for practical non-destructive testing (NOT) applica
tions since the early 1970s (pollock and Smith, 1972; Gong
et al., 1992; Sison et al., 1996; Yoon et al., 1997). Many
approaches have been proposed to correlate fatigue crack
growth behavior with AE parameters, including AE events,
counts, amplitude and energy. AE count rate has been
found to be quite useful for modeling fatigue crack growth
(Harris and Dunegan, 1974; Monon et al.• 1974; Sin-
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clair et al., 1977; Bassim, 1987; Bassim et al., 1994).
However, the successful application of these quantitative
results in situ relies on the reliable detection and identifica
tion of AE of interest, i.e., elimination of extraneous noise
from sources other than fatigue crack growth.

Perhaps noise is the most difficult problem of AE
monitoring both in the laboratory and in the field (Gong et
al., 1992; Hamstad and McColskey, 1997). It has been
reported that extraneous AE can make up more than 98% of
detected AE when monitoring a steel railroad bridge in the
field (Gong et al., 1992). A wide range of potential noise
sources may occur in practical AE monitoring, which
include mechanical noise, such as load causing vibration
and rubbing of structural components; environmental noise,
such as rain. wind, and air-borne acoustic noises from other
acoustic activities; and electrically induced noise, such as
electromagnetic interference (EMI). Using modern
integrated pre-amplifiers, differential transducers. proper
grounding and screening of AE equipment. the problem of
EM! has been vinually eliminated. For continuous monitor
ing of large structures in the field, environmental noise still
presents a problem. to which careful attention must be paid
(Gong et al., 1992).

Mechanical noises of vibration generally present AE
events of long rise time, which are located in a lower fre
quency band. This noise may be eliminated by the proper
choice of operating frequency to attenuate low frequencies.
or filtered out through time-domain feature analysis as well
as through high-pass filters. However, it has been observed
that mechanical noises from rubbing of moving parts and
fretting of crack faces present high-frequency signals, which
are similar to the AE signals emitted from fatigue crack
growth (Gong et aI., 1992). It is then difficult to eliminate
this type of noise through frequency filtering without losing
the AE signals of interest from crack propagation.

Mechanical noises, such as vibration and rubbing of
moving parts. may also be stopped at the source during
laboratory testing by using damping materials between
specimen and jig contact point, or eliminated by space dis
crimination through the use of guard sensors and spatial
filtering. A guard sensor is an AE transducer placed at a
location outside the mounting area. Any signal that first
intercepts this sensor wiIl be considered an invalid signal
and will be discarded. For spatial filtering, two sensors
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are placed so that if the signal is emitted from a crack at a
known location, the differences of the arrival time at two
sensors would fall in a particular "window" and all
plausible background noise sources would give arrival-time
differences outside the "window". These techniques are
quite successful where a noise source is separated from the
known monitoring area. In addition, meticulous mounting
of AE sensors and careful attachment of cables also help
reducing other types of mechanical noises caused by the
vibration ofelectrical connections and cables.

For laboratory cyclic fatigue testing, a combination of
source location and load-controlled gating techniques
provide a further means for discrimination of AE from
fatigue crack activities (including both crack propagation
and crack surface fretting) and other extraneous noises. As
a crack is a concentrated source from a fixed location, only
AE signals originating from a tightly clustered location
need be considered, while randomly scattered AE signals
can be ignored. In addition, fatigue crack growth usually
occurs only under peak tension loading cycles. In this case,
the load-controlled gating technique can be used to record
AE signals only when the load approaches its peak level,
thus eliminating a large amount of noise events produced
by frictional rubbing at the crack surfaces during
intennediate loading cycles.

In the field, the elimination of extraneous AE signals
other than those from fatigue crack growth is much more
complicated. The location of a crack, if it exists, is
unknown prior to testing, and due to the dispersion of the
AE waves originating from either fatigue crack growth or
extraneous AE sources at various distances and the poor
accuracy of arrival time-based source location techniques
used in a typical fIXed-threshold AE system, the means of
guard sensors, spatial filtering, andlor source location may
not be so effective. Furthermore, in field testing, the
unpredictable fatigue-load spectrum rather than smooth
sinusoidal pattern used in the laboratory, makes it difficult
to apply the load-gating technique to record AE signals
only during the peak load

In this paper, waveform descriptor-based classification
using a self-organization neural network for AE signals
from EMI, fatigue crack growth, and crack surface fretting
during a cyclic tensile loading of a full-scale bridge girder
in a laboratory environment is investigated. The pitfalls of
AE signal classification based on automatically extracted
wavefonn features are demonstrated through an important
consideration of the typical signals from individual sources.
The complications during AE signal acquisition and
waveform feature extraction process are reported, resulting
in a recommendation for careful interpretation of the
waveform descriptor-based classification results.
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2. Experimental Procedure

The measurement of AE signals was conducted using a
LOCAN 320, which is a multiple channel commercial AE
system from PAC (Physical Acoustics Corp., USA).
Resonant transducers R15D and R151 (PAC) of 150 kHz
nominal center frequency were mounted on the web of a
full-scale steel bridge girder, coupled with silicon grease.
Pre-amplification of the sensor signal with 40 dB gain was
made with integral internal preamplifiers for the RISI
sensors and using external PAC 1220A preamplifiers for
the RI5D sensors. The threshold used for AE signal
acquisition was 45 dB, and system timing parameters; Peak
Defmition Time (pDT), Hit Definition Time (HOT), and
Hit Lockout Time (ID..T) of 500, 1000 and 1000 J,ls,
respectively, were implemented. Three-point bending
cyclic fatigue testing was conducted at a stress range of 10
262 MPa, load range of 10-230 leN, and frequency of 1.5
Hz, using a Dartee 500 hydraulic fatigue machine.

Figure I shows the geometry of the girder and the
experimental set-up and Fig. 2 shows the photograph of a
typical girder after testing. The girder was fabricated from
grade 43C steel plate by metal-inert gas (MIG) welding
with approximately 6 mm fillet welds. To minimize
distortion and residual stresses, the components of the
girder (flanges, webs and stiffeners) were initially tack
welded at the comers and centers of each panel. Continuous
welds were then run between the tacks, following as closely
as possible the methods used typically in the bridge
construction industry.

Seven AE signal parameters as well as time, load and
channel number were measured in real time by the PAC
LOCAN 320 AE data acquisition system, and the AE signal
waveforms were recorded using a PAC TRA 212 with the
PAC LOCAN 320. A sampling rate of 5 MHz and data
length of 4096 was used for acquisition of signals from
crack activities, and 2048 for EM! signals. The AE
waveform descriptors examined in this study include Rise
time (RT, J,lS), AE Counts (CNTS), Energy (ENRY),
Duration (DUR, J,ls), Peak amplitude (AMP, dB), Average
frequency (AVF, kHz), and Counts-to-peak (CN1P).

3. Pattern Recognition Analysis of AE Signals

AE signals provide information concerning the source
of the emission and the material or structure under
examination and generally one can recognize visually the
existence of certain waveform categories and correlate
them to underlying source mechanisms (Ono, 1997).
Although this can be very time consuming as the number of
AE signals is often large. especially in continuous
monitoring, manual waveform classification has to be done
in some cases (Hamstad and McColskey, 1997). With
modem pattern recognition analysis techniques, the
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Fig. 1 The experimental set-up.
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Fig. 2 Photograph of typical tested girder.

classification of AE signals has become less labor
intensive.

Most recently, commercial software packages designed
for classification or for noise discrimination of AE signals
have become available, such as ICEPAK (Tektrend Inter
national Inc., Canada) and PAC-PARS (physical Acoustics
Corp., USA). which include standard statistical and error
back-propagation neural network classifiers; and Visual
Class™ (Vallen Systeme GmbH, Germany), which per
forms classification based on multiple FFr (Fast Fourier
Transform) of the signals in staggered time windows. All of
these are very useful for classification of AE signals and, of
these methods, the k-nearest neighbor classifier has been
proved most effective (Ono, 1997). In addition, in com
posite material testing, a clustering method based on the
combination of max-min distance and modified Forgy
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algorithms has been successfully applied for characterizing
different failure mechanisms of glass fiber/epoxy speci
mens during tensile loading through the classification of
detected AE signals (Anastassopoulos and Philippidis.
1995), and more recently, a clustering algorithm based on
learning vector quantizer (essentially a self-organization
neural network) has been employed for recognizing the
different damage modes of carbon/carbon laminates during
tensile loading through the clustering of similar AE signals
(Philippidis et aI., 1998). A number of other authors have
also investigated the potential of neural networks in AE
source identification. An adaptive Resonance Theory
(ARn family of neural networks has been utilized to
analyze AE signatures of loose parts within a nuclear
reactor coolant system and to classify the patterns of AE
signals associated with different masses and impact ener
gies of the loose parts (Keyvan and Nagaraj. 1996; Keyvan



and Pickard, 1997). An error back-propagation neural
network has been utilized to solve the inverse problem in
AE. i.e.. determining the information of the AE source
waveform, which is independent of the propagation media.
the AE sensor and the AE measuring system, from the
detected AE signal. It was demonstrated that the appro
priate source waveform associated with mode I crack
extension can be effectively detennined by a trained multi
layer neural network (Yuki and Homma, 1996). Again. it
has been demonstrated that an error back-propagation
neural network can locate AE sources in the aluminum
plate and bolted channel structures (with and without
damping material between the joints) far more accurately
than the classical time difference method. especially in
structures with discontinuities where the wave velocity is
no longer constant in all directions (Venkatesh and
Houghton. 1996).

However. classification and interpretation of AE signals
based on AE waveform descriptors must be conducted
carefully, as many factors may influence the waveform
features of AE signals. These include the characteristics of
source itself and material. the path and distance from the
source to the AE transducer. geometrical factors of the
structural members, frequency response of the AE sensor, as
well as the set-up of AE measuring system, such as
threshold and system timing parameters. Thus, the wave
form features of AE signals from a certain source may
change in both the frequency and the time domain, depend
ing on the structural factors and processing methods. This
makes unsupervised classification methods more suitable
than supervised classification methods for AE signal
classification in practical structure monitoring, as the trained
patterns for supervised classification methods are usually
obtained from testing of model specimens. In doing so, one
presumes the existence of similarity between the generated
AE signals and the propagation characteristics of each
failure mechanism in the model specimen and the actual
structure in situ. and the coherence of AE sensors, pre
amplifiers. the AE measuring system as well as their
corresponding set-ups.

Another aspect of AE signal classification is that it is
being recognized that waveform-based analysis of AE
signals obtained using either resonant or wideband sensors
offers advantages to traditional AE waveform descriptors
based classification methods for discrimination of extra
neous AE (Hamstad and McColskey, 1997; Keyvan and
Pickard, 1997; Suzuki et at.• 1996; Kinjo et al., 1997). and
that the wavelet transform (WT) is becoming another
powerful tool for AE signal discrimination. WT allows the
determination of the frequency spectrum as a function of
time with optimized resolutions both in time and frequency
domains using width-variable wavelets as the basic func
tions. The resultant wavelet transform coefficients in the
time-frequency plane provides more informative charac-
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terization of transient signals than the power density spectra
obtained from the traditional Fourier transform. WT has
been successfully applied to classify the AE signals emined
during tensile loading of a longitudinal glass-fiber rein
forced composite specimen and four types of visually ob
served WT spectrograms have been correlated to the known
fracture modes excellently (Suzuki et al.• 1996). Further
more. in order to classify the WT spectrograms auto
matically, Kinjo et al. (1997) examined three 3-D image
classification methods, i.e.• classical matched filtering of
given images (MF). matched filtering of Laplacian images
(MF-LI), and Fourier phase correlation (FPC). and it was
found that the FPC method was superior to the other two
methods in its higher classification counts and discri
mination capability.

The current study focuses on the investigation of
waveform-descriptors based classification for AE signals
using a self-organization neural network, while the AE
waveform-based analysis using wavelet transform for
discrimination of extraneous AE signals during the fatigue
testing is investigated further in the forthcoming
publication by the authors.

4. Self-organization Neural Network

The self-organization neural network was introduced
by Kohonen in 1981 (Kohonen, 1989). It consists of two
fully connected layers (input-output) of neurodes, and the
connections arriving to neurode j in the output layer bear
weights that collectively fonn the coordinates for the
cluster center at neurOOe j. The input layer is commonly
arranged in a linear or rectangular array. while the output
layer may be configured in rectangular or hexagonal arrays.
The geometry chosen to represent the output layer
determines the configuration of the "neighborhood" of each
oUlput neurode (Fig. 3). The topology of self-organization
neural network (SONN) used in this paper is iUustrated in
Fig. 4.

Initial cluster center coordinates are randomly picked
through the generation of random connection weights.
When an input pattern is presented to the input layer, each
Euclidean distance between the input pattern and the
corresponding connection weight vector from the input
neurodes to a particular output neurode j is calculated and
compared to produce a single winning output neurode with
minimum Euclidean distance. The winning output neurode
indexes the cluster center. whose coordinate weight vector
matches the input pattern most closely.

Once the winning output neurode is found. the weights
of each connection arriving to output neurodes in the
neighborhood of the winner are adjusted by

AWji =TI(t) ~i (1)

where TI(t) is a learning rate decreasing with time, O<T)(t)
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Fig.5 SONN classification topology result for 143 AE
with 9 output neurodes.

in the neighborhood of the winner is repeated for an
appropriate predefined number of iterations. The result is
that the values of the weights form clusters. which reflect
the probability density of the input patterns. while the
output neurodes that are in topologically near each other
react similarly to similar input patterns (Eberhart and
Dobbins. 1990).

In the classification experiment. 122 samples from
sensor 5. including 58 crack growth and 64 crack surface
fretting AE. were extracted using a combination of infor
mation on source location. load cycle occurrence. expertise
of the general signal characteristics from different sources
and their associated waveforms; another 21 spurious AE
signals from electromagnetic interference (EMI) were intro
duced by interfering with the transducer cables without
cyclic loading. The 143 samples were amalgamated in ran
dom order to a single data file for subsequent classification
bytheSONN.

5. Results and Discussion

Figure 5 shows the SONN classification topology
result with 9 output neurodes. The figure shows how four
significant classes of data are recognised by the SONN.
containing 16. 56. 41, and 30 input patterns, respectively.
The typical waveform feature data characteristics of these
four classes are listed in Table 1.

connection
weight

input layer

All input patterns are sequentially presented to the
input layer of SONN. and the process of calculating Euc
lidean distances. finding the winning output neurode. as
well as adjusting the connection weights of output neurodes

Fig. 4 Self-organization (!Cohonen) neural network (SONN)
topology.

<1; i =O.I .....n. n is the number of input neurodes. j>O. the
index of output neurodes; t is the iteration number increas
ing upon the introduction of all input patterns; and Wji is the
i-th coordinate difference between the corresponding
weight vector of output neurode j and the input pattern. The
learning rate function is generally defined as

11(t) =110(1 - tff) (2)
where 110 is the initial learning rate constant. T is the time
interval. during which the learning rate decreases to zero.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 o single

0 0 0 0 0 0
~neurode

0 0 0 o. 0 0 0 neighborhoodJ
0 0 0 0 0 o ~ofneurodej

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 3 Neighborhood of neurode in rectangular array.

0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0 output layer

0 0 0

Table 1 Typical characteristics of the four classes of AE identified by the SONN

Class Patterns RT CNTS ENRY DUR AMP AVF CNTP
No (11S) (V·s) (US) (dB) (kHz)

I 16 1-27 1-71 2-4 2-86 45-56 278-822 1-13
II 56 5-210 1-36 1-42 12-358 52-80 48-167 1·23
ill 41 26-204 98-119 230-706 756-819 80-95 125-154 3-27
IV 30 354-756 105-123 255-576 818-819 80-87 128-150 51-106
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Consideration of the relative associated waveform
feature data from the four classes can provide a hypothesis
as to their likely identities and corresponding waveform
characteristics. However, identification and interpretation
of AE waveform descriptor-based SONN classification
results may not be so simple. Determination of the source
contents of these classes is less straightforward and requires
an understanding of the nature of the individual source
events and the implications of the AE signal acquisition and
waveform feature extraction process. The complications are
best demonstrated through a consideration of typical signals
from the individual sources.

AE from fatigue crack growth can arise from a multi
plicity of sources, including plastic zone expansion. inclu
sion fracture and ductile tearing. Figure 6 illustrates four
typical AE signals associated with fatigue crack growth and
highlights several critical considerations. The flJ'St point to
note is that the emission category broadly termed "crack
growth" can embrace two basic types of source behaviour.
The waveform in Fig. 6(a) illustrates a "classic" crack
growth event. which has well defined peak and decay
characteristics. and is of short duration and fast rise time.
The lower signals in Figs. 6(b). (c) and (d) also show three
waveforms from crack growth and demonstrates an
apparently unique property; its ability to produce cascaded
bursts of emission in rapid temporal succession with indi
vidual bursts having similar waveform feature properties to
those of the isolated crack growth event. The "rapid cas
caded burst" phenomenon is highly significant since it
presents an opportunity for crack growth source identifi
cation based on an event rate criterion. and the time lapse
between bursts may also offer an insight into the activity
level of a crack. However. this relies On the assumption that
the AE hardware and software is capable of resolving such
rapid bursts of AE and correctly identifying the signal as
being composed of separate hits of AE.

In defining a hit, the AE system uses three user
predefined timing parameters for AE waveform measure
ment. i.e.. Peak Definition Time (PDT). Hit Definition
Time (HDT). and Hit Lockout Time (lR.,T). Consider the
case where the PDT. HOT and lll..T were set at 500, 1000
and 1000 flS. the AE signals of Fig. 6(b). (c) and (d) will be
recorded as a single hit respectively by the AE system and
treated accordingly by the waveform feature extraction
routine. This can result in measurement of erroneous wave
form feature values, since under the current system timing
parameters set-up. the software cannot unambiguously
isolate the individual bursts into separate hits. Conse
quently. measured values of rise time. counts, duration.
energy. peak amplitude. counts-to-peak and average fte-
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quency may be misleading and adversely affect the
classification process. It is clearly unreliable for further
identification based on the extracted waveform features.

However if the PDT. HOT and HLT are set at more
appropriate values to cope with the type of cracking AE. for
example. HDT=200 I.I.s. then this may corrupt the measure
ment of waveform features from longer duration signals.
Figure 7 shows two typical signals from crack surface
fretting. Two observations are significant. Firstly. both
signals are relatively "flat" in comparison with crack
growth emissions. consequently their peaks are less well
defined and the two waveforms will yield significantly
different measurements of rise time and counts-to-peak,
which may affect classification reliability. Secondly. both
waveforms occupy the entire window length. which. in
hindsight. is inappropriately short for fretting signals and
limits the maximum duration to approximately 820 f.I.S due
to the adopted sampling rate (5 MHz) and data length
(4096).

Evidently. there is a problem in defining these hit
timing parameters. In order to identify and describe the
burst-type crack growth AE. short HOT and lfi..T are
desirable; however, this adversely affects measurement of
the long-duration fretting signals.

The complications of AE data acquisition and feature
extraction process are not confined to crack growth and
fretting signals. Figure 8(a) illustrates a typical EM! signal.
while Fig. 8(b) shows a rapid and intense EM! signal.
which can produce high measured values in energy. counts,
duration as well as amplitude. Another important point to

note is that. although crack growth is a potentially unique
mechanism of rapid burst emission. it is not the only source
that can give rise to the detection of ''rapid burst" pheno
mena. Figures 8(c) and (d) illustrate that EM! may also
replicate this behavior and produce similar waveform fea
tures to the AE signals arising from crack growth.

Thus. it would not be always reliable to classify AE
signals based on automatically extracted waveform fea
tures. The limitations behind the technique to produce these
waveform feature data must be considered. especially as.
due to inappropriate values of HOT and m...T. rapid bursts
of cracking AE or EM! signals may be recorded as a single
hit. resulting in measurement of erroneous waveform
feature values and adverse affects on the classification.
Returning to the waveform descriptor-based classification
results of the SONN. it is evident that some confusion of
the number and identity of sources can occur.
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Fig. 7(a) and (b) Crack surface fretting AE (1) and (2).

The 16 patterns of class I can readily be identified as
EM! signals due to their low measured values of energy and
amplitude and, most significantly, their very high average
frequency. Unlike other AE signals. EM! is not the result of
excitation of the resonant transducer element via a mecha
nical coupling. but is the result of an induced COlTent in the
transducer-to-AE-system cables and is therefore not bound
ed by resonant behavior of the element. yielding measured
values of average frequency, which cannot be attained by
the narrow-band resonant transducers used in this experi
menl. This phenomenon also produces low amplitudes
since the EM! signals may not be amplified by the integ
rated preamplifiers inside the AE sensors. However, due to

the complexity of EM! signals as shown in Fig. 8, the
measured values of rise time, counts, duration and counts
to-peak may not be small.

The 41 patterns of class m and 30 patterns of class IV
can be identified as mainly crack surface fretting signals.
due to their very high measured values of duration, energy,
counts and amplitude. Whilst the measured values of rise
time of this emission category may occupy a wide range as
shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b). so may the measured values of
counts-to-peak. An important phenomenon of this category
of signal is that they are the result of excitation of the

resonant transducer element and thus the measured values
of their average frequency may be bounded around the
transducer resonance frequency (in this experiment, i.e.•
ISO kHz). Another important phenomenon is that the
duration of this category of signal may be as long as the
user predefined HDT. Although crack surface fretting
signals are mainly contained in class ill and IV, some
overlap with rapid burst-type crack growth andlor intense
EM! signals may also occur according to their waveforms
as shown in Figs. 6 and 8, as these signals may produce
much higher measured values of rise time, counts, energy,
and duration than a single "classic" crack growth or a
typical EM! signal.

Careful attention must be paid to the interpretation of
the 56 patterns contained within class n. It is most likely
that this class is primarily comprised of "classic" and
"burst-type" crack growth AE. although some overlap with
EM! may also occur. Further examination of the waveform
feature data associated with their corresponding waveforms
reveals that three subclasses of AE contained within class II
and their typical waveform feature data characteristics are
listed in Table 2.
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Table 2 Typical characteristics ofwavefonn feature data of the three subclasses in class II.

Patterns & Identity RT CNTS ENRY DUR AMP AVF CN1P
(us) (us) (dB) (kHz)

3EMI I 7 2 294 54 24 1
45 classic crack growth AE 5-84 1-32 1-42 12-276 52-80 80-167 1-13

8 burst-tvoe crack 2I'Owth AE 10-210 13-36 7-29 207-358 61-76 48-122 1-23

Table 3 Distribution of input panerns in each identified class.

Identity of SONN identified classes Total
input patterns I n ill IV number

EMI 16 3 0 2 21
Crack growth 0 53 3 2 58

FrettinR 0 0 38 26 64

Obviously, due to the inherent disadvantages associ
ated with wavefonn descriptor-based classification, some
confusion of the number and identity of sources was
unavoidable, although the SONN is able to give good value
classification results. Table 3 summarizes the distribution
of original 143 AE signals of known source identities in
each SONN class identified, based on the waveform feature
data in this classification experiment.

6. Conclusions

It is shown that difficulty exists in unambiguously
identifying individual AE sources by consideration of
wavefonn-descriptor feature values alone, unless consider
able care is taken over AE waveform acquisition and
feature extraction, which requires adequate knowledge of
the behavior of AE sources in the specimen or structure
under investigation. Absolute feature values are highly
specific to a particular test configuration, AE source and
specimen geometry, and this factor can seriously prejudice
the validity of supervised classification procedures in ar
bitrary applications. However, if these considerations are
duly addressed, significant potential for AE signal classi
fication by the self-organization neural network (SONN)
technique exists; for example. in assisting the practitioner
in establishing the likely number and identity of AE sources
present, and careful consideration of the relative properties
of distinct classes identified by the SONN technique may
provide a useful insight into the origin of acoustic emission
in an arbitrary application.
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42nd AEWG Meeting

Source Location Studies on a Tank Car, Yajai Promboon, The University of Texas at Austin

The paper presents preliminary results from a study of source location methods for a steel tank car. Two types of
artificial sources were used in the study; pencil lead breaks and bending ofa steel bar welded to the tank. For the
initial part of the study, wide band sensors were used to capture the waveform. Tests were perionned on an empty
tank car and then on the tank car filled with water. On an empty tank, source location based on the frequency at the
group velocity yielded very promising results. On the full tank, source location is accomplished by using a low
frequency signal. The paper also presents the algorithm used to triangulate the source called simplex. optimization.
Current work is focussing on use of a sensor with multiple resonant frequencies, and on source location for tanks
under pressure. Results from a pressure test with air will be presented. Research continues on the more difficult
problem of a liquid filled tank.

A New Method for Lamb-Wave Source Location of Impact on CFRP Plates.
Hirokazu Yamada, Yoshihiro Mizutani, Hideo Nishino, Mikio Takemoto. Aoyama Gakuin University and Kanji
Ono. UCLA.

This study reports the development of a new source location method using Lamb waves of impact on carbon-fiber
reinforced plastic (CFRP) plates. We monitored Lamb waves produced by pencil-lead breaks and steel-ball impacts
using four resonant-type AE transducers mounted on 300-mm square comers within 5()().mm-square plates and
determined arrival time of 65 kHz Ao-Lamb waves, extracted by using a wavelet transform. Source location was first
estimated into one of four quadrants by the arrival time differences of the Lamb waves. Next, the source location in
the previously identified quadrant was determined by iteration. Here, the measured arrival-time differences were
matched with those computed by moving a virtual source position in 0.5 mm steps. We developed an algorithm
providing automatic determination of arrival times and coordinate computation. It takes 17 s for each source-location
identification. Orientation dependence of Lamb waves for CFRPs are experimentally measured and included in the
algorithm. Accuracy of the source location for a unidirectional-CFRP plate is less than 10 mm within the 300 x 300
mm square. The maximum error of 6.5 mm and the average error of 2.1 mm were obtained for a (0/45/-45)s CFRP
plate.

PLENARY INVITED LECTURE
Quantitative Analysis of AE Source Parameters by SIGMA Procedure.
Masayasu Ohtsu and Mitsuhiro Shigeishi, Kumamoto University

Previously, the source characterization of AE was performed by the deconvolution analysis, which could provide
information only on crack kinetics. Recently, it is realized that the moment tensor analysis of AE can provide
quantitative information on kinematics of crack motion in materials. By applying SIGNIA procedure developed. AE
sources are classified into tensile cracks and shear cracks. The direction ofcrack motion is derived from the
eigenvectors of the moment tensor.

In the present study, to characterize AE sources further. a relation between the damage parameter in the damage
mechanics and the moment tensor is investigated. Thus, a procedure to determine the damage parameter from the
SIGMA-AE analysis is developed. In uniaxial compression tests of the plate specimens with a center slit. the
damage evolution is estimated as the accumulation of the damage parameter for concrete and mortar materials.
Further, the procedure leads to quantitative estimation of the crack volumes in the case that absolutely calibrated
sensors are employed. As a result, the crack volumes are quantitatively estimated in concrete and mortar plates. From
these results, it is found that both the damage parameter and crack volume of mortar are larger than those of concrete.
It demonstrates the effect of crack arrest due to aggregate in the process of microfracturing in cementitious materials.
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Martensitic Transformation Dynamics of Cu-AI-Ni Shape Memory Alloy Single Crystals by
Acoustic Emission Methods. Kenichi Yoshida. S. Kihara. K. Sakamaki. Tokushima University

Cu-AI-Ni shape memory alloy exhibits a super-elasticity which shows perfect recovery of plastic deformation. The
super-elasticity used in this paper results from a perfectly reversible martensitic transformation. The martensitic
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Discussion of the Log-Normal Distribution of
Amplitude in Acoustic Emission Signals

M. I. Lopez Pumarega, R. Piotrkowski and J. E. Ruzzante

Abstract

In this paper. we study from a statistical point of view,
the acoustic emission (AE) produced by deformation and
crack propagation in steel samples from seamless tubes.
The most convincing result was obtained by correlating the
histogram of burst amplitudes with the log-normal distribu
tion. This result is interpreted according to the Central
Limit Theorem. It can be assumed that in the process of
plastic flow and crack propagation, the incremental damage
sustained between any two stage of the process is a random
proportion of the total damage existing at the preceding
stages. Because the measurable characteristic of the mate
rial. in this case the deformation arriving at the AE sensor,
is the product of a large number of underlying causes,
which are independent random variables. the Central Limit
Theorem applies.

1. Introduction

The acoustic emission (AE) waves represent the propa
gation of elastic energy coming from different sources, such
as deformation and crack propagation in materials, when
they are submitted to stresses. The elastic waves are de
tected at the surface by means of piezoelectric transducers
that transform the mechanical pulses into electric signals.

The electric signals are discrete packets. named bursts,
immersed in a background of continuous noise. The bursts
are asymmetric and are characterized by their amplitude
(A), duration (D) and rise-time (R). Due to the complex
nature of the whole phenomenon, the subject is usually
treated statistically. Up to now, the property, for which
better results have been obtained, is the amplitude. Never
theless, different distributions have been employed by sev
eral authors; such as power law models, log-normal and
Weibull distributions (Erlenkamper. 1979; Pollock. 1973.
1981; Ono et aI., 1978).

Received 20 July 1998. M.I. Lopez Pumarega (Iopezpum@cnea.
edu.ar) and J.E. Ruzzante are affiliated with Grupo Ondas Elati
cas, U. A. ENDE, Comisi6n Nacional de Energy At6mica
(CNEA), CAC. Av. Oral. paz 1498, (1650) Pcia. de Buenos Aires.
Argentina. R. Piotrkowski (pioukow@cnea.edu.ar) is with Es
cuela de Ciencia y Tecnologia. Universidad Nacional de General
San Martin, Calle 91, No. 3391, (1652) Pcia. de Buenos Aires.
Argentina.
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Earlier, L6pez Pumarega et al (1996) presented results
concerning the analysis of AE signals coming from steel
tubes. The log-normal distribution is shown to be adequate
to describe the results. In the present paper, we continued
the analysis of these signals and the results are explained
according to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT).

2. Procedures

2.1 Materials and Methods

Test samples were rings obtained by transversal cut
from seamless steel tubes, with 14 em outside diameter, 1
em thickness and 2 em width. A section with a chord
length of 6 cm was eliminated from each ring in order to
introduce it in a device. which. by opening it, introduced a
distribution of stresses. Force was manually exerted through
a screw. Figure 1 shows a photograph of the experimental
setup and Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the detection
system.

A total of 11 samples were employed, 10 of them cor
responding to the same steel (type 1) in Table I, while the
composition of the remaining one (type 2), was slightly
different and its thickness was greater so as to be able to
bear a fatigue-produced initial crack.

Table 1 Metallurgical and geometrical characteristics of
type 1 samples.

Composition (in wt. %): C 0.16. P 0.042. S 0.001, Si 0.26,
Mn 0.67, V<.05, Nb<0.03. Ti<0.05

Hardness: 75 Rockwell B scale
Grain size: 15 JUD
Thickness: 1 cm; Width: 2 cm; Outside Diameter: 14 cm

Three AE transducers were attached to each sample.
Two of them with a resonance frequency of 200 kHz, acted
as guard sensors to eliminate the noise produced at the
holding points. The third one. put on the top of the ring,
where the maximum degree of deformation occurred. was a
wideband (300-800 kHz) sensor. A wideband sensor was
selected in order to perform the frequency analysis of the
signals in future work. The signals were pre.amplified and
then amplified and processed with the AE AEDOS system.
The force to open the ring was applied by hand and was
measured with a load cell. The end opening of the ring was

0730-00501991$5.00117061-067
Copyrigh~1999 Acoustic Emission Group



c

Fig. 1 Experimental setup. A: sample, B: wideband sensor, C: guard sensors, D: screw, E: load cell..

Table 2 Characteristics of experiments

Four different types of rings were prepared from the 10
type-l samples. Some of them had a triangular inside notch
at the top in order to promote crack propagation; others
were thinned out in the same region in order to favor de-

measured with a potentiometer. Both the force and the
opening were recorded by the AEDOS system.

Name MatcIIAJ Noldl 1lIInning Oxide IMilII Expaimenl

cradt ttPe

cas 1 Yos - - - B

eEL9 1 Yes - - - B

CEL11 1 Yea - - - B

CELlO 1 Yes - Yes - B,

CEL12 1 - Ya - - a

CEL13 1 - Yes - - a

CEL14 1 - YI!$ - - a

CELlS 1 - Yos Yes - a,

CELlS 1 - Yes Yes - a,

CEL17 1 - Yes Yes - a,

AROFl 2 Yes - - Yes T

System:

Acoustic

AEDOS

Emission

- Acoustic Emission
signal parameters:
Amplitude, Duration,
Rlsetime.

- Force
- Digitized signal

Load c:eu

Potentiometer

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the detection system.
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2.4 Influence ofthe Detection System

Fig. 3 Comparison of the amplitude histograms with log
normal (above) and Weibull (below) distribution for
AROFI sample.

A burst is the transducer response r(t) to the mechani
cal excitation s(1), that arrives coming from different points.
where accumulated elastic deformation energy was pro
duced. In the following. we analyze the influence of the
detection system on the output signal in two extreme cases
with (a) resonant transducer, and (b) wideband transducer.
In both cases we assume that the amplification stage be
haves linearly.
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log-normal distributions could not be rejected; besides.
looking at the histograms themselves. with log-normal dis
tribution we obtained the best fits. In Figs. 3-5, three exam
ples of fits for both Weibull and log-normal distributions
are shown; the figures themselves are self explanatory. This
occurred for all the experiments that are in Table 2, which
means that the involved phenomena share a common es
sential property.

Statistical studies were performed on the signal pa
rameters and the total number of events for each experi
ment. With this aim. the distribution function. which better
fits the histograms. was selected. Until now. the more con
vincing results refer to the amplitudes data. As the histo
grams are asymmetric. the exponential, Gamma, Chi
squared, Weibull and log-normal distributions were com
pared. Assuming a significance level of 0.05, and using
Pearson Chi-square and Kolmogoroff goodness-of-fit tests.

2.3 Statistical Analysis ofSignals

The mean values of the parameters A. D and R together
with the total number of AE events (N) for each experiment
were obtained. The results are summarized in Table 3,
which shows that for the oxidized samples (a l -. PI-type)
both the number of bursts and the mean value of the am
plitude (A) take high values and those of rise-time (R) take
low values. The mean D and R values are very different for
the a- and p-type experiments. For this reason, they can be
used to identify the events in a general experiment.

2.2 Experimental Results

In the CEL12, CELl3 and CELl4 experiments, (a
type), due to the previous thinning, the fundamental process
induced by stresses is deformation. In the CELIS, CEL16
and CELl7 experiments (ai-type) added to deformation is
the oxide layer break-down. In the eELS, CEL9. CELlI
experiments (~type) and AROFI. (y-type). due to the prior
notch and initial crack. the crack propagation process is
expected to play the fundamental role. In the CELIO (PI
type) experiment the oxide breakdown is added.

formation. The tubes were oxidized in their natural state.
Some samples were tested with their oxide layer and in
others. this layer was eliminated. Table 2 shows the char
acteristics of experiments.

Table 3 Typical values of the N. A, D and R parameters.

Type Q a1 II pi y

N 21·27 141-332 17~ 214 64

ACmV)

970·1265 2425-3390 703·1213 1629 1800

D

CjIlI) 21·143 203-266 229-376 102 ns

R

fjlll) 15-35 16-23 59-85 19 258
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Fig.4 Comparison of the amplitude histograms with log-normal (left) and Weibull (right) distribution for CELlI sample.
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Following Ono et al. (1978), we suppose that rectan
gular pulses with amplitude S and duration T reach the sen
sor:

where u(t) is the unit step function. The transducer re
sponse to this stimulus, ret), is the convolution of set) with
the transducer response vet) to a mechanical impulse cS(t),

When ret) is expanded in Taylor series for t = T, and
~T«I, the result is that the maximum ret) value is propor
tional to S. putting thus in evidence the proportionality be
tween the amplitude of the transducer response A. and the
amplitude of the arrived mechanical excitation S.

For a resonant damped transducer with resonant frequency
c.oo and damping decay constant ~ (case (a», Ono et al.
(1978) found that:

vet) =expH3t) exp(i root) u(t) (3)

from which we obtain for t ~ T the solution:

S (e fJ T - i O)oT - 1) -fJ I + iO)o I
r(l) = e (4)

fJ - iO)o

For a wide band transducer (case (b». considered as a
low-pass filter with cut-off frequency O)e' it holds:

_{e -t41I
o It»! <0)c

H(O)- 0 1t»!>O)c (5)

where is the transducer transference function and to is an
arbitrary initial value.

set) = S[u(t) - u(t-T)]

r(I)= Js(~ )V(I-~ )d~=s(I)ev(t)

From (2)

F[r(t») =F[v(t)] x F[s(t») =H(ro) x F[s(t)]

(I)

(2)

(6)

These are very important results. The proportionality
between both amplitudes, S (mechanical impulse) and A
(AE signal Amplitude). permits to infer that the statistical
distribution of both parameters is the same.

In another work of our group. Perez et al. (1997) pre
sented a mathematical model to simulate the AE events.
The detection system was adequately represented by a
fourth-order differential equation. If impulses enter the
system. burst signals emerge. characterized by A. D. and R
parameters. where A is proportional to the input amplitude.
The output signals for impulse inputs. with amplitude log
normally distributed. were burst type with the same ampli
tudes distribution. Moreover. the output signals resulted
similar to the experimental events. including D and R pa
rameters. This shows that D and R parameters are strongly
influenced by the detection system, and this is not the case
for the A parameter, for which a linear relation holds. In the
actual case. the input signals are not impulses; nevertheless
the referred results show the strong and complicated influ
ence of the detection system on the D and R parameters, for
which proportionality between input and output values can
not be postulated.

In the following. the proportionality between the am
plitudes of the input mechanical impulse and output electric
signals (AE) is assumed.

2.5 Log-normal Distribution

We apply to our case the analysis performed by Cramer
(1961) to decide the conditions leading to the fact that a
given random function can be described by the log-normal
distribution.

If the causes that originate a given amplitude of defor
mation. s. inside the material do not act by simple addition
but are sequentially connected. they would give rise to an
asymmetric distribution.

where F means Fourier Transform. So we obtain

T.

F(r(I)] = H(w) x Sx Jexp(-it»l)dl = g(0) (7)
o

and
ret) =F 1[g(CI)]. (8)

To solve (8) it is necessary to expand the exponential.
Assuming for simplicity. to =O. and (t - n « 1/(I)e. we
obtain

Let us suppose that there are n stress values (~I"'''' ;,,)
that act in the order indicated by their sub-indexes. These
stresses are then considered as independent random vari
ables. We designate as Sj the total deformation produced by
the set of stresses (~I" .... ;i)' It can be supposed that the
additional deformation produced by the following stress.
~+I' is proportional to both ~I+I and to a certain function of
the deformation reached until the prior step. h(s;):

(10)

Therefore. the amplitude of the transducer response is again
proportional to the amplitude of the mechanical excitation
S.

ret) =Sro.The. (9)
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from which

~S"I-S,
~I+·"+~. =~ h(s,) (11)



If each stress gives place to a minute contribution of
the total deformation, the transition to continuos calculation
can be performed and the sum is replaced by an integral.

I, dt
~I+"·+';. = ... h(t) = /(s) (12)

where s =sQ represents the total deformation.

As by hypothesis ;1'....' I;" are independent variables
and n is a large number, it can be deduced that the function
I(s) of the random variable s, which appears in the second
member of (14) follows a normal distribution. If the sim
plest case, h(t) =t is considered, it holds:

(13)

In order to gain generality we consider In (s - a) in
stead of In (s), "a" being the initial deformation value. We
also consider 50 =1, which means that deformations are
measured in So units. From (IS), it is In (s - a), which
follows a normal distribution, with m and a parameters, and
the result is:

I (In ($ -0) _m)l
g (In (s-o»= t:L cxp (- ) (14)

•• II tT1/2tr 2o'z

which is valid for s>a, while g =0 for s<a. It then holds
that the variable s follows a log-normal distribution f:

I (In (s-a)-m)z )
f •. ,,(s)= tT(s-arfiji exp (- 20'2 (15)

As stated previously, the "a" parameter represents the
shift of the curve along the abscissa; that is to say, the ini
tial value of deformation. The parameter m represents the
arithmetic mean of the variable In (s - a). So, from the last
value, the geometric mean value of (s - a) can be obtained.

As a conclusion, the distribution of amplitudes of the
deformation pulses that arrive at the detection system is
log-normal, and this result is according to the CLT.

3. Discussion and Conclusions

The mean values of the parameters A, D and R seem to
act as indicators of the main source of AE signal; that is to
say, if they are originated in crack propagation, deformation
or layer breakdown, as can be deduced from Table 3. This
is an encouraging result and it induces the performing of a
larger number of future experiments. In particular, the dif
ference between the mean values of the parameters D and R
for the experiments a and 13 is outstanding. The N and A
values are very high for the oxidized samples. All these
facts deserve an adequate theoretical explanation.

A good fit was obtained between the amplitudes histo
grams and the log-normal distribution for all our experi
ments in this work. This result could be explained accord-
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ing to the CLT. The underlying physical meaning is that the
deteCted AE signal is the complex consequence of a great
number of random independent sources, to which individual
effects are linked.

There are several antecedents of using asymmetric dis
tribution functions, specially log-normal and Weibull dis
tributions, in materials science.

Stranadel and Jonsta (1994) found Weibull distribution
to represent the carbide size distribution in spheroidized
steels. Ono et al. (1978) found that the distribution of AE
amplitudes in HSLA steels could be described by the
Weibull distribution, and assigned the AE source to the
decohesion of a great number of MaS inclusions present in
these steels, sizes of which are Weibull distributed. In that
case, samples were round tensile specimen submitted to
tensile tests, and they had near twice nominal Mn composi
tion compared with our samples. The effect of short
transverse tensile stress orientation made the decohesion of
the inclusions the most important source of AE compared
widt deformation.

Satora (1978) showed that carbide size distributions in
steels fit the log-normal distribution. The log-normal func
tion is frequently used to describe the distribution of grain
sizes in polycrystals. While the normal distribution occurs
as a result of the additive effect of random events, the log
normal distribution results from effects that are multiplica
tive. This has been used by Vaz and Fortes (1988) as a
justification for the applicability of the log-normal function
to describe the sizes of recrystallized grains, which nucleate
at random and grow at a rate that depends on their size.
Bury (1975) stated that the incremental damage produced
between any two stages of plastic flow or crack propaga
tion, is a random proportion of the total damage existing at
the preceding stage. and the magnitude of the relevant ob
servable failure criterion (percentage elongation, rupture
strength, etc.) is then log-normally distributed. Since dam
age processes are irreversible, their states are functions of
time. It follows that the statistical models of material prop
erties should be based on a theory of stochastic processes in
time and space relating external conditions to atomic and
molecular changes at various locations in the solid.

Summarizing, it is possible to assume that only two
important mechanisms exist as sources of AE signals: crea
tion and propagation of dislocations, and creation of new
surfaces by cracks or inclusions decohesion. Plastic flow
and crack propagation essentially constitute irreversible
damage processes. It can be assumed that damage is a
multiplicative process; that is, the incremental damage sus
tained between any two stages of the process is a random
proportion of the total damage existing at the preceding
stages.



If we suppose that the measurable characteristic of a
material is the result of causes that cannot be readily meas
ured themselves, and if:

i) the measurable characteristic is a multiplicative ef
fect of underlying causes,
ii) the causes are independent random variables, and
iii) there is a large number of causes,

then the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) is applicable.

In our case, the log-nonnal distribution was adequate to
describe the total number of experiments. This could be
because the phenomena of dislocation movements and
crack creation and propagation present in different propor
tion in all experiments have the same behavior from the
statistical point of view.
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transformation used is from 003 structure to 18R transformation which can be observed in-situ by an optical
microscope during tensile deformation at room temperature. Therefore, the dynamics of martensite plate such as the
nucleation and the growth was examined in detail. Acoustic emission behaviors during the stress-induced martensitic
transformation have been investigated using two types of specimens ofCu-Al-Ni shape memory alloy single crystal
([100)(001) crystallographic orientation), each of which have different stress concentration coefficients, Kt. 1.01 in
large round shaped notches and 2.65 in rectangular notches. The difference of dynamical martensitic transformation
behavior has been compared with that of acoustic emission behavior using these specimens. Small martensites occur
far before yielding near the notched bottom of the latter specimen. The generation of these martensites which consist
of two or three-kinds of habit planes has bee n considered as the sources of lower amplitude, shorter rise time and
shorter duration time acoustic emission. On the other hand, sporadic martensites occur near yielding near the bottom
of the former specimen. The acoustic emission activity also is lower and more sporadic. As a result, it is made clear
that the acoustic emission event rate and the amplitude distribution are associated with the nucleation and the growth
of martensite plate during loading or the disappearance and the shrinkage of them during unloading. After nucleation
at the center of the specimens, the martensite plates grow to three directions, that is, length, width and thickness
directions. Comparatively higher amplitude acoustic emission occurs during growing to the length and the thickness
directions. When the coalescence of the martensite plates and the growth passing through the specimen thickness
occur, we can observe the highest amplitude acoustic emission. Otherwise, it was made clear that acoustic emission
total event counts generated during martensitic transformation d id not depend on the specimen volume, sequential
change of the acoustic emission waveforms during deformation was different in two types of specimens because of
difference of these martensite plate shapes, and the martensitic transformation rate obtained by acoustic emission
waveform analysis increased with increase offatigue damages.

Acoustic Emission Monitoring of Noisy Materials.
Timothy J. Fowler, The University of Texas at Austin

Composites, concrete, some aged metals, and carbon are among a group of noisy materials that give copious
emission on initial loading. The pattern of emission is unpredictable. Sometimes it occurs as bursts, with
intervening periods of low emission, other times it is continuous. Emission may start early in the load cycle, reach
a peak rate, and then decrease at higher loads. Other times the rate of emission will increase with increasing load.
The large amount of noise on first loading makes it difficult to conduct meaningful acoustic emission tests on new
equipment and structures. In addition, monitoring the first loading may create the misleading impression that the
structure is defective, when it is not.

The problem caused by the large quantity of emission on first loading is well recognized. Most of the standard test
procedures specify less stringent evaluation criteria for emission from rust loading than for emission from
subsequent loadings. Some test procedures, such as the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code for fiber
reinforced plastic (FRP) pressure vessels, allow data from the first loading to be disregarded. Other procedures, such
as the American Society for Nondestructive Testing Recommended Practice for balsa core FRP highway tankers,
compare emission from multiple loadings.

A large quantity of emission during initial loading is not necessarily bad. Rather it is a consequence of the internal
structure of the material. The presentation will discuss the problem of noisy materials, the source of this noise, and
various approaches for dealing with it. Data from recent experimental work will be used to illustrate some of the
evaluation techniques used to interpret emission from noisy materials.

Acoustic Emission Testing of Hoist Brake Components at the Waste Isolation Pilot ProjecL
Alan Beattie, PAC

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) was developed to store low level radioactive waste in chambers carved out of
rock salt. The storage area is some 2000 ft. below the floor of the desert in south eastern New Mexico near the town
of Carlsbad.. Three separate hoists are operated at the site to convey cargo and passengers to and from the storage
area Safety considerations dictate that two of the hoists be operational at all times. These hoists are of different sizes
with passenger capacities ranging from four to over sixty persons. The two smaller hoist systems are quite old, the
middle sized one having been built around 1925. All hoists have emergency brakes on the cable drums to stop the
cages in the event of system failures. The emergency braking systems on the two smaller hoists have had their
components tested with AE for the last six years. These tests are novel in that the actual testing time is
approximately one second. The rods driving the emergency brakes are instrumented with AE sensors and the cage is
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Unsupervised Pattern Recognition Techniques for
the Prediction of Composite Failure

T. P. Philippidis, V. N. Nikolaidis and J. G. Kolaxis

Abstract

An unsupervised pattern recognition procedure is pre
sented for the discrimination of acoustic emission (AE)
signals from glass-fiber/polyester (GRP) coupons stressed
in tension to failure. The laminated composites consist of
unidirectional and bidirectional stitched glass fabrics
stacked at various sequences. The purpose of the analysis is
to identify AE from specific layers in a laminate and to re
late clusters of similar signals to characteristic load stages.
thus enabling failure prediction of laminates of any stacking
sequence. The multivariate unsupervised classification
method presented in this work. based mainly on artificial
neural system (ANS) algorithms. achieves classifications
that can be used as a means to predict coupon failure by
performing clustering on the union of several AE data sets
produced in different experiments and using principal com
ponent projection. Class size ratios. of selected classifica
tions. are used to create criteria linked to coupon failure and
the schema is stabilized via a simple supervised classifier to
apply the criteria on unknown coupon AE data.

1. Introduction

For practical applications of AE monitoring where
there is no a priori knowledge of signal characteristics and
simulation of AE generating mechanisms is difficult. e.g.
failure modes of composite materials. unsupervised pattern
recognition (UPR) techniques (Anastassopoulos et al..
1995) were introduced to assist in discriminating signals
from various different sources. In a series of projects. UPR
procedures were used to successfully identify signals emit
ted from different damage mechanisms of various compos
ite systems based either to conventional PR algorithms
(Anastassopoulos et al.. 1996; Anastassopoulos et at.
1998a. 1998b) or to artificial neural systems (ANS).
(Philippidis et aI.• 1998). The method was successfully ap
plied to material coupons and structures as well.

Typical primary composite strUctures made of glass
fiber reinforced polyester matrix (GRP) composites consist
of a number of basic building layers. which are stacked in
laminates of varying thickness and content. One of the
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problems one has to deal with in an eventual application of
acoustic emission (AE) monitoring on such a structure is
the identification of AE signals emitted from various
sources, Le. damage modes exhibited by different layers.
Furthermore. it is of great practical importance to correlate
clusters of identified similar signals to specific load stages.
or life fractions for fatigue loading, thus enabling failure
prediction of the structural component.

The materials investigated in this study consist of GRP
constructions typical of wind-turbine rotor blades. More
specifically. twO basic building layers are used; a unidirec
tional (tID) and a bidirectional (BD) layer stitched glass
fabric consisting of an equal proportion of fibers oriented at
±45°. The two basic layers are laminated in two different
stacking sequences. A number of tensile tests is perfonned
on coupons made either of lID or BD layers and. based on
AE data processing results from these tests. identification of
signals emitted during loading of multidirectional (MD)
laminates made of the aforementioned layers is attempted.

An unsupervised ANS scheme similar to the Learning
Vector Quantizer (LVQ)-based methodology used success
fully in carbon/carbon (C1C) composite coupon AE data
(Philippidis et al.. 1998). is applied on AE data recorded
during experiments of GRP coupons under tension. Four
groups of GRP specimens are considered. varying on fiber
lay-up specifications.

While recorded under similar experimental constraints.
specific GRP AE differs from ClC AE in several ways.
Even at low sensitivity settings, the GRP coupons produce a
much larger number of AE records. Typical data sets con
tain an average of 11250 AE records. up to the maximum
load reached. for each MD and BD coupon. 25030 for each
UD coupon. and 17630 for MD coupons of different stack
ing sequence (MON). Being much larger than the average
3670 records recorded per CtC coupon experiment. the
data-set sizes themselves call for a different classification
approach. Furthermore. unlike CtC AE where extreme
valued records could be used to predict failure. in GRP ex
periments a significant number of records with high AE
signal characteristics consistently appear during all load
stages.

The original method of performing classification on
AE data from each experiment separately, (AnastaSsopou
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los et at.. 1995). handicaps the results in respect to their
generalization power. since the produced classes are bound
to be unique for the experiment. Classes of particular inter
est need to appear in all classifications; otherwise. the in
formation provided by the class properties cannot be used
in a generalized remaining·life prediction schema. Being
affected by singularities in each data set, such as outliers or
different number of "natural" clusters. similar classes
within different classifications are difficult to identify,
methods such as the Rand statistic (Rand, 1971) are used. if
they exist at all.

The above constraints indicate that a different approach
needs to be taken in order to achieve classifications of any
explorative value on GRP AE data, i.e. classifications that
can be used as a means to predict failure. The methodology
discussed here involves clustering performed on the union
of several AE data sets (produced in different experiments)
using principal component projection. Questions about the
use of mathematical clustering evaluation criteria for se
lecting the best classification amongst several are raised and
an alternative approach based on amplitude distributions is
suggested. With the number of natural clusters in the data
being unknown. the clustering algorithm needs to be ap
plied for a different number of requested classes, and thus
classification selection is of major importance in unsuper
vised AE data exploration. Based on selected classifica
tions. class-size ratio criteria are created and linked to the
coupon's remaining life. Finally, it is shown that the results
of the unsupervised analysis can be used to train a simple
supervised classifier enabling the application of the predic
tion criteria to new AE data.

2. Experimental Procedure

Four E-glass fiber reinforced polyester laminates of
different stacking sequence are considered. All laminates
are INTERCHEM CHEMPOL 80 THIX polyester resin hand
lay-ups. E-glass from AHLSTROM GLASSFIBRE. cured at
room temperature. Two fabrics are used in manufacturing
the above mentioned laminates. The first is mainly unidi
rectional. of 700 g/m'1. total weight, with parallel continuous
fibers. A number of glass fiber strands. 30 glm2, are laid
transversely to the main portion of fibers and stitched to
gether to allow fabric handling. The second glass fabric

weighs 450 glm2 in total and contains equal proportion of
continuous fibers in the (+45°) and (-45°) directions with
respect to the loading axis stitched together. The stacking
sequences of the four laminate types are [03lY • [(±45hh •
[OI(±45)l0Jy , and [(±45)1~/(±45)h, for UD, BD, MD, and
MDN, respectively (see Table 1).

From each laminate, four straight edge coupons of 250
rom length and 25 rom width are cut using a diamond wheel
and are prepared in accordance to ASTM D 3039-76. Alu
minum tabs are glued to all coupon ends. resulting on 160
rom of free coupon length. Double edge notches of 5 rom
length each are cut normal to the loading axis at the cou
pon's mid-length. Sixteen tensile tests. four from each
laminate type. are carried out using a screw-type tensile
machine under displacement control mode. In all experi
ments, displacement rate is kept constant at 1 mmlmin.

During all tests described above. AE activity was
monitored using a SPARTAN 2000AT of Physical Acoustics
Corporation (PAC). A single AE transducer PAC R15.
resonant at 150 kHz, is fumly attached to each coupon at a
45 rom distance from the notches, using ultrasonic couplant
(Krautkraemer 20). AE signals are amplified by a PAC
1220A filter-preamplifier set at 40 dB pre-amplification and
100-300 kHz band-pass filtering. The SPARTAN signal
analyzer settings are set at 45 dB threshold. 20 dB gain. 50
).LS peak definition time (pDT), 150 ).LS hit definition time
(HDT), and 300 ).LS hit lock-out time (lILT). Data sets con
sisting of SPARTAN AE records containing seven signal
descriptors are recorded during each experiment. The de
scriptors are Rise Time (RT). Counts (CNTS). Energy
(ENE). Duration (OUR), Amplitude (AMP). Average Fre
quency (AVF>, and Counts-ta-Peak (CNP).

3. Data Preprocessing

Twelve out of the sixteen tensile experiments per
formed are used for the AE analysis via the unsupervised
classification schema. Experiments using MDN coupons
are excluded from the unsupervised classification stage
since they will be used as unknown data in the supervised
schema to be presented later. For each of the twelve ex
periments. data items recorded past the last maximum load
value recorded are dropped out of further consideration. A

Table 1 Stacking sequences for the four laminate types.

Namberor Lamillllte Laminate Stacking Sequence
Experimeats Abbreviation Description

4 UD Unidirectional 0° 0° 0° N/A

4 BD Bi-directional ±4So ±4So ±45° N/A

4 MD Multidirectionall 0° ±4So ±45° 00

4 MDN Multidirectional 1 ±4So 0° 0° ±45°
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series of steps is then taken to form the final data set. on
which clustering will be performed: Each data set is filtered
to eliminate outliers and false recordings. These filters
eliminate records for which CNTS $ CNP. DUR $ RT.
CNTS ;:: 1000 and AVF ;:: 500. The last two filters are justi
fied by data plots indicating that only a negligible number
of records have these properties and the values are far from
the recorded average.

Two additional "empirical" filters are applied on the
data. The first eliminates records x, for which

I(d - <d))/sl ~ 70.
where d the Euclidean distance of x to the mean vector of
the set, <d) the mean of all such distances. and s the stan
dard deviation of all such distances. Similar in concept, the
second filter eliminates all records, for which some de
scriptor x takes values satisfying I(x - <x>)/sl ~ 50, where <x>
and s the descriptor's mean and standard deviation in the
set, respectively. Being applied last and with very high
threshold, the two filters did not eliminate more than a few
records in each data set.

The union of the filtered sets fonns a new set, which is
standardized by subtracting the mean value and dividing by
the standard deviation of each corresponding descriptor in
the data set. Data is then projected on a new set of axes
found via Principal Component Analysis (PeA). (Ander
berg, 1973; Johnson et aI., 1992). which allows the reduc
tion of the data set dimension by utilizing statistical prop
erties of the data. The method implemented here calculates
the eigenvectors of covariance matrix to expose a set of
orthogonal axes (principal components - PCs) on which the
data reaches maximum variance. Using PCs, the clustering
can be performed on a space of limited dimensionality, to
which all descriptors have contributed according to their
separability power. The PC direction can also be used to
select the most powerful subset of the original data set de
scriptors in an approach similar to the original (Anastas
sopoulos et al., 1995). where dimensionality reduction is
performed by dropping descriptors of high correlation via
Wilk's Aor complete link criteria. This, however. is not the
approach taken here, where data is projected and clustering
is performed on PC axes. In analyzing the results of clus
tering performed in PC-space. the one-to-one correspon
dence of original and projected vectors is used to determine
class properties in tenns of physical signal characteristics.
Combined with the above data normalization, the covari
ance matrix of the standardized set equals the correlation
matrix of the original, while its eigenvalues equal the new
variances of the data projected to the corresponding new
axes (Anderberg, 1973). To select the number of new axes
used. a degree of fit is given by the ratio of the sum of se
lected new variances with the sum of all new variances. For
the clustering results presented later. this ratio was valued at
0.98 for 5 PCs.
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4. Clustering Method

Work presented here uses a classification schema based
on Learning Vector Quantizer artificial neural system (LVQ
ANS). The LVQ is a two-layer (input-output) ANS pre
sented by Kohonen in 1981. The unsupervised single win
ner LVQ ANS (Kohonen. 1988; Lippmann, 1987; Simpson,
1990). upon which this clustering schema is based, deter
mines cluster reference vectors. centers, by a series of it
erative steps that classify each input vector, via an embed
ded parallel Euclidean nearest-neighbor classifier. to one of
the initial cluster centers and then uses the input-to-center
distance to adjust the winner cluster center itself. The clus
ter-center adjustment is inversely proportional to the num
ber of iterations performed forcing the algorithm to stabi
lize. The maximum number of encoding iterations to be
performed is user-defined, the iteration counter increases
upon the presentation of the entire data set, and no other
converge criterion is used to terminate the encoding (clus
ter-center adjustment) stage.

In this form. the LVQ suffers from non-deterministic
behavior caused by the initialization of cluster centers to
random values and the effect of elata-item encoding order in
the cluster centers created. Taking these disadvantages into
account, a modified LVQ schema (M-LVQ) was previously
introduced for classification of AE records from C1C com
posites (Philippidis et al., 1998). The M-LVQ selects initial
cluster centers from a small subset of the data set that con
tains most-distant vectors. The pair of vectors of greater in
between distance is first added to the initially empty set,
then the vector. whose total distance from those already in
the set is maximum. This step is repeated until the set size
becomes equal to the number of requested classes and thus
contains enough vectors to initialize the LVQ. This selec
tion and initialization method first detects extreme vectors.
lying usually at the ends of the data envelope and then, pos
sibly, vectors inside the data envelop. which progressively
splits the data in zones. To fix the presentation order during
the encoding stage of the M-LVQ scheme, data vectors
were presented according to their Euclidean distance from
the elata set's mean, with vectors closest to mean were pre
sented first.

The M-LVQ applied on individual AE data sets from
C/C composite experiments successfully identified small
critical classes at the very last stage of the coupon's life. At
the same time. the scheme produced classifications rating
very low on the R separation measure (Davies, 1979;
Anastassopoulos et aI., 1995), which is assumed to be a
suitable method for selecting classifications on this type of
data. However, the M-LVQ-scheme presentation ordering
step proved too time-consuming for the size of the GRP AE
data sets analyzed in this work. and was not used.
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Fig. 1 Amplitude distributions for all data files used in UPR
analysis.

Summarizing. the LVQ-based schema used for GRP
AE clustering had a leaming rate constant set to 0.8. run for
2500 encoding iterations, with initial cluster-reference
vectors set to the most distant data-set items. and operated
on a 5-PC space. No algorithmic ordering of the data was
applied for encoding. This "relaxed" M-LVQ schema will
be referred to as RM-LVQ. The data set was reordered so
that experiments from MD coupons are presented first at
each encoding cycle. followed by BD and UD. This is an
arbitrary decision, partially justified by the fact that, unlike
UD and BO, MDs contain both 00 and ±45° fiber layers, but
did result in the most interesting classifications that will be
shown below. The clustering schema run for 2 to 20 classes.
Classification results are to be discussed later.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1 Clustering Selection

The final. preprocessed, data set consists of 147752 re
cords projected into PCs. The set is a union of all AE signal
descriptor vectors, recorded during 4 MD, 4 BD, and 4 UD
coupon tensile experiments. Focusing on the amplitude
distributions of signals recorded on each coupon type, it is
seen that the presence of 00 fibers, i.e. in the loading direc
tion, gives a distinguishable signature on the frequency dis
tribution plots. as shown in Fig. 1. The MD and UD data
sets exhibit a multi-modal distribution of amplitudes peak
ing around 52, 66, and 74 dB, while BD amplitudes are
mostly distributed around 52 dB. Amplitude distribution
analysis has been a trusted tool in detecting AE sources
(pollock, 1981). Practical AE approaches suggest that fail
ure modes produce mostly unimodal amplitude distribu
tions. thus in this case at least three amplitude-separable
failure modes take place in the experiments. Therefore,
when evaluating a clustering of such data. it would be de
sirable that these modes are distinguishable as individual
clusters preferably having a unimodal amplitude distribu
tion.

Oasscs

Fig. 2 R-criterion values for RM-LVQ classifications of2
to 20 classes.

However, common mathematical clustering evaluation
criteria such as the R-criterion, which has proven some
reliability with respect to AE clustering (Anastassopoulos et
al, 1995; Philippidis et al., 1998), cannot take into account
such qualifying factors. Indeed. for evaluating the set of
RM-LVQ classifications of variable output size, number of
classes. in the 2 to 20 range. the R separability measure is
of little use since it does not produce any significant mini
mization, which would indicate a particularly "good" clus
tering, from the engineering point of view.

More specifically, the minimal R value, taken for the
preprocessed items in principal component space and val
ued at 0.781537 (Fig. 2). is found at the 4 class classifica
tion. which produced classes sized 40, 1630. 145952. and
130 records each. This clustering placed most AE signals in
one class, Class#2. and created two classes too small to be
of any interest. The remaining class, labeled Class#l and
sized 1630 records, whose amplitude distribution (Fig. 3),
indicates to be of some significance, contains very bigh
amplitude records. around 85 dB, from all experiments.
However. with the GRP coupons producing high amplitude
signals at early load, the class is distributed around all load
stages and thus cannot be used to make assumptions about
the coupon's remaining strength or life. Figure 4 shows the
distribution of AE records classified in this class over the
load normalized per experiment.

to-Class RM-LYO Classification Results
Conversely, by moving on to classifications rating

higher. worse on the R-criterion. the 10-class classification
shows some interesting properties. The clustering placed
69% of the entire AE data set to Class#7, a class of records
with mostly low signal characteristics. as seen in Table 2.
However. the mean counts, energy. duration and amplitude
values for Class#7 are very close to the mean recorded val
ues of BD experiments; see Table 3. Additionally. the over
all amplitude distribution of the class. as shown in Fig. 5, is
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Table 2 Descriptor ranges for RM-LVQ lO-class case.

m Size RT CNTS ENE DUR AMP AVF CNP

0 31 min 1 447 361 3438 81 106 1
max 99 844 2129 7550 100 157 13
mean 18.38 649.70 /350.77 4822.61 96.58 135.03 6.41

I 752 min 1 67 48 594 65 73 1
max 177 265 436 2522 100 238 28
mean 33.24 129.23 201.07 1047.28 86.76 124.04 6.88

2 12104 min 0 26 17 173 55 45 1
max 76 127 222 1119 100 205 14

mean 24.42 49.06 65.52 374.95 78.50 133.27 4.33
3 11688 min 14 3 3 46 45 16 2

max 231 221 182 1182 96 307 39
mean 65.29 25.00 15.88 179.40 6fJ.23 141.99 11.54

4 19858 min 1 9 5 66 52 48 1
max 105 119 226 1048 91 277 15
mean 37./4 35.71 3/,50 252.05 69.99 145.17 7.78

5 931 min 1 3 3 9 57 52 2
max 48 75 62 490 100 333 13
mean 8.91 29.60 22.79 212,86 80,38 /45.44 8.36

6 113 min 1 156 104 1358 64 82 1
max 143 396 138 3765 100 169 22

mean 27.35 259.77 447.68 2058.28 91.16 126.92 6.99
7 102226 min 0 2 1 5 44 8 1

max 85 51 47 634 100 444 13
mean 20.95 /275 7.83 97.07 56,70 134.30 4.05

8 2 min 246 236 818 1904 98 104 41
max 312 339 1027 3240 99 123 51

meD1t 279.0 287.5 9225 2572.0 98.5 IJ3.5 46.0
9 47 min 1 304 352 2319 78 112 1

max 104 596 1140 4965 100 159 23
mean 26.14 414.89 756.65 3035.36 93,31 /37.17 6.95

similar to lhe one displayed by individual BO data subsets,
given in Fig. 1.

These are indications lhat lhe AE classified in this class
is caused by mechanisms not related to the presence of 0°
fibers. Classes#2, 3 and 4 are also of significant size. These
classes show a trend towards unimodal amplitude distribu
tion. with Class#4 peaking at the originally predicted 74
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dB, and Class#2 peaking at 83 dB. The latest can be used to
identify the presence of 0°-fibers in the coupons. Contain
ing records with above-average valued counts, energy, du
ration, and relatively high amplitude, Class#2 contains 8.6
% of all un AE, 13.2 % of all MD. and only 0.89 % of BD
AE. Similarly, focusing on two of lhe smaller-sized classes,
namely 0 and 9, both are characterized by high energy and
duration records. Each of these classes contains AE from aU



MD and un experiments, with no BD record classified in
them.

Amplitude (dB)

Fig. 5 Amplitude distributions for RM-LVQ lO-Class classi
fication.

2Q-Class &M-LVa C1assjfication Results
Following the same procedure, the 2Q-Class RM-LVQ

classification rated worse on the R-criterion. The trend to
wards mostly unimodal amplitude distributions per class
continues in this classification as well. as shown in Fig. 6.
The clustering consists of eight larger sized classes, as
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life of the coupon via ratios of class sizes per load stage, i.e.
ratios of the number of AE records recorded during the pe
riod under consideration and classified in the classes used
by the criteria. Indeed, application of such criteria gave
interesting results, and proved quite fit to purpose, espe
cially in cases where 00 fibers were used. i.e. UD and MD
coupons.

One of the criteria created splits the experiment in three
stages: not critical, less critical, and critical, The stages are
characterized by three score numbers nt, nl' "3 as follows:

Not Critical (1) n. =Ss/(S4 + s'S)

Less Critical (2) n2 = sJ{l + s's)

Critical (3) 03 =(5) + S4 + slS)1 (1 + SIS)

shown in Table 4. The twelve smaller classes were not
analyzed further since they did not contain AE from all
experiments. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the larger
classes on load. normalized independently for each experi
ment. Once again, due to the nature of GRP AE, most
classes contain AE that was recorded at all load stages, and
cannot directly be used for failure prediction. The percent
age, however, of records gained by some of the classes ap
pears to vary depending on the load stage.
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Table 3 Signal characteristic values recorded during GRP tension experiments.

AESource RT CNTS ENE DUR AMP AVF CNP
(Coupon Type)

UD mean 24.93 20.48 18.16 150.08 61.88 139.66 5.06

std. deY. 15.24 19.74 32.92 151.12 9.93 34.33 2.82

BD mean 29.20 13.66 8.12 97.93 54.64 137.25 5.24

std. deY. 18.99 11.54 11.30 78.62 6.61 41.22 3.52

MD mean 29.34 28.11 27.32 219.08 64.07 128.09 5.52

std. dev. 18.44 29.93 55.24 229.39 1\.08 31.89 3.01

All Types mean 26.92 20.93 18.32 156.20 60.90 136.29 5.21
(MDUBDUUD)

std. deY. 17.08 22.02 37.56 168.56 10.21 35.65 3.03

Table 4 Descriptor ranges for the larger-sized classes of RM-LVQ 2O-class clustering.

m Size RT CNTS ENE DUR AMP AVF CNP

1 8625 min 22 5 5 63 46 36 4
max 211 113 123 768 96 307 36
meon 68.84 28.17 /8.7/ 200.26 61.18 /43./6 /1.47

3 27994 min 0 5 3 26 SO 103 1
max 63 65 59 401 87 298 16
mean 30./8 27.20 /9.22 173.58 66.65 /58.96 6.84

4 24848 min 0 2 1 8 44 129 1
max 45 39 26 215 83 280 12
mean J6.04 9.04 4.97 53.78 54.02 17/.05 3.26

5 38283 min 0 3 2 24 45 16 1
max 97 61 39 541 76 166 14
mean 30.45 14.76 8.07 //9.13 56.93 /24.56 532

10 8713 min 0 26 18 173 57 64 1
max 45 113 222 1163 100 201 11

mean 22.86 48.54 66.78 369.26 79./4 /33.09 3.99
11 22828 min 0 2 1 14 44 8 I

max 75 55 27 615 81 142 8
mean 14.13 5.63 4./2 67.58 50.84 90.40 1.04

15 7053 min 23 25 12 181 60 89 1
max 85 81 147 479 91 208 13
mean 37.07 42.40 47.99 303.36 74.72 140.28 7.J6

18 5276 min 0 2 2 14 56 18 1
max 52 57 64 840 100 166 12
mean /0.56 23.43 /8.03 208.35 72./4 JJ3.28 4.70

where Sk is the number of items classified in class k for the
period under consideration. The stage can then be deter
mined by comparing the above listed ratios for a selected
load period and finding the largest. If, for example, at any
given load stage, z, only AE signals recorded in the period
O...Z are considered, the overall n-scores are shown in Fig.
8a, and 8b. The values displayed in Fig. 8a are sums of the
calculated n-score values of each experiment with load
normalized to the experiment's maximum load. Figure 8b

75

shows the percentage of each n-score over the sum of all n
scores for the period under consideration. The overall trend
shows the prevalence of n. values in up to 13% of critical
load, 02 in 13% to 60%, and n3 in the last 40% of the cou
pon's life. To verify that this still applies to AE from each
individual experiment, Figs. 9 and 10 show the n-score per
centage for each MD and UD AE data separately. Despire
some fluctuation. the figures do show that the schema gen
erally performs properly.
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Fig. 8 (a) and (b) n-scores and overall perfonnance for en
tire AE data set: AE period =(O..z).

The same n-score definitions are applicable even if
only AE recorded during a shorter period, not the entire AE
history, of the experiment is considered. For example,
splitting each experiment in 30 load periods, and using only
AE recorded in each period, the n-scores can still be used to
hint about the loading history of the coupon. The overall
performance of the schema is, in this case, shown in Figs.
11a, and IIb. Once again, the sum of n-scores for AE re
corded in periods equal to 1/30-th of each experiment's
load is displayed in Fig. Ila, while Fig. lib shows the per
centage over the sum of all such scores for the given period.

The overall trend can by verified by looking at the in
dividual AE subsets from each experiment separately, as
shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for UD and MD experiments,
respectively. The figures give strong evidence that by using
AE recorded at a later stage in the experiment, enough in
fonnation is still revealed to enable a remaining-life or
strength prediction mechanism.

Notably, the above described scheme is only one of
several possible. Another similar criterion uses:

n = (S3 + SI5)/(51 + Sll)

to determine if the coupon has entered the last half of its
remaining life. The criterion can be applied for the problem
of prediction using AE acquired during particular load stage
periods. Once again, periods equal to 1I30-th of the total
load per experiment are used for the evaluation. Overall, n
takes values shown in Fig. 14, indicating that n> I can be
associated with load around 50% of the failure load.
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equal to the mean vectors of RM-LVQ classes viewed in
regular descriptor space; Le., with AE data filtered and
standardized but not projected in PC-space.

Performing only on-line capable operations, the new
AE is standardized using the mean and standard deviation
of the original RM-LVQ data set, and all filters except em
pirical ones are applied. For each new AE data set, NNC is
used to classify the AE data recorded during a limited load
stage and the class-size criteria are calculated. Overall, the
NNC classification of new data creates classes with similar
physical properties to those produced by RM-LVQ, which
is verified by Fig. IS. In testing the online applicability of
the criteria, two cases are considered:

(a) using NNC-created classes of all AE recorded from the
Do-damage state to current load.

This involves NNe classification of all AE from the
beginning of the test. At any point, the NNC classes can be
used to calculate the n-score criteria, which would predict
the level of damage that has occurred so far. The overall
evolution of the first n-score criteria calculated in such
manner can be visualized by Figs. 16a, and 16b where the
sum of n-scores over the load normalized to the maximum
reached, per experiment, is displayed. Once again, at any
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Fig. 10 n-scores, performance on MD coupon AE: AE pe
riod = (Ouz).

In an attempt to evaluate the aforementioned criteria
schemes in an online-like situation where AE is recorded
and failure criteria are applied while the test is in progress,
four new tension experiments were performed using mate
rials similar, but not identical, to the ones already used for
the RM-LVQ data set. The four coupons, identified MON,
are MD-type specimens with [±4S/~/±4Sh glass fiber lay
up, different from the [O/(±4S)2/Oh MD, whose AE was
included in the RM-LVQ data set.

The schema created uses an Euclidean distance nearest
neighbor classifier (NNC) to classify incoming AE to 20
classes of similar propenies to those created by RM-LVQ
while repeatedly applying the criteria to determine the load
criticality. The I-NNC, (Tou and Gonzales, 1974), is the
simplest form of supervised classifier and requires a set of
pre-calculated fixed class prototypes to compare with in
coming AE vectors. These cluster centers are never modi-
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Fig. l1(a) and (b) n-values and overall performance for
entire AE data set: AE period =(113Q..th).
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(b) usjng NNC-created classes of a Ijmjted number of Past
AErecords.

This case simulates a situation where pre-loading has
been applied to the coupon but no AE history is available.
Based on very limited AE records (whose rate of emission
varies with load), this is the hardest of all cases considered.
To test the applicability of the criteria-based schema, the
NNC is applied to sequential subsets of 300 AE records and
the criteria are calculated using the classification of these
records only. The classes which are created and used to

load stage. the classes used to calculate the n-scores de
picted in the figures consist of AE from 0 to current load
stage. The overall trend is repeated for individual experi
ments as is evident in Fig. 17. showing that the criteria
could still be applied on an on-line mode of operation.
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An AE study of GRP tensile failure behavior when
subjected to loading is presented along with an unsuper
vised, ANS-based, pattern recognition procedure, which
can be used to predict remaining strength or life of the
GRP.

6. Conclusions

calculate the class size ratios are subsets of the 300 AE re
cord sets. With such a small number of AE records consid
ered, there are periods where very few elements are classi
fied in the classes used for the criteria; this creates disconti
nuities in the ratios and makes results fluctuate. Still, as
indicated by Fig. 18 with results from coupon MDN2.
showing the progress of n-score values for the criteria ap
plied on MDN coupons and the average normalized load for
the period, whose AE is used, nJ and n2 still generally pre
vail during the less critical periods of the experiment while
n3 tends to dominate the last loading stages.
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Fig. 16(a) and (b) n-scores using NNe. overall performance
on all MDN AE: AE period =(O..z).

The principal-component projection proved useful in
the clustering of similar signals, eliminating the need for
extensive experimentation in descriptor selection. Classifi
cation performed on a union of AE from experiments of all
different coupon types allowed the creation of classes with
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Normalized Load

Fig. 17 n-scores performance using NNe classifications on
MDN coupon AE: AE period = (O..z).

properties of unifonn validity. Focusing on classifications
of classes with unimodal amplitude distributions also
proved suitable.

The unsupervised classification procedure presented in
this work shows that for these AE data sets such clustering
is advantageous, producing valid results and raising ques
tions about the use of mathematical clustering-evaluation
criteria as a method of selecting the best classification
amongst several - as needs to be done since the number of
natural clusters in the data is unknown - and suggests an
alternative approach based on class amplitude distributions.

Although the study is limited to small coupon testing,
where damage occurs very close to the AE sensor, it veri
fies the strong potential of unsupervised AE analysis.

Working along these lines, interesting classifications
are revealed. There is strong evidence that a classification
exists, in which grouping of AE caused by 00 fibers and AE
unrelated to 00 fibers occurs in two amplitude
distinguishable classes. Furthermore, the classes tend to
obtain AE records at different rates depending on the load
criticality. This observation, expressed as a set of three
class-size ratios, is used to fonn a criterion linking AE to
the percentage of remaining coupon strength or life. The
criterion proved successful in aU coupons tested, allowing
the creation of a supervised, trained, schema where load
stage is successfully predicted using new AE not considered
in the original unsupervised analysis.

All preprocessing, classification and pattern recogni
tion methods used in this work were performed using a
custom pattern recognition software package, VPR, running
under Win32. Text-only versions of the software are avail
able for other operating systems. The program is available
from the authors upon request.
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allowed to go into free fall. When the maximum allowed velocity is reached. the emergency brakes are applied. All
detected AE is carefully examined and the approximate source locations determined. A wrinen procedure with failure
criteria has been established. For the first five years, no AE indications of flaws were seen. On a test in October
1998. a large AE burst was seen at the peak load. A retest with sensors concentrated in the suspected region
confirmed the finding. The braking system was disassembled and an inclusion inside a main pivot pin was found in
the general position indicated by the AE analysis.

Fast Fracture Source for Quantitative AE Simulation: Laser break-down of Silicone in a
Crack. Kanji Ono, UCLA; Ryuji Masaki, Mikio Takemoto, Aoyama Gakuin University

We propose a new artificial fracture source for quantitative acoustic emission (AE) characterization. The source
utilizes dipole forces produced by the break.ciown of silicone (or other liquids) placed inside a slit (or a crack). We
irradiated a focused Q-switched Nd-YAG laser beam (S ns duration, 20 to 90 mJ) on the silicone in a 0.3-mm wide
slit. The slit was machined on the distal plane of a 70-mm diameter cylindrical block. The out-of-plane displacement
produced by the resultant bulk waves was monitored on the outside surface using a heterodyne-type laser
interferometer. Quantitative source simulation to the displacement revealed that the silicone break-down produces
dipole forces to slit walls (equivalent to Mode-I fracture with the direction of motion normal to the wall). The
source had a rise time of 0.18 us, which was unaffected by the level of laser beam energy. However, the source
opening volume increased with laser beam energy. This source has the rise time shorter than that of a pencil-lead
break source and allows the calibration of a sensor-structure system to several MHz range. Next, this break.ciown
source was employed to determine the transfer function of a broadband AE transducer and the propagation medium.
Using the transfer function determined, we estimated the source function of a compression-type PZT element coupled
to two half-cylinders and excited by a pulse. The source function agrees with that measured directly by a laser
interferometer, confirming the utility of the break-down source. This experiment also verifies that such an
arrangement of a PZT element and structural shapes can be a good AE source for simulation and calibration. Other
combinations of sources, structural shapes and AE transducers are also examined and results will be discussed. For
example, we monitored AE signals from delayed fracture in a dual-phase stainless steel and successfully studied the
source kinetics by the waveform simulation technique developed here.

Studying AE from Carbon Fiber Reinforced Silicon Carbide for use in re-entry Component
Health Monitoring System (HMS). Richard Nordstrom, Hartmut Vallen, Vallen-Systeme GmbH; Jan
Werner, Andreas R. Meyer, Technicai University Munich; Amd Reutlinger. R. Graue, Kayser-Threde

Carbon fiber/SiC matrix material is being developed for use in the nose of the X-38 as a thennal protection system.
Within this context it is desired to exploit AE generated from the CJSiC as part of a health monitoring system
(I"IMS) strategy. The project has begun with material and simulation testing and later will be implemented in actual
flight. The HMS including AE has the status of an experiment on the X-38.

The first steps of this program are laboratory material testing and developing in-flight monitoring capability. The
basic understanding gained from AE measurements on ClSiC with a high end AE system (AMSY4) provides some
guidelines for specifying the in-flight system. The in-flight HMS program and X-38 design place more specific
constraints on the in-flight AE monitoring instrument.

Initial testing is described wherein mechanical and thermal material tests were performed. Tests where controlled
variation of loading rate, load program. stress concentration and temperature were carried out. Most tests were carded
out on a laminate consisting of 16 unidirectional plies, however a CJSiC weave was also tested. The ClSiC
composites generated a great deal of AE in all test variations performed. The trend seen first in simple static bend
testing was repeated in various test programs: many AE measurements increase toward failure in a steady process,
most notably: peak amplitude, energy. rms!ASL, and number of hits/events. Load program, load rate and specimen
geometry are parameters varied in initial testing. Damage observations are made in-test and microscopy is performed
post test to help characterize damage. Specific results are presented for various test configurations. Transient
recording of AE signals and pattern recognition of AE signal type are further tools used to analyze the initial testing.

The in-flight AE monitoring system is to provide data for the HMS acquisition system. The acquisition speed for all
subsystems is set within the HMS specification (l Sample/ms); the total monitoring time period is set by re-entry
flight characterization. The AE monitoring system is. designed so that multiple AE acquisition modules can be
attached to each AE sensor, each module providing a characteristic of the AE per millisecond. A data reduction
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Real-Time Tool Condition Monitoring in Cold
Heading Machine Processes Using an Acoustic
Approach

Henrique L.M. dos Reis, David B. Cook and Aaron C. Voegele

Abstract

In cold heading manufacturing processes. complete or
partial fracture of the punch-pin leads to production of out
of·tolerance parts. An on-line process monitoring system
has been developed to assure that out-of-tolerance parts,
caused by failure of the punch pin, do not contaminate the
batch of acceptable parts. A four-channel data acquisition
system was assembled, and corresponding software devel
oped. to collect and store the acoustic signal generated
during the manufacturing process. Waveform features were
extracted from the acoustic signal. A genetic algorithm was
designed to select the smallest subset of waveform features
necessary to develop a robust artificial neural network that
could differentiate among the various conditions of the
punch pin. i.e.. no failure. complete fracture. and partial
fracture of the punch pin. For the particular part being
manufactured. the developed monitoring system is able to
terminate production within seconds of punch pin failure
using only four wavefonn features of the acoustic signal.

1. Introduction

Cold heading is a manufacturing process used to pro
duce complex shaped components from metal rod or wire.
This process utilizes interchangeable punch and die tools in
a versatile high-speed multi-step manufacturing system.
Through a progressive series of deformations. manufactur
ing of complex parts. once achieved only through multiple
turning. milling. and drilling stages. can now be manufac
tured in a cold header. The advantages of cold heading
processes over traditional manufacturing methods including
higher strength pans, better surface propenies. higher pro
duction speed, and lower manufacturing costs (Carlson.
1987; Dallas. 1980; Browne, 1985). However, the realiza
tion of these advantages is dependent on both the reliability
of the cold heading machine during operation and the skill
of the operator during setup and during production of the
manufactured parts (Ghostline, 1992; Crum. 1996; Brank
amp. 196; Terzyk. 1996).

An example of the manufacturing progression of a
panhead fastener produced by a double-blow, single-die
cold heading is shown in Fig. 1. Part production begins as
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the raw wire is drawn from a spool and forced to pass
through a series of feed rollers. The wire is fed through a
cut-off bar until it reaches the required length gauge. This
gauge determines the amount of material in the final part.
The cut-off bar shears the material and a pair of transfer
fingers moves the sheared piece of wire into alignment with
the die; then, a moving ram assembly pushes the work piece
into the die. The first blow punch is rotated into alignment
with the die by the rotating head on the end of the ram.
After the first deformation step, i.e., first punch, is com
pleted. the second deformation step, i.e., second punch,
takes place. As the second punch reaches the front dead
center of its movement, the knock out pin advances to push
out the part as the ram recedes. The finished part is pushed
free of the die and drops to the bottom of the machine into a
collection bin. The process repeats itself as the next cut-off
bar comes into alignment with the die. The intermediate
step in the defonnation sequence is similar for a wide vari
ety of panhead fasteners; the cone-shaped head is produced
by impacting the bar blank with a straight punch pin. The
second step, i.e., the second punch, of the process is unique
to each type of fastener produced; for the panhead part
shown in Fig. I-a. the Tamper Resistant Torx T-20 recess
punch pin shown in Fig. 2, is used.

To achieve lower costs for cold header manufactured
parts. machine down time. setup time, and tool replacement
frequency needs be minimized; as a result. quality control
has had an increasing economic impact on cold header
manufacturing processes (Terzyk. 1996; Reis and Cook.
1997; Reis and Voegle, 1997). For example, the primary
customers of the precision fastener sector of cold header
manufacturing use assembly-line robots to attach fasteners
quickly and precisely to their products. The influence of
one out-of-tolerance part stopping the production of an en
tire automated assembly line has a severe cost penalty. The
four main causes for out-of-tolerance fasteners are material
inconsistencies, inadequate lubrication, punch pin wear, and
punch pin fracture. Each of these four failure modes causes
unacceptable part production. but becomes critical at sig
nificantly different rate. The first three causes tend to affect
part quality over a long period of time; this extended
amount of time gives the operator the opportunity to ob
serve the progression to failure. and take corrective action
at the appropriate time. In these slow progressive failure
modes. 'failure' is defined at the discretion of a skilled op
erator to maximize the efficient operation of the cold head
ing process. The fourth cause, namely, punch pin fracture.
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Table I Data acquisition parameters.

High Pass Low Pass Amplification (dB) Buffer Length Sampling Rate
(kHz) (kHz) (kHz)

Channell 0.3 12 7 4096 195
Channel 2 12 40 14 4096 195
Channel 3 40 90 24 8192 781
Channel 4 90 150 30 8192 781

-. B-~
Punch 1 Punch 2

~
Fig. I (a) Cold heading progression (left); (b) Cold
header tamper-resistant T-20 Ton recess panhead punch

i
pin (above).

• • i

BI~nk Intermediate Finished
Part Part

DELL GXMT 5200
COMPUTER D IOMEGA
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KROHN·HJTE
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DUAL OIANNEL
F1LTElVAMPLIF1ERS

DECI MODEL SE·IOOOH
PIEZOELECTRIC
TRANSDUCER

POWER
SUPPLY
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r-L __

MICRO SWITCH
MODEL MHP·R3IL
OPTICAL POSmON

SENSOR

LED REfLECTOR

COLD HEADER
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Fig. 2 Hardware components for the four channel data acquisition system.
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cases an abrupt change in the condition of the cold header,
which can not be detected by the operator in time to prevent
poor quality pans from being produced.

A common quality control method used to decrease the
risk of unrecognized punch pin fracture consists in placing
part count limits on the life of the punches based on previ
ous failure rates. However. the number of parts produced
before failure of the punch pin varies considerably for dif
ferent runs; therefore, the pan count limit must be set at
very low percentages of the maximum attainable life.
While pan limits do prevent a large quantity of out-of
tolerance parts, the premature replacement of the punch pin
results in significant unrealized production along with in
creased machine downtime. In an attempt to prevent poor
quality parts from leaving the manufacturing facility, the
sequential batch containment is also common practice in
industry; here, a bin is placed at the cold header exit chute
which collects pans as they are produced. The operator
periodically checks the quality of the part by verifying its
critical dimensions; if the critical dimensions are within
tolerance. the operator empties the bin into a finished part
container. If the sampled pans do not meet specifications.
the machine is shut down, and the parts contained in the bin
are scrapped.

Current on-line machine condition monitoring methods
attempt to determine when changes occur in the quality of
either the pan being produced or the production machine
during operation. However. current methods are only par
tial successful in detecting complete fracture of the punch
pin, and a high incidence of false calls is observed which
leads to unacceptable excessive machine down time (Reis
and Cook. 1997; Reis and Voegle, 1997). This paper pre
sents a potentially robust, real-time cold header machine
condition monitoring methodology that would allow the
production of out-of-tolerance pans due to punch pin frac
ture to be detected before the pans exit the cold header.
Because the punch pin used in the second punch fails more
frequently than the punch pin used in the first punch, failure
of punch pin during the second punch is the main cause of
out-of-tolerance parts. As a consequence, monitoring the
condition of the punch pin during the second punch is the
primary goal of this paper. The proposed methodology has
the potential to monitor the cold heading machine process
condition, and automatically stop the manufacturing proc
ess at the moment of incipient failure.

2. Experimental Procedure

Figure 2 shows the developed four-channel data acqui
sition system (Reis and Cook, 1997). The main compo
nents of the system include a directional piezoelectric
transducer (DECI, Model SE-lOOOH), four eight-pole dual
channels filter/amplifiers (Krohn-Hite Model 3988). two
dual-channel data acquisition AID boards (SONIX, STR
825). an optical trigger, a personal computer, and a remov-
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able hard drive. The SE lOOO-H directional transducer ex
hibits slightly resonant response characteristics near 7 kHz,
and has a relatively flat response from approximately 10
kHz to 250 kHz. The transducer was mounted to the cold
header die block. The transducer output signal was divided
into the four channels of the data acquisition system. Four
eight-pole filter/amplifiers (Krohn-Hite Model 3988) were
used to independently adjust the bandpass filtering and the
necessary amplification on each data acquisition channel, as
shown in Table l.

An optical sensor (Micro Switch Model MHP-R31L).
mounted on the cold header frame near the moving punch.
was triggered using a reflective tape strip mounted to the
moving punch ram. The sensor mounting-bracket was ad
justable to allow the time between the initiation of the sen
sor output signal and the physical contact of the punch with
the material blank to be varied. A Pentium personal com
puter, equipped with an IOMEGA internal 1GB JAZ drive.
was used.

The software for the four-channel data acquisition sys
tem was also developed; it included in a command menu,
whish among other options, allowed the user to independ
ently configure the parameters for the two AID data acqui
sition boards. From all the collected files, the percentage of
files saved pennanently from the fust portion of the test run
depended on the total number of files collected for the run.
If fewer than 400 files were collected, all of them were
saved permanently. If more than 400 but less than 3,000
files were collected, the final 400 were saved sequentially
but only every other file of the remaining files was saved.
If more than 3,000 but less than 6,000 files were collected,
only every third file was saved. If more than 6,000 but less
than 1,000 files were collected, only every fourth file of the
remaining files was collected. If more than 10,000 but
fewer than 15,000 files were collected, only every sixth file
of the remaining files was saved. This progressive scheme
allowed data collection runs of varying lengths to be saved
in approximately the same storage space, yet containing the
vital information recorded at the end of each test run near
the location of the cold header condition variation, includ
ing failure of the punch pin. For an in-depth description of
the data acquisition system, the reader is referred to refer
ences (Reis and Cook, 1997; Reis and Voegle, 1997).

The tests were conducted during production runs of the
panhead tamper-resistant Ton fastener, see Fig. l. The
production runs had an average production rate of 2.97
parts per second. Eight production runs were monitored
regarding the condition of the cold header including failure
of the punch pin used during the second punch (Reis and
Cook, 1997; Reis and Voegle, 1997). The parts manufac
tured during these runs were characterized as well as the
time of failure of the corresponding punch pins used during
the second punch; complete fracture of the punch pin was
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for any delay between actual and detected failure. The re
gions were defined as three hundred points before and after
the failure gap. as shown in Fig. 4. The procedure involved
the calculation of the average and the standard deviation for
each of the waveform features within the two selected
boundaries. The difference between the lower standard
deviation and the upper standard deviation boundary was
evaluated and used to rank the waveform feature trends; the
larger the difference. the easier the detection and the higher
the rank (Reis and Cook. 1997; Reis and Voegle. 1997), see
Fig. 4. Other changes in the stress-wave feature trends.
such as slope changes. were found not to be sensitive to
punch failure.

By keeping trends with positive differences in two or
more trial runs. the large number of waveform feature
trends was reduced to 70. Some of these trends showed
large variations during the cold header start up. By elimi
nating trends that displayed significant start up noise or
possessed some type of discontinuity not related to punch
pin failure. the list of waveform features was further re
duced to twenty; these remaining waveform features con
sistently showed changes with respect to failure of the
punch pin for every trial. The waveform feature trends
were then normalized by dividing each of the trend data
points by the average of one hundred points collected at the
beginning of the corresponding run. i.e.• beginning at point
one hundred. Several of these trends showed strong linear
correlation with each other (R> 0.90) indicating a strong
linear dependence. Reducing the number of waveform
features, ~, as input would result in significant computa
tional savings. Four of the twenty normalized feature
trends that showed the smallest correlation with each other
were linearly combined as shown in equation (1) below:

observed during six production runs. and partial failure of
the punch pin was observed during two production runs.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis or Data

For each of the eight rons. waveform features were cal
culated for the waveforms stored in each of the four chan
nels (one waveform per channel) using a time-based parti
tioning scheme as shown in Fig. 3. For the first and second
channel. twenty partitions of 128 points long were used
while. because of their higher sampling rate. channels three
and four only used the last twelve partitions. A total of 289
waveform features per time domain sub-partition were cal
culated in the time. frequency. cepstral. auto-correlation.
and crossc-orrelation domains. Furthermore. the ratios
between two features. such as the area under the power
spectral density curve, extracted from two time-equivalent
sub-partitions from two different channels were also calcu
lated. For a complete list of the waveform features (Wu
and Du. 1996; Hay and Chan). the reader is referred to ref
erences (Reis and Cook. 1997; Reis and Voegle. 1997).
The data was organized into wavefonn feature trends with
each trend containing one waveform feature versus file
number, i.e.• time.

By plotting the amplitude of a single feature versus
time. distinct trends were observed in certain features.
which corresponded to changes in the cold header during
production runs. However. because of the overabundance
of data, an automated procedure was developed to identify
waveform features that were sensitive to punch pin failure.
For each trend. two regions defined by a starting and ending
file number (a file number corresponding to a manufactur
ing pan) were selected based upon the file collected when
punch pin failure was detected. A gap of 100 files was
placed on either side of the recorded failure point to account 13=t+P+ll+K-3 (1)
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In equation (1), 't represents the ratio of the normalized en
ergy in time domain sub-partition 13 for the channels one
and two, p represents the ratio of the normalized energy in
time domain sub-partition 14 for the channels one and two,
11 is normalized energy in the cepstrum of the time domain
sub-partition IS for the channel one, and K is the normal
ized rectified area of the auto correlation of the time domain
sub-partition IS for the channel one.

Figure 5 shows the amplitude variation of the com
bined waveform feature ~as a function of file number, i.e.,
time, for trial run number eight. Figure 5-a shows the
variation of ~ without any filter being used, and Figs. 5-b
and 5·c show the variation of /3 with a three point and a five
point median filter, respectively. These figures show that a
distinct change in the amplitude of dimensionless combined
waveform feature /3 occurs with the experimentally ob
served failure of the punch pin. Similar results were also

observed for the other trial runs (Reis and Cook, 1997).
The results shown in Fig. 5 indicate that this procedure has
the potential of being used to determine when failure, i.e.,
fracture, of the punch pin occurs during the operation of the
cold header.

This empirical methodology could serve as a simple
failure criteria for a single cold heading machine. How
ever, the problem is messy in the sense that the selected
waveform feature set will vary for different cold headers,
and for each cold header, it will vary for each die/punch
combination that are used for different manufactured parts.
Therefore, there is a need to develop an adaptive failure
criteria methodology for the cold heading manufacturing
processes. The monitoring system needs to be automated in
order to self-adapt to new cold beading machines that may
require different wavefonn feature trends. In order to pro
vide an adaptive process control, an approach based upon a
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genetic algorithm designed neural network monitoring sys
tem is proposed (De long, 1975; Goldberg at aL, 1993;
Goldberg, 1996, 1989).

4. The Neural Network Monitoring System

Genetic algorithms are robust search procedures based
on the Darwinian principle of natural selection and genetics
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Fig. 6 Neural network and genetic algorithm design inter
face.

(Goldberg, 1989). Genetic algorithms work by relating
binary strings to a perfonnance or fitness estimate (Reis and
Voegle. 1997). a single number that summarizes the overall
performance of the designed neural network. The fist step
towards the genetic algorithm designed neural network was
to encode the binary strings for the artificial neural network
simulation (Wilson and Lehr, 1990; Anon., 1994; Zurada,
1992; Masters. 1994; Hassoun, 1995; Haykin, 1994). To
control which impute features were introduced into the neu
ral network. a binary fLIter mechanism was used as shown
in Fig. 6. Using one bit assigned to each waveform feature.
a string with a length of twenty bits was used to represent
the impute layer strUcture; to include a feature, the bit was
set to one while a setting of zero removed the input. The
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filtering, which was carried out by multiplying the input
feature vector by the fllter vector for each exemplar on each
epoch. leads to a reduced input vector which includes only
the desired features. While the network contains twenty
inputs and all twenty inputs receive a signal, the input
nodes of the excluded features receive a zero signal. The
hidden layer network input features are then calculated by
counting the number of active features. Please note that to
use this methodology in other cold heading machine proc
esses. a longer binary string Dlay be needed; the length of
the binary string depends upon the wavefonn features se
lected by the automated trend analysis to be sensitive to
punch pin failure.

The output layer contains three modes. Le.• no failure,
partial failure. and complete failure of the punch pin. How
ever, the process monitoring system requires only the
evaluation of system failure or non-failure. This was ac
complished by output signal filtering. This filtering was
accomplished by setting the output of a node to zero if the
original output signal is less than 0.65. The level of 0.65
was chosen because if a signal output is below 0.65, the
network does not have strong confidence in the classifica
tion. Furthennore, a second filtering level uses a five-point
minimum filter, which requires a minimum of five failure
calls for the system to identify failure of the punch pin.
This conservative approach significantly reduces the
chances of nuisance shutdowns due to spurious responses.
Using a nonnal production rate of 2.97 parts per second, the
network with a five-point minimum filter has an inherent
delay of 1.7 seconds; this requires a conveyor belt to pro
vide the necessary delay time between part production and
deposit in the collection bins. A relatively small conveyor
belt is a small price to pay for nuisance shutdowns (Reis
and Voegle, 1997).
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designs with fewer and fewer active inputs. The genetic
algorithm process was found to be robust and insensitive to

crossover, mutation, population. accuracy penalty. and size
penalty parameters, and proved capable of reaching the
desired objectives without human intervention. For a better
discussion of the genetic algorithm designed neural network
the reader is referred to Reis and Voegle (1997).
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Fig. 8 (a) Initial population histogram; (b) Twenty-seventh
generation population histogram.

The main objective of the genetic algorithm search
procedure is to select the smallest number of waveform
features in the input layer that maintains the required accu
racy. Accuracy is evaluated as a direct measure of the per
centage of correct calls for each used output class. An ac
curacy penalty and a size penalty are introduced to allow
one performance measure to be balanced against the other.
Equation (2) shows the used fitness relationship. where AP
and SP represents the accuracy and size penalties, respec
tively. and the variable Ui" represents the number of active
inputs to the neural network.

Figure 8-a shows the initial population histogram cre
ated by using a random number generator to assign either
the value of zero or one to each bit in every string. Figure
S-b shows the population bistogram for the generation
numbcr twenty-seventh. Figure 8-b shows that by the timc
of the twenty-seventh generation, the algorithm has focused
on networks with a very small number of active input wave
form features. The average numbcr of active input wave
form features is about five, with several models attempted a
number as small as four or three inputs. The network per
formance for later generations did not further reduce the
number of input features; the algorithm continued to work
with similar size distribution of input features (Reis and
Voegle, 1997). The early generations provided sporadic
and usually poor results; however, as the number of new
generations progressed, the number of networks with four
and five active features increased. as did the fitness. After
twenty-seven generations. see Fig. 8. while there is still
variation, the amount present is far less that in earlier gen
erations. The genetic algorithm is able to introduce new
combinations that maintain accuracy while requiring fewer
input features. For later generations, the genetic algorithm
recommended about half of the networks with input feature
sets of five waveform features and the other half of the
networks with input feature sets of four active waveform
features.

The genetic algorithm was capable of starting with a
random initial population and evolving the network designs
by striving for constant improvement. Artificial innovation
was observed as the algorithm produced neural network

Equation (2) has two terms; the first term incorporates the
accuracy while the second introduces the size of the net
work. The denominator adjusts to a wide variety of inputs;
the first term has a maximum value of one when the input
accuracy for each class is 100% and decreases asymptoti
cally to zero. Here, three classes (k=3) were used, namely,
no failure, partial failure. and complete failure of the punch
pin. The accuracy and size penalties act together in order to
balance each other. An accuracy penalty value of 10 and a
size penalty value of 0.05 were used in this study, as shown
by the middle line in Fig. 7, which shows the effects of the
various penalty values on fitness for two different size input
sets.

AP
f=~ r SP(i-1)

(AP +IOOk)- Aawl - Aclaa - ...-Act- (2)
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In production runs number 6 and 7. complete and par
tial punch pin fracture. respectively, were observed. Data
collected in these runs was used in the neural network
training. Two hundred data points corresponding to good
part production, i.e., no punch failure, were collected from
each of these two runs for a total of four hundred data
points and labeled "no failure." Four hundred data points
corresponding to complete fracture of the punch pin were
extracted from run number 6 and labeled "complete frac
ture," and seven hundred eighty two data points were ex
tracted from run number 7 and labeled "partial fracture."
These class samples were selected randomly throughout the
process. Once selected, the data set was combined by ran
domly sorting the data in the training file, which contained
the classification string and twenty possible inputs for each
exemplar. The network was able to accurately separate all
three classes. Table 2 shows the accuracy resulting from a
set of four waveform featurcs used as impute to the neural
network. The smaller networks, i.e., networks with four
feature input set, converged quickly and proved to be very
stable; the neural network training always converged in
fewer than 250 epochs. Several sets of four wavefonn fea



Table 2 Training accuracy results for the four-feature input set.

Good Partial Failure of Complete Failure of Punch Accuracy
Punch Punch

Good Punch 394 5 1 98.5%

Partial Failure of 6 770 6 98.5%
Punch

Complete Failure 0 2 398 99.5%
of Punch
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tures. including the one used in Equation (1). see Fig. 8-b.
worked well for the input of the neural network. All the
selected waveform features were extracted from the later
portion of the waveform; this strongly points to the conclu
sion that the critical information occurs in the last half of
the second impact punch (Reis and Voegle. 1997).

5. Process Monitoring System Evaluation

The remaining six runs were used to evaluate the neu
ral network. Figure 9 shows the neural network response
for the first trial run. There are three failure predictions
before the second punch pin actually completely fractured.
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The complete fracture was detected 1.7 seconds after it oc
curred, which is a result of inherent delay in the system due
to filtering. While, the premature responses at first glance
appear to be false calls by the network, other possibilities
exist for these early failure indications. The first failure
indication correlates to a shutdown cycle. While the sec
ond, third, and fourth early failure predictions do not have
any known attributable cause, it is possible that the neural
network may be detecting early partial fractures of the
punch pin that do not change part perfonnance, but lead to
eventual punch failure. The second early failure indication
occurs twenty minutes before the complete fracture, and the
third, and fourth indications occur only about ten minutes
before complete fracture.

Figure 10 shows the evaluation response for trial num
ber eight, when the punch pin partially fractured after a
period of time. Figure 10 confmns that the genetic algo
rithm designed neural network is able to separate the good
from the partial failure class. Although the failure predic
tion is a combined response for both the partial and com
plete fracture failure, a close examination of the minimum
filtered data shows accurate prediction of failure and that
the network is capable of differentiate between the two
types of failure, i.e., partial and complete failure. Failure of
the punch pin for the other production runs was success
fully detected with similar performance (Reis and Voegle,
1997).

6. Conclusions

A monitoring system is presented to detect punch pin
failure in cold heading machine processes. Four waveform
features were linearly combined to provide an accurate and
stable failure detection criterion for the punch pin failure in
cold heading manufacturing process of a precision fastener.
A robust genetic algorithm designed neural network is also
presented to serve as the monitoring system. The genetic
algorithm designed neural network, using four waveform
features as the input layer, also proved to be able to detect
both partial and complete fracture of the punch pin for a
cold heading machine process. The proposed genetic algo
rithm designed neural network methodology allows the
development of monitoring systems that are adaptable to
different cold heading machines as well as different die
punch combinations within the same cold header. It was
observed that all the selected waveform features were ex
tracted from the later portion of the waveform, which
strongly suggests that the critical information appears in the
last half of the second impact punch. The proposed genetic
algorithm designed neural network has the potential of be
ing self-adaptable to other cold heading machine processes.
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strategy for analysis/interpretation goals can then be described based on the monitored values. Details of this
monitoring strategy are subject to change. From here, more realistic simulations are to be performed. Temperature,
fatigue and vibration tests are currently underway. Scheduled frrst in-flight use is the first X-38 re-entry flight in the
year 2001.

Nondestructive Evaluation of Radial Track Tires using AcoustoUitrasonics.
Henrique L. Reis. Nondestructive Testing & Evaluation Research laboratory (No abstract available)

Laboratory Scale Testing in AE. Richard Nordstrom. Vallen-Systeme GmbH

Whereas specimens and loading rigs have been developed specifically for studying elasticity and fracture properties of
materials in the laboratory, most laboratory scale testing in Acoustic Emission use no specialized test, rather they
rely on the tests developed for elasticity and fracture mechanics. This is despite the fact that they are designed to

characterize altogether different physical properties of materials than the quantities that are important for AE in use:
damage indicators. integrity analysis indicators. and the like. There are certain materials tests where single damage
mechanisms predominate, here these tests are called single dominant damage mechanism (SDDM) tests. SDDM tests
performed on composite materials include tests on model composites (e.g. single fiber fragmentation test, SFFT),
single mode fracture tests (e.g., Mode I delamination in the double cantilever beam specimen, DeB), and tests
merely developed to study a specific phenomenon (e.g., matrix splitting in static tensile tests on double-edge notched
specimens. DEN) or specific parameters (e.g., tensile tests to determine the limiting monotonic strength, LMS). AE
from tests beyond coupon testing are considered for comparison. The results of these tests are not analyzed for
damage type which is largely determined, but for quantity. progression and variance within each test type. The
Question of how well each SDDM test can be used to characterize specific types of AE and which features are most
desired for an AE analysis within laboratory scale testing will be discussed. How different -choices in laboratory
scale testing effect the usefulness of AE results for generalization and scaling will be discussed.

Wavelet-based Acoustic Emission Techniques.
Gary Qi. Department of Mechanical Engineering. University of Memphis

Wavelet transform, introduced in the area of applied mathematics and signal processing in the early 1980's, was
applied to an arbitrary square summable real function and transformed into a series of shifted and dilated sum of
wavelets. It has been shown to be a powerful tool in all areas dealing with analysis of transient signals. The concept
of wavelet analysis has been studied extensively for the past 15 years. Recent research activities have dealt with
developments of new wavelet basis, performing fast computing algorithmic transforms. and new applications.

In the study of material fracture behavior, carbon and glass fiber composites (CPR. & GFR) are examined- It is found
that the exponential constant M value (used to determine the relationship between stress and stress intensity factor)
is well correlated with the wavelet level energy compared relatively to the classical fracture mechanics. The
conventional and wavelet-based AE techniques are both presented to show the advantage of wavelet-based methods.
The results verify that the wavelet-based method better approximates residual strength. using classical fracture
mechanics as the base line. Data compression is one of the major applications of wavelet analysis technique. The
AE signal is decomposed into different 'wavelet levels. These levels contain information that can be minimized. To
achieve the maximum compression ratio. the amplitude-based criterion and signal energy are computed and
compared. It is found that the compression ratio can be as high as 7 with the distortion only 0.6% using the
thresholding algorithm introduced by the author.

The wavelet analysis is also applied to the failure mode identification of composites. A general trend is observed by
investigating the energy distribution of decomposed AE signals. This trend indicates that the energy in the AE
signals is concentrated in three levels (levels 7, 8. & 9) representing frequency rages of 50-150 kHz, 150-250 kHz,
and 250-310 kHz. respectively. Furthermore. the energy percentages in these levels are 8%, 15%. and 75%.
respectively. These are speculated to be associated with different failure modes of CFR composites. At last, AE body
wave attenuation is studied. The wavelet-based method is able to provide the waveform energy distribution. The
analysis presents that level approximation energy attenuation is dominated by lower scales. whereas, level detail
energy attenuation is dominated by median scales. In summary, the wavelet analysis is powerful tool and it is an
effective method to he applied in the acoustic emission area.
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Visualizing Acoustic Emission by Visual AE. Jochen Vallen, Vallen-Systeme GmbH (No abstract
available)

Prototype Multiplexing System for AE Acquisition. W.H. Prosser, Daniel F. Perey, NASA Langley
Research; Edgar F. Scales. Analytical Services and Materials; Michael R. Gorman, Digital Wave Corporation

Over the last decade, advances in wavefonn based AE instrumentation and Modal AE analysis have led to
improvements in AE technology. More accurate source location, and better noise discrimination and source
identification are now possible. These advances have resulted in a renewed interest in developing AE for in-flight
structural health monitoring of aerospace vehicles. AE is being evaluated for a wide range of aerospace vehicles
including the X-33 and Reusable Launch Vehicle, F-IS, Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), as well as commercial aircraft.
For in-flight monitoring, these programs have all identified a requirement to significantly reduce the cost, mass,
size, and power requirements of AE instrumentation.

To help address this requirement. a prototype AE multiplexing (AEMUX) circuit for wavefonn acqUisition was built
and evaluated. This prototype circuit multiplexed the output from eight sensors into two acquisition channels.
eliminating the need for six AID channels. The system was designed such that the eight sensors being monitored
formed a linear array. When a trigger event was detected from anyone of the sensors. the AEMUX rapidly « Ips)
switched. passing the signal from two sensors in the array to the two acquisition channels. The switching was
configured so that the two acquired signals were from the sensors on either side of the trigger sensor. The rationale
for this was to take advantage of the propagation delay so that the earliest arrivals of the signal are still acquired on
each channel. These fltSt signal arrivals are critical for accurate source location. If the signal from the trigger sensor
is acquired. which is the case if the trigger sensor was at either end of the array, then the pre-trigger signal arrivals
are lost. The AEN= circuit also identified which channels were acquired with digital encoding on the signals. The
location of the source could then be detennined relative to positions of the acquired sensor pair and the overall sensor
array. This prototype AEMUX system was evaluated using pencil lead break (Hsu-Neilsen) sources on an aluminum
plate. It perfonned as designed providing rapid, low noise. trigger based switching. with encoded channel
identification. This multiplexing approach is not limited to linear arrays, but can be easily extended to monitor
sensors in planar or three-dimensional arrays. Likewise, the multiplexing ratio is not limited to that of (8:2) used for
this prototype, but can be optimized for the application of interest.

Investigation of Auto Sensor Test-Self Test Mode for AE System Performance Verification.
James R. Mitchell. Peter Finkle, PAC

An elecuonic means to detennine the perfonnance of an AE instrument has been developed. The technique. known as
Auto Sensor Test -Self Test Mode (AST-STM) utilizes a voltage pulse to excite a sensor's crystal and the structure
to which the sensor is attached. After excitation. the sensor output is measured. Instrumentation performance.
including efficiency of the coupling. can be determined by comparing the wavefonn duration and energy to minimum
values established using a sensor and instrumentation channel that is known to be operating properly on the same
structure. The AST·STM method is compared with the pencil lead break method for a variety of sensor frequencies,
couplant types. couplant efficiency factors. structural geometry and plate thickness.

Smart Sensors & Instruments for AE Testing.
Harold L. Dunegan. Dunegan Engineering Consultants Inc. (No abstract available)

Commercial Presentations
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Modeling of Buried Monopole and Dipole Sources of
Acoustic Emission with a Finite Element Technique

M. A. Ramstad, A. O'GaIIagher and J. Gary

Abslraet

The requirements for dynamic finite-element modeling
of the source dynamics and wave propagation of buried
acoustic-emission point sources were examined. Maximum
permissible source and cell sizes for point sources were
determined as a function of the minimum wavelength for
frequencies of interesL These wavelengths were calculated
from the source rise-times. For both buried monopoles and
dipoles, finite-element predictions for both plates and half
spaces were compared with published results obtained from
other approaches. The modeled signals were evaluated from
the epicenter to a distance of 15 plate thicknesses for plates
wiab a thickness of ~ 2S DlDl. The finite-element melbod
provided accurate results and a prcu:tical means to analyze
finite specimens, unlike most alternate approaches.

1. Introduetion

This paper is a third publication validating the use of
dynamic finite-element modeling (DFEM) to predict
acoustic emission (AE) displacement fields. The flISt publi
cation (Gary and Hamstad, 1994) reponed the experimenlal
validation of an axi-symmetric two-dimensional code; the
second (Hamstad et al.. 1996) extended the experimental
validation to a three-dimensional code. In both of these
papers, a short-rise-time surface force was used as the AE
source to accomplish an experimental validation. Since, in
general, a real AE source is a buried transient dipole, the
axi-symmetric DFEM method has been extended to include
this more complicated case in this work. First, we exam
ined the necessaJY resolution and other requirements for
convergence of the DFEM results for buried point sources.
Then, since it was not easy to cany out an experimental
validation, we compared our results with other, previously
published, independent analytical results (Scruby et al.,
1983; Pao et al., 1979; and Hsu, 1985). Since this effort is
to be coupled with an experimenlal program, the DFEM
results generally extend to significant distances from the
source (i.e., IS or more plate thicknesses from the source).

Received 5 November 1999. The authors are affiliated with Na
tiooal Institute of Standuds and Technology, Boulder, CO 80303,
USA. M. A. Hamstad is also with University of Denver, Denver,
CO~ USA. This is a contribution of the u.s. National Insti
tute of StaDdaIds and Technology; not subject to copyright in the
UDi1ed States.
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2. Finite Element Model Summary

Since the model has been discussed previously (Gary
and Hamstad, 1994), only its new aspects are fully de
scribed here. The DFEM method was based on a leapfrog
approximation in time and linear elements in space. Where
the specimen configuration involves surfaces, stress-free
boundary conditions were used. To model a buried dipole,
two closely spaced body forces were applied simultane
ously along opposite directions. As a consequence of the
finite aspect of the finite-element (FEM) approach, each of
these body forces was actually distributed uniformly over a
small region. Thus, the dipole was equivalent to two small
but finite, simultaneous monopole sources in close proxim
ity. The dipole strength was determined by multiplying the
fon:e of each of the equal (and opposite) monopoles by the
small disrance (dipole spacing) between the centers of abe
two monopoles. The temporal fonn of the applied body
forces was step-like in nature. The exact time dependence
of abe step-like loading was a variable that wilJ be described
in more detail later. The axi-symmeUical code was used for
most of this study since it enabled us to increase the resolu
tion without overwhelming our computing resources.

3. Buried Source Resolution Requirements

Analytical approaches to modeling AE signals usually
have not been concerned with the source size since, by
definition, the sources are point sources. To compare
DFEM results with analytical point-source results, it was
necessary to consider the requirements for a finite source to

accurately approximate a point source. From the literature
dealing with seismology (Aki and Richards, 1980), we
found a requirement that abe wavelengths of the signals of
interest must be much longer than the source dimensions.
Another requirement was that the point where the signal is
observed must be at a distance D (from the source) that is
much greater than the source dimensions (Scruby et al.,
1983). In addition. DFEM modeling requires that the celJ
size must be smaller than the smallest wavelength of inter
est, and the time step must satisfy a stabiti~ condition
called the COuraDt-Friedricbs-Lewy (CFL) condition
(Strikwerda, 1989). In our case the CFL condition required
the time step to be less than the time required for the bulk
longitudinal wave to traverse a single cell. We took the
normalized time to traverse a single cell as I, hence the
CFL value must be < 1.

0'7'30-0050I991$5.00117097-110
CopyrigblCl999 Acoustic Emission Group
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where c. is the bulk shear velocity, ,; is the soun:e rise time,
and f is the maximum frequency (taken as the reciprocal of
the soun:e rise time). To determine how much bigger than
the source size the minimum wavelength must be, we ex
amined the convergence of the DFEM results as a function
of the parameter A.JS, in which s was the dipole soun:e size.
The dipole size was calculated along the axis of the dipole
force from the dimension (height) of eacb monopole (of the
dipole) along with the dimension of the cell(s) separating
the two monopoles. For these calculations the temporal
source function, T(t), was a ·cosine bell" given by

T(t) =0 fort<O
T(t) =0.5 - O.Scos(ntft) for 0 ~ t ~,; (2)
T(t) =1 for t> 'to

Figure 1 demonstrates this temporal dependence along with
other temporal functions that are used later in this work.
Figure 2 shows as a function of Vs the normalized PeaJc
amplitude (for a constant dipole strength) of the out-of
plane displacement at distances of lb. Sh and ISh (h is plate
thickness) from the epicenter. These are for a midplane
vertical dipole in a steel plate 25 mm thick (bulk longitudi
nal velocity of S940 mls; shear velocity, 3220 m1s; and den
sity, 7800 kglm). Results at the epicenter, 2h. and 10h were
similar and are not shown. The scale for normalized peak
amplitude was created by setting the peak amplitude equal
to one for the smaUest source size. This plot (Fig. 2) is a
convenient way to examine the convergence of the DFEM
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Nondimensional Time, tit

focus on dipoles. The minimum wavelength (Am> is one of
the most important parameters, and it must be determined in
a consistent manner. We used the equation
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Fig. 1 Soun:e temporal characteristics: (a) "cosine bell",
(b) half-width Gaussian, (c) parabolic.

The DEFM requirements for a dipole to be considered
a point soun:e are more difficult (assuming ljmits on com
puting resOUICeS) 10 meet than those of a monopole because
of the increased source size. Hence, our considerations
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Table 1 Finite-element parameters for "A.n/s runs with the two-dimensional code.

Cell size (cs), mm
"A.n/(cs)
CFL

Source rise time, J.1S
Run no.

Source size (s), mm
Minimum* Dis

"AmIs

0.031
51.9
0.9
0.5

2506
1.313
9.5
1.23

2505
0.938
13.3
1.72

2499
0.75
16.7
2.15

2498
0.563
22.2
2.86

2268
0.375
33.3
4.29

2278
0.281
44.5
5.73

2492
0.156
80.1
10.32

2493
0.094
133
17.2

• At epicenter where D = 12.5 mm

Table 2 Finite-element parameters for Dt/s runs with the two-dimensional code.

Cell size (cs), mm
'-n/(cs)

CFL
Source rise time, J.1S

Run no.
Source size (s), mm

'-n/s
DIs

0.031
20
0.9
0.2

2510
0.531
1.18
3.78

(cosine bell)
2509 2508
0.281 0.156
2.22 4
7.14 12.9

2507
0.094
6.68
21.4

tTbe distance D is calculated from the center of the dipole to the epicenter on the
surface ofthe half-space.

error for DFEM modeling of dipole AE sources for two
reasons: first, the peak amplitude error is only 0.5 dB; sec
ond, as Fig. 3 shows, the signal for A."js =2.2 is very simi
lar to that for A."js = 17.2 in both its time and frequency
domains for Ih and ISh. The similar results at other dis
tances are not shown.

We also examined the requirement that the distance D
to the observation point be much greater than the source
sizes. In practice, the distance of propagation is almost
always much greater than the source size, but for complete
ness we wanted to establish a specific value for Dis. We
chose to examine the effect of the Dis ratio on convergence
for the epicenter displacement on a half-space representa
tion that bad the center of the vertical dipole source located
just 2 mm below the surface. The rise time of the cosine
bell source was reduced to 0.2 Jls (to allow us to more
clearly distinguish bulk arrivals). Figure 4 shows the n~r

malized out-of-plane peak amplitude of the signal (for con
stant dipole strength) as a function of the ratio Dis. The
normalized peak amplitude scale was created by setting the
peak amplitude equal to one for the smallest source size.
Table 2 provides a record of other finite-element parameters
for these results. This table confirms that the other re
quirements for DFEM modeling of point sources were met
or exceeded. The relevant material constants for aluminum
(bulk longitudinal velocity of 6250 mis, shear velocity 3125
mis, and density 2700 kglm3

) were used. Figure 5 shows
the calculated signals (out-of-plane displacement at the epi-

o at 1 plate tk.

x at 5 plate tks.

....at 15 plate tks.

.~.-.-
1

Q)
-0
~ 0.98
a..
E« 0.96

.:s:.co IIcf 0.94
-0

It
Q) 'I~ 0.92
co ~E
~

0.90 Iz
0.88 *

0

Fig. 2 Normalized peak amplitude of out-of-plane dis
placement at l.>plate thickness versus AJs for a 2S-mm
thick steel plate with a midplane vertical dipole.

5 10 15 20
A Is, dimensionless

m

results as the source size becomes small relative to the
minimum wavelength. Table 1 gives other parameters of
the DFEM calculations for the "cosine-bell" sources with
O.'>JAS rise time. This table confirms (in some cases from
numbers determined later in this paper) that the other re
quirements for DFEM modeling of point sources were met
or exceeded. From Fig. 2, the value of AJs required for
convergence was determined. We chose a value of A."js ~ 2,
to be satisfactory, even though it leads up to a 5 % error in
the peak amplitudes. We consider this to be an acceptable
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Table 3 Finite element parameters for ).,/(cs)"restart" IUDS except reference high-resolution run no. 2519.

CFL
Source rise time, f.1S
Dipole strength N.m

s,rom
Minimum· DIs

A,,/S t
Run no.

Cell size (cs) tt, mm
A,,/(CS) tt

0.9
I

4.2xl0-2

0.156
75.3
20.6
2519
0.052

62

2544
0.104

31

2523
0.208
15.5

2524
0.313
10.3

2520
0.417
7.7

2525
0.521
6.2

2521
0.625

3.9

• At epicenter when D= 12.5 mm.
t Defmed by high resolution run number 2519.
tt In lowest resolution region.

~ 0.99
::::I
;:
Q..
~ 0.98
'0
CI)
N
~ 0.97
E...o
z 0.96

0.95 L..-..-...........---''--...........---'2----.....25
o 10 15 0

DIs
Fig. 4 Normalized out-of-plane peak amplitude at the epi
center versus DIs (run numbers shown).

center) for three of the cases. The vertical scale bas been
normalized by the dipole source strength to result in units of
m/(N·m). The peak amplitude used to create Fig. 4 corre
sponds approximately to the beginning of a bulk shear wave
arrival (See Fig. 2 in Tirbonod, 1992, for a complete dis
cussion). The small "bump" at about 0.5 f.1S corresponds
approximately to the end of the bulk longitudinal arrival.
These arrivals are only approximations due to the presence
of near-, intermediate- and far-field terms, all contributing
to the displacement field (Aki and Richards, 1980; Tir
bonod, 1992) for this model geometry. The reader should
note the small degradation in peak amplitude and in the
clarity of the initial DbumpD in Fig. 5 as DIs decreases.
Based on the results shown in Figs. 4 and 5, we chose DIs>
7 to be satisfactory for convergence.

The study of convergence of FEM results as a function
of the cell size is complicated by the fact that the minimum
source size also changes as the cell size changes. What is
needed is a way to study the effect of cell size (relative to
the minimum wavelength of interest) alone. Due to the
range of cell sizes we chose to examine, we could not sim-

ply adjust the number of cells in the source to keep the
source size constant Tlius, we used a previously developed
technique (Hamstad et aI., 1996) based upon two separate
two-dimensional code FEM runs in 25-mm thick steel
(same material constants as before) plates. In this numerical
experiment, we first carried out a high-resolution IUD for a
midplane vertical dipole source (l f.1S, cosine bell) where
the requirement for 'A.,Js was well satisfied. From the re
sults of this run we extracted the displacements (as a func
tion of time) at an imaginary cylindrical surface in the plate
located at a 75-mm radius from the dipole source. Next, we
computed far-field results for a series of lower-resolution
runs for a cylindrical plate with a disk of 75-mm radius
removed from the center. For the lower-resolution runs at
each time step, the displacements (u, v) were specified
along the vertical boundary at 75 mm by using the results
from the first higher-resolution JUD. Then, the final results
from "restarted" (lower-resolution) runs were compared
with a higher-resolution run over the entire domain of inter
est (solid plate with no hole). This comparison of out-of
plane displacement took place at Sh, 10h, and ISh from the
source. Figure 6 shows the displacement signals at ISh as a
function of 'A.,J(cs); the cell size (cs) of the lower-resolution
domain was used except for the JUD at higher resolution
over the entire domain. The dipole strength was 4.2 x 10.2

N·m. Table 3 shows relevant finite-element parameters for
the runs leading to Fig. 6. This table confmns that the other
requirements for DFEM modeling of point sources were
met or exceeded. As Fig. 6 shows, a resolution equivalent
to 'A.,J(cs) it 15 is probably acceptable for AE finite-element
modeling since this signal is very close to that with 'A.,J(cs)
=62. Clearly, for 'A.,J(cs) = 6.2 the signal convergence is
significantly degraded. The results for Sh and lOh lead to
similar conclusions with respect to the required value of
'A.,J(cs). It is interesting to note how 'A.,J(cs) it 15 compares
to the 'A.,Js i!: 2 requirement for the case when the dipole is
of minimum size (i.e., 3 cells, 1 each for the monopoles
with 1 cell space between). In this case, substituting s =
3(cs) results in 'A.,Js = 5, which meets the previously es~
lished criteria.
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Table 4 Conditions of finite-element runs for comparisons with the results of others.

Figure Run Rise time, Cell size Source size (s), Plate Source location Longitudinal and shear

J.ls (cs), J.U1l J.U1l thickness, mm velocities, m/s

7 2586 0.3 65.1 260.4 25 midplane 5940,3220
8 2607 0.5 65.1 130 25 midplane 5940,3429
9 2639 0.03 6.25 43.8 NA* 25 mm below 6250,3125

surface
10(a) 2644, 50 200 25 midplane 5940,3220

2645
10(b) 2643 I 50 500 25 midplane 5940,3220
11(b) 2646 2.566 66 397 25.4 midplane 5940,3429

* Not applicable

Table 5 Values ofkey parameters for the finite-element runs of table 4.

Run Am Is A,,/(CS) Minimum DIs CFL Density, kglm3 Shear Source force, N Dipole
modulus,N/m2 spacing, m

2586 3.7 14.8 192 0.9 7800 8.09x1Olo I NA*

2607 13.2 26.3 385 0.9 7800 9.17x101o 100 NA*

2639 22 IS 571 0.9 2662 2.6xlOJO I 2.5xI0·s

2644, 16.1 64 250 0.9 7800 8.09xl0JO 1 NA*
2645

2643 6.44 64 100 0.9 7800 8.09xI0Io I 3xl0-4

2646 22.1 133 128 0.9 7800 9.17xl01o 1 2.6SxlO-4

4.1 Buried Monopoles

* Not applicable

4. Comparison with Results of Other Approaches

We used Hsu's code (Hsu, 1985) based on a Green's
function approach to provide one comparison with the
DFEM. Results from both models were compared for a
vertical monopole AE source located at the midplane of a
steel plate 2S mm thick. The source was again a "cosine
bell· shape with a rise time of 0.3 JlS. Since such a source
could not be modeled directly using Hsu's code, results
were obtained from the convolution of the results from a
"unit step" calculation (obtained with a 12.5 ns time step)
with the first derivative of the ·cosine-bell· source function.
All the previously developed requirements for the DFEM
calculation of a point source were meL Tables 4 and 5 list
the parameters for this calculation, identified as Fig. 7, as
well as those for other further comparisons. Figure 7 di
reedy compares the out-of-plane displacement of the two
approaches at two horizontal distances (measured from the
epicenter position) 2b and Sh from the source. In this figure,
the normalized displacement, d", is given by

d" =1t d G h I F, (3)

where d is actual displacement (m), G is the shear modulus
(N/m~ and F is the monopole force (N). The normalized
time, twa, is given by

twa=tVs/h, (4)

where t (in second) is time and Vs is the shear velocity
(m/s).

A second comparison was made with published results
(for a plate with a midplane vertical monopole with a step
rise-time. Analytical results based on a ray method (Pao et
aI., 1979) were presented with the restriction that the lon
gitudinal velocity be -v'3 times the shear velocity. The FEM
results were calculated with a ·cosine-ben· source with a
rise time of 0.5 JlS. For this rise time, all the necessary
DFEM requirements were met for the plate of 2S mm
thickness. Tables 4 and 5 list key OFEM parameters for this
calculation associated with Fig. 8, which directly compares
Ihe out-of-p1ane (oJ and in-plane (0,.) displacements at 2h,
4h, and 6b from the source. The ordinate axis was non
dimensionalized by Ihe same expression as equation 3; the
abscissa was normalized by equation 4a,

twa = t VLIb, (4a)

where VLis the 10ngiwdinaJ velocity (m/s).
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Fig. 7 Buried monopole comparison of out-of-plane displacement signals at 2b and 5b for FEM versus Green's function code
(Hsu, 1985). Note (a) and (c) at 2h and (b) and (d) at Sh.

For both cases considered above, the ,DFEM results
clearly match the amplitude and shape of the alternate cal
culations. For the second case, this result is, at first. sur
prising since the O.S-Jls rise time does not match the step
rise for the other approach. The step rise results were not
available in a form that would allow convolution to be pre
formed. However, good agreement was still obtained, as
the signals are dominated by the high amplitude of the low
frequency displacement owing to the non-equilibIated mo
nopole force. A better comparison of the two approaches
could be made by using a high-pass frequency fdter and
then comparing the results. Since the step source result is
not available in a form that would enable such a compari
son, the models were evaluated below for dipoles where the
self-equilibIating source forces result in signals without a
steady increase in displacement in one direction. Hence, the
higher-frequency aspects can be more directly compared.

4.2 Buried Dipoles

Four comparisons were made for buried vertical di
poles where the rise time and shape of the DFEM source
were the same as those for the independent approaches as
described below. The first comparison was for the out-of-

plane displacement at the epicenter position 2S mm above
the 0.03-J1S rise time sowce occurring in a half-space
(Scruby et aI., 1983). The temporal shape of the source was
one-half a Gaussian curve, as shown in Fig. lb. The DFEM
results were calculated with conditions meeting the neces
sary requirement (see Tables 4 and 5, Fig. 9). Figure 9
shows results that are nearly identical except for a small 2.2
dB difference in peak amplitude. To match the vertical axis
in the previously published result. the out-of-plane dis
placement in JUD was divided by the dipole strength in N'm.
The abscissa is real time. The DFEM result was frltered by
a 30 MHz (based on the specbUm in Scruby et al., 1983)
lOW-pass six-pole Bessel filter to remove some oscillations
due to the very small rise time.

The second comparison was made by using Hsu's code
(Hsu. 1985) to form the difference of two vertical mo
nopoles centered about the midplane of a 25-mm thick
plate. One monopole was centered at 12.65 mm below the
top of the plate and the other at 12.35 DUD. (Note that if
these two monopoles are viewed as a dipole, then the dipole
spacing and the source size are 0.3 mm.) The Green's func
tion for a "unit step" (calculated with a 5 os time step) of
each monopole was convolved with the first derivative of
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the "cosine-bell" temporal source with a rise time of 1 Jls.
Then, the result for a dipole (sttength of 0.3 N·mm) was
obtained by subtracting one convolved monopole result
from the other. The corresponding DFEM result was also
formed by adding two vertical monopoles (with opposite
direction forces and 1 Jls cosine bell rise time) also centered
about the midplane. The FEM calculation satisfied conver
gence requirements; the pammeters are given in Tables 4
and 5 for Fig. 100a). Figure 100a) compares the results at
2b. The ordinate axis for results of both the Green's func
tion and FEM methods was normalized by using equation 3
with the plate thickness replaced by the plate thickness
squared and the monopole force replaced by the dipole
strength (in N·m). Since the source size for the "summed
dipole" was very small, both summed results met the re
quirements for a point source when the rise time is 1Jls.

A third comparison used the previously mentioned
Hsu's code (Hsu, 1985) for a midplane vertical dipole in a
2S-mm thick plate. As in the above case, the rise time was 1
Jls and the shape was the "cosine bell" function. The result
for the dipole was obtained by convolution of the Green's
function result for a ·unit step" source (obtained with as ns
time step) with the first derivative of the ·cosine beD· func
tion with a l-Jls rise time. The results are shown in Fig.
1O(b) at the same position and with the same material pr0p
erties as those in Fig. 100a). The DFEM midplane vertical
dipole result shown in Fig. 100b) met the required conver
gence properties with the parameters shown in Tables 4 and
5 for Fig. 100b). The same normalization was used in Fig.
100b) as was used in Fig. 100a).

The final comparison was also made for a midplane
vertical dipole in a plate. In this case, the rise time was the
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'pmaboIic ramp· (see Fig. I(c» originally used in the ana
lytical work (Pao et al., 1979) with a rise time value that
corresponds to 2.56 Jls for the plate thickness of 2S mm
used in the DFEM calculation. Again. the calculated DFEM
result met convergence requirements with the parameters
shown in Tables 4 and 5 for Fig. 11. Figure I I(a) and (b)
compare the out-of-plane displacements at ~. 4h, and 6h
positions on the top surface of the plate. The abscissa was
normalized by using equation 4a. The ordinate normaliza
tion is given by

(5)

where S. is the spacing of the monopoles (m).

Figures 7 through 11 clearly show that the DFEM re
sults nearly match the independent analytical results with
two exceptions. In the rust of these, the result calculated by
using Hsu's code for the midplane dipole does not match the
DFEM waveform (see Fig. 1O(b», but the peak amplitude is
nearly the same. Upon closer examination of the first part
of the displacement (DFEM and Hsu results), we deter
mined that the match was exact until the first direct my re
flection arrived from the bottom plate surface at the point
where the displacement was calculated (at 10.68 ps in the
Hsu result in Fig. 1O(b». The reflected ray displacements
differed from the DFEM result in sign. This difference
probably leads to the differences observed between the two
approaches, as seen in Fig. 100b). Note that with the DFEM
code the effects of reflections are calculated without any

direct code changes regardless of whether the source is a
surface fon:e or a buried body force monopole or dipole.
Another evidence that the dipole result obtained by using
Hsu's code <Hsu. 1985) is not correct is the following: the
result of using the Hsu code to calculate a dipole by sum
ming two monopoles does exactly match the DFEM result
(i.e.• Fig. 100a) [Green's function] versus 100b) [DFEM]).

The second case where the DFEM result does not
match is the dipole result (Pao et al., 1979) shown in Fig.
11. In this case, the major difference (contrary to that iUus
trated in Fig. 10) is the scale of the normalized displace
ment axis. We have not been able to resolve this difference
in scale factor. The waveforms match quite closely. par
ticularly at posilions near the epicenter. Further from the
epicenter, there is a small difference in one region of the
waveforms calculated by the two methods. Note that (1) the
DFEM result exactly matches the amplitude for the my ap
proach for a buried monopole (by the same authors Pao.et
aI., 1979. see Fig. 8) and that (2) the DFEM code is the
same as that validated previously with eltperimental results
(Hamstad and Gary, 1994; Hamslad et al.• 1996).

Recently. another independent study validated the
DFEM approach for buried dipoles (Mal et aI.. 1998). In
this case, at Sh. 10h, and ISh, the DFEM and independent
results matched both in amplimde and in waveform for a
300 ns "cosine-bell" rise-time source. The match was nearly
perfect until shortly after the peak of the AE signal. After
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the peak. the waveforms differed slighdy owing to the arti
ficial damping present in the independent approach.

s. Resourc:es Required for Tbree-Dimensional ModeUng

Since in the future we are interested in modeling three
dimensional buried-dipole cases in up to 25.~mm thick
plates out to ISh. we evaluated whether our current com
puting capability will be adequate to meet the established
n:quirements. For this calculation, we used a 2.3-J4s rise
time 8cosine be1l8 source in steel with the same material
CODStants used in Figs. 1 and 2 and our current maximum of
51 cells were distributed across the thickness of a 25.4 mID

x 929 nun x 929 mm domain. The out-of-plane displace
ment was calculated with the three-dimensional DFEM
code. Result on the top surface of the plate at ISh is shown
in Fig. 12(a), while Fig. 13 shows the geometry for this
calculation. We note that this domain is adequate for one
quadrant, 00 to 9()0 of a first quadrant, of the radiation pat
tern using both the large domain size and a partially effec-

tive non-reflecting boundary condition (Higdon, 1990) to
eliminate significant reflections for up to 200 J4S. The dis
placement shown in Fig. 12(a) is the result along 22.5" ra
diation angle. The result in Fig. 12(a) was the same as that
at 0', 45·,67.5", and 90· radiation angles. These are all in
the first quadrant having the source center located at X =
345.4 and y =345.4 mm and being 7.7 mm below the plate
top surface, except for minor changes from the ideal of ISh
(due to constraints imposed by the cell size). Figure 12(b)
shows the displacement result at the same position with 408
cells (identical to a 204 cell result not shown) across the
thickness for the vertical dipole using the two-dimensional
code with a domain radius of 1067 mm about the cenb'al
source. Looking at two key parameters, A,,/s and A,,/(cs),
we can see reasons for the small difference between those
two runs. For Fig. 12(a), A,,/s is 5 and A,,/(cs) is 14.9; for
Fig. 12(b), A,,/s is 10 and A,,/(cs) is 119. Clearly, the three
dimensional code results could be slightly improved (in the
region of the peak amplitude) if the resolution could be
increased to 101 cells across the thickness, as shown in Fig.
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12(c) for the two-dimensional code. In this case, the above
two key ratios are 5 and 29.7. The cmrent three
dimensional case mentioned above leads to a run with the
mesh of 52 x 1867 x 1867 points for a total of 2651 time
steps. Each time step requires about 480 floating-point
operations per mesh point This problem requires about 4.4
x 10' bytes of memory. The processor used for this com
putation required about 2.6 ]As to advance each mesh point
one time step. The total computation required about 240
hours of computer time. The code runs at very high effi
ciency on a parallel computer so an eight-processor ma
chine could reduce the wall clock time to 30 hours. We

believe that this code would run efficieody on a distributed
memory parallel computer with 32 to 128 processors. We
think that the 51 cell results are adeqWlle for initial explo
rations of three~mensional radiation patterns and more
complicated dipole sources, but we hope our computing
resources will be capable of modeling 101 cells for a 25.4
mm thick plate in the not too distant future. This increased
resolution would allow more accurate modeling at the 23
]As rise time or similar accuracy modeling but with a rise
time of down to 1.15 ]As. In order to most accurately ex
amine three-dimensional cases with rise times less than
1.15 ]As, additional computing capability will be required.
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However, as we recendy observed (Ramstad et al., 1998),
relating results modeled with small rise times to experi
mental results requires high sensitivity, wideband sensors
with a nat frequency response to higher frequencies than
that typically available in current sensors.

6. Contrasts Between DFEM ModeUng and Alternate
Analytical Approaches

A key difference between DFEM and the altemale
analytical approaches is the fact that with DFEM finite
plate samples with edge reflections can be modeled as well
as the infinite plates, to which the other analytical tech
niques typically are limited. The DFEM method has been
validated experimentally for both nonnal and oblique edge
renections (Prosser et al., 1999). Further, in principle, the
DFEM can also model AE in geometry more complex than
a simple plate or half-space and provide for both near- and
far-field results within the same computation. Fmally. the
DFEM method can provide spatial displacements at se
lected times after the operation of the AE source.

7. Conclusions

Key finite element parameters have been determined
for finite element modeling of buried monopole and dipole
AE point sources with a "cosine bell" source: "A.,Js and
)..J(cs). Here, Am is the minimum wavelength of interest, s
is the source size, and cs is the cell size. Our study indicated
that adequate results are obtained for )..Js ~ 2 and "A.,J(cs) ~
15. Very good results can be obtained if both of these num
bers are doubled.

Fig. 13. Domain for three-dimensional DFEM result shown
in Fig. 12(a). Dimensions in mm.
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Numerical Assessment of the Quality of AE Source
Locations

Gang Qi and Jose Pujol

Abstract

In this article, we examine the factors affecting the
quality of acoustic emission (AE) source locations and in
troduce numerical indicators that can be used to establish
whether an AE location can be considered reliable or not.
The locations discussed here were computed using location
software based on well-established earthquake location
techniques. Assuming that the specimen, in which AE 0c

curs. is approximately isottopic and homogeneous, the two
major sources of possible location errors are noise and the
distribution of sensors that record an event. The distribu
tion of sensors plays a critical role. This is demonstrated
with results obtained when the recording sensors foan a
planar array, in which case there was a Dblind zone" for
events in a position symmetric with respect to the position
of the sensors. The effect of noise is studied using simu
lated noisy data generated for known source locations. By
comparison of the locations obtained using these data and
the aetual locations the effect ofnoise can be assessed. The
effect of the sensor distribution is quantified by the condi
tion number of a matrix of partial derivatives involved in
the computations. Low condition numbers indicate that the
locations are well constrained, while high condition num
bers indicate that the locations may be unreliable. Regard
ing the effect of noise. in our case an error level of 1% or
less does not introduce significant distortion, while a S%
error level is close to the maximum acceptable level.

1. Introcluetlon

Although the acoustic eOUSSlon (AE) technique is
widely used in various areas to evaluate the mechanical
behavior of materials and to provide early warnings and
health monitoring, algorithms for the determination of the
location of AE sources (or cracks) involving denoising and
numerical assessment of the reliability of the computed
results have not been investigated. In fact, in reviewing the
published literatUIe, only a limited number of research pa
pers are available in the area of AE source location. For
instaltce, 2D and 3D AE source location IeChniques were
introduced in the Nondestructive Testing Handbook
(ASNT, 1987), while Grosse et al. (1997) developed Hy
pe"! (a derivative of earthquake location software) to per-
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Pujol is with Center for EarIIlquake Research aod Information,
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form AE source location computations. In their work. not
only the source location was discussed. but the mechanism
of the source was studied as well. Similar work was found
also in Buttle and Scruby (1990) and Scruby et aI. (1986).
Although other researchers used AE location techniques,
most of their work used no more than three-channel AE
systems on planar settings. In the practice of AE source
location, there are several factors preventing the advance
ment of the technique. One likely major factor is the pres
ence of noise in the measured AE signals due to the com
plex nature of the AE experiments. Another possible factor
is the number and disbibution of sensors recording an
event, which in some cases may DOt be adequate to properly
constrain the locations. In any case, the AE technique has
been criticized as being unpredictable and unreliable. To
address these questions, the authors used a two-step ap
proach. First, they developed a simple but effective loca
tion method (Qi et aI.• 2000) using ideas borrowed from
well-established earthquake location techniques (Lee and
Stewart, 1981). The method was tested with data generated
in a simple specimen, which allowed a preliminary assess
ment of the quality of the computed crack locations. In the
second step, described here, the authors performed a com
puter simulation of the effects of internal noise, studied
sensor disttibution, and introduced several numerical indi
cators that allow an objective quantification of the quality
of the locations. These indicators are directly related to the
singular values of the matrix of partial derivatives that
arises when setting the equations for the location problem.
An important aspect of this walk. which also follows ideas
used in earthquake location, is that it allows an assessment
of the quality of the results that can be expected for a given
distribution of sensors when the location of the sources are
assumed to be known. In other words, if there is reason to
believe that the AE source will have a preferred location,
then a proposed distribution of stations can be tested to de
termine its expected performance.

2. Experimental

2.1 Material

Compact tension specimens were prepared for the tests.
The specimens were made of Palacos R (Smith & Nephew,
Memphis, TN). The composition of the Palaces powder is
given in Table 1 (Lewis, 1997).

Q'73O.OQSOi99/SS.001l7111-120
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Table 1 Constituents ofPalacos cement

BPO 2,02 Chlorophyll P(MMAIMA) N,N-OMPT Hydroquinone MMA

0.5-0.6 14.85 200 ppm 83.55-84.65 2.13 64 ppm lTl.f!7ppm

senscr2

12Sq·~Or -~'
l!--IO_.o_.'2_1_)..l:='--__~

IIEE---,62mm----:~

Fig. 1 Specimen dimensions and sensor locations.

2.2 Instruments and Test Setup

Table 2 Test parameter setup.

Parameter TVDe Instrument set values
Threshold tVDe Fixed

Threshold value 40 dB
Peak Definition time 200 us
Hit definition time 400 us

Hit lock time 300 us
SamDlerate 2 MHz

Filter on board (low) 10kHz
Filter on board (hi2h) 1.2MHz

Pre-tril!l!er 20 us
Hitlen2th lk

CYcle count threshold 0.4 V
Delta-T front end filter Yes

Front end filter No

3. 3-D AE Source Loeatlon Algorithm

where 1j is the tmvel time from (Xo. Yo. ~ to the j-th sensor.
As the system of equations (1) is nonlinear. it is solved in
two steps. First. it is linearized using a Taylor expansion and
then the conesponding system is solved by iteration. Let i
indicate itemtion number. Then. equation (1) is replaced by

Tji =dTo +Vr . dv (2)
_4 _

where rp is the difference (residual) between the observed
arrival time and the anival time computed in the previous
iteration

The location algorithm has been introduced in Qi et al.
(2000) and is based on a standard technique used to locate
earthquakes (e.g•• Lee and Stewart. 1981). The basic features
of the algorithm are as follows:

1) Assume that the medium is homogeneous and iso
tropic. so that the velocity of wave propagation is a constant.
and that a crack occurs at time To at point (Xo. Yo> 7.0>. The
w~v~ genemted by the crack reacb the sensor j at time~. In
pnnClple. the crack generates both compressional (or P-)
waves and shear (or 5-) waves. and the following equations
apply to both types of waves provided that the appropriate
velocity is used.

2) The origin time to and location (XQ> Yo> zo> of the crack
are derived from the arrival times ~ recorded at N sensors as
follows. The arrival time ~ is equal to

The instrumentation used in the tests is listed below.
• PAC AEDSP 32/16 PC-based data acquisition board

(highest sampling frequency 20 MHz, six-channel
system).

• PAC 1220A preamplifier (100 - 300 kHz).
• PAC PICO wide band piezoelectric AE transducer

(bandwidth 100 kHz - 1MHz).
• Silicon grease couplanL
The parameters for the instrument setup are listed in Ta
ble2.

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the specimen and the
locations of three of the six AE sensors (see also Table 3).
The AE sensors were taped to the specimens l

• The ac
quired signals were conditioned with preamplifiers. The
conditioned signals (with gain of 40 dB) were fed to the
main data acquisition boards. Fatigue tests were per
fonned with a stress ratio of zero. During the tests. the
following AE parameters were monitored and recoIded:
time. AE counts. AE events. amplitude. energy. and fre.
quency. The time sequence AE data were recoIded ac
cording to the order of hit time at each individual sensor.
This time sequence AE data was used with the location
algorithm referred to above.

1 It was found that the sensors became loose from time to
time during the fatigue test period of four to five hours.
As a result, the AE signal became temporarily quite noisy.
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Table 3 Sensor locations.

Sensor Coordinates (mm)
number

X-coordifUltes Y-coordinates Z-coordinates

1 2S 0 0
2 2S 0 42
3 2S 23 0
4 2S 23 42
5 0 0 21
6 0 23 21

4. Factors All'ecting the Quality of the AE Source Loca
tions

where £r is a cut-off value;
(ii) Idd $ e.. and Id1:I $ Ey where e.. and Ey are cut-off values;
(iii) the number of iterations exceeds a pre-set value.

In an AE source location test, the internal noise de
serves further consideration. First of all, since the internal
noise is in the form of wave energy released during the

Presently. the techniques to remove noise are limited to
the use of threshold values for quantities such as amplitude,
energy. and frequency content Environmental noise bas
been satisfactorily removed in material characterization
tests and usually will not be a significant source of error for
AE source location computation. The special noise. on the
other hand, mayor may not introduce errors in AE source
location computations depending on the specific nature of
each mechanical test For example. in a mechanical fatigue
test, AE signals are commonly associated with fretting
noise. It is not an easy task to remove this noise. Gener
ally. the crack-tip region is the place where most fretting
occurs. As a result, the physical contact between the fa
tigued surfaces can enhance the AE signal from the region
of interest It must be noted that the special noise is not any
form of stress/strain energy release during loading. There
fore. it is of no interest to include the special noise in the
AE material characteristic evaluation.

4.1 Noise

Noise can have a detrimental effect on the quality of
AE experiments, especially on the computed AE source
locations. Three types of potential AE noise are recog
nized: environmental. internal and special. Environmental
noise is that generated by external factors such as load train,
electronic instrumentation. and other unknown soun:es gen
erated outside of the tested material. The internal noise
originates in waves other than the direct P- and S-waves,
such as reflected and refracted waves. Their importance
will depend. to a large extent, on the nature of the specimen
investigated; the more heterogeneous the model the higher
the likelihood that this kind of noise will be a problem.
Special noises are those associated with particular aspects
of mechanical tests and are generated by surface touching
during the tests. An example of this type of noise is the
fretting between fatigued surfaces associated with fatigue
tests. The fretting noise is one of the most difficult to be
eliminated/reduced.

(7)

(6)

(5)

(8)

(4)R-Adi

1 VTN_l

1 VTN

di - (d'!'o,dvf

A=

This algorithm was implemented in a Matlab toolbox
that includes a search for arrivals times from the same
event The results described here were obtained using this
toolbox and P-wave arrivals. The P-wave velocity was
determined using pencil lead breaks (Qi et al.• 20(0). Usu
ally. convergence to a solution required 2 to4 iterations.

where

Assuming that the specimen. in which AE occurs is
fairly homogeneous. there are two possible major sources
of error in the computed locations. One is noise and the
other is the distribution of the sensors that record an event
They are described below.

Equation 2 is solved using a damped least-square technique.
The iterative process stops when one of the following three
conditions are satisfied:
(i) The average root square residual

ARSR _ Jr::::l Rl <
- N Er

For the first iteration an initial estimate for the solution
must be given. Symbol V denotes the gradient operator. and
dv is the vector (dx.dy.dz)T. In matrix fonn. equation (2)
becomes
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Fig. 2 Computer simulation of noise effect

loading process. it is safe to say that the effect of internal
noise on a typical AE material characteristic test or process
monitoring is very limited. However. this type of noise can
be a significant source of eoor when locating AE sources.
In AE location computations. the internal noise win inter
fere with the direct waves if they arrive at a sensor at ap
proximately the same time. The nature of the interference
can be complicated and will depend on which signal arrives
first and on the polarity and amplitude of the signals. For
example. if the noise arrives before the direct signal. the
onset of the latter may be affected. thus introducing some
error in the estimated arrival time. which may affect the
quality of the computed locations. In this paper. it is the
intention of the authors to limit the discussion to the effects
of the internal noise on the quality of the computed source
locations. It is assumed that the environmental noise can be
eliminated or reduced to a level such that it will not have
significant effects on the detennination of the AE source
location. As in routine AE tests the output of the detection
algorithm is an arrival time. there is no a-priori way to tell
whether it comlSponds to a direct P- or S-wave, or to esti
mate how much eoor may affect it To find out, it is neces
sary to search for a group of arrivals to the different sensors
within an expected time window. to use those arrivals to
locate the source. and to use the results of the location algo
rithm to estimate the quality of the location. In order to in
vestigate the effect of errors in the arrival times. the authors
used simulated times computed for given source locations.
These locations are detennined using actual data and then
computer generated uniformly distributed random errors are
added to the simulated times to make the signal noisy. The
noisy simulated data are then used with the location algo
rithm. By comparison of the results obtained with the ac
tual and the simulated data. it is possible to get an idea of
the effect of noise on the locations. This simulation process
is illustrated in Fig. 2. An example of application of this
approach is given in the next section
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4.2 Distribution ofSensors

Even for perfect experimental data, if the distribution
of the sensors that recorded an AE event is not appropriate,
the location of the event may be affected by a significant
amount of eoor. Interestingly, the average residual (see
equation 8) may be very small and yet the location may be
grossly inaccurate. For this reason. we investigated the use
of the condition number of the matrix A given in equation 6
to assess the quality of the location. The condition number
of any matrix is the ratio of the largest singular value to the
smallest one (Noble and Daniel, 1977). Condition numbers
are important because they give an indication of the linear
dependence, or independence, of the columns of a matrix.
If one of the singular values is equal to zero. then one of the
columns of A will be linearly dependent on the other ones
and a unique solution does not exist If the smallest singu
lar value is nonzero but considerably small, the columns
may be close to linearly dependent and the matrix is said to
be ilI-conditioned. As a result, small eoors in the data may
be "magnified" into large errors in the vector solution.
Therefore. AE soun:e locations. for which the condition
number of A matrix is very large, should be considered un
reliable even if the average residual is small. Examples
given in the next section illustrate the relation between con
dition number, sensor distribution and event locations.

S. Results and DiseussioD

The fatigue tests performed in this research were con
tinuously monitored The fll'St 14,400 cycles constitute the
initial stage of the tesL In the second stage. the maximum
load was increased to 800 N. For details. see Qi et aI••
(2000). In this paper. only one time period was selected to
investigate the factors affecting the accuracy of the com
puted results. In this section. it will be shown that some of
the computed locations occur near where they are expected,
which makes it possible to estimate location errors. Other
computed locations. on the other hand, are not well con-
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strained as a result of an unfavorable distribution of sensors.
As a consequence. one of the coordinates cannot be deter
mined uniquely. The reason for this fact is discussed in
detail later in the paper.

5.1 EstimatedLocation Errors

Figure 1 shows a detailed view of the sensor locations.
Notice the location of the tip of the notch. given by x = 19,
0< Y< 23 and z =21.5. It is expected that AE activity will
take place along this tip. Figure 3 shows the computed
source locations for fatigue cycles 17.280 to 17.720. Note
that there is a concentration of activity centered at about y =
11.5 and X = 21.5. The corresponding value of z is 21.
Comparison of the coordinates of the tip of the DOtch with
the computed locations shows that the inferred source of
AE activity is close to the expected location. To estimate
the error in the computed locations, the difference between
the coordinates of the crack tip and the coordinates of the
average of the source locations was computed. This gives
21.5· 19 = 2.5 mm. zero, and 21 - 21.5 = -0.5 DUD in the X-,

y- and z-directions. respectively. Notice that the physical
size of a PICa sensor is 5 mm in diameter. Therefore, the
accuracy of the computed results is well within the limita
tions introduced by the instrumentation. There is a slightly
curved line with a length of less than 4 DUD. possibly related
to activity along the crack tip, and several concentrations of
activity along y U 11.5. The latter have a range of values
for the x coordinate. some of which place the AE sources
well outside of the specimen. This obviously indicates that
at least some of these locations must be incorrecl To in
vestigate the reliability of the locations. the condition num
ber of the matrix of derivatives in the last iteration and the
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I
I . _
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~tO a to 3l 30 41 /ill Ill)
ll__

Fig. 4 Condition number vs. x coordinate for fatigue cycles
17.28010 17.720.

average residual were computed (Figs. 4 and 5). For the
events with xU 21.5 and the events on the curved segment
the condition number is less than 100 and SO. respectively.
These condition numbers can be considered to be relatively
small values and they indicate that the computed locations
are well consttained. As a result, these locations are reli
able. On the contrary. for all the other computed locations,
about balf of the total computed locations. the condition
numbers are significantly larger, which indicates that the
matrices of derivatives are not well conditioned. Therefore.
the corresponding computed locations cannot be considered
reliable. In fact. as discussed next. they might well be part
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of the concentration of events at x= 21.5, although there is
no way to prove, or disprove, this statement

5.2 Effect ojSensor Distribution

As a general rule, the distribution of sensors should be
such that it surrounds the potential AE sources, and the
number of sensors should be as large as possible to provide
sufficient consuaints. However, even in cases where the
sensor distribution appears to be adequate, as in the present
experiment, it may happen that the amplitude of the AE
signals is not strong enough to be recorded by all the sen
sors. This reduces the actual number of sensors hit, and
changes the geometry of the sensor distribution.

The results described in the previous section were ob
tained with the initial estimate of each source location very
close to the location of sensor 3. The initial origin time for
each event was the earliest arrival time. When the initial
estimate was changed to the average of the locations of the
sensors that recorded the event, the computed locations
clustered primarily at x = 21.5 and x = 25, as shown in Fig.
6. Note that there is no activity at x = 25 in Fig. 3. The
locations in Fig. 6 look better than those shown in Fig. 3
because none of them are outside of the specimen and a
large part of them occur where they are expected. How
ever, in view of the large condition numbers discussed
above, it was suspected that the events at the locations other
than x = 21.5 were not well constIained, and that the de
pendence of the final locations on the initial locations was
the result of an unfavorable distribution of recording sen
sors. This was indeed the case, as it was found that these
non-unique locations were associated with the events re
corded by sensors 1,2, 3 and 4 only. From Fig. 1 and Table
3, it can be seen that these four sensors form a symmetric
planar anay with center at y = 11.5 and x = 25. As the
main source of AE activity happens to occur around y =
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Fig. 6 3D crack locations for fatigue cycles 17.280 to

17,720 using the average sensor array location as the initial
estimates.

11.5, the locations of the events recorded by these four sen
sors do not constrain the x coordinate. The locations with x
= 25, in particular, were suspected to be an artifact To
verify this hypothesis the locations were recomputed with
the initial value of the x coordinate set equal to 15. The
corresponding final locations for the events recorded only
by sensors 1,2,3, and 4 had x coordinate equal 15. These
numerical experiments, as well as several others the authors
carried out, demonstrate that, in a way, this planar four
sensor distribution has a "blind zone" along the x-axis. As
can be seen from equation 6, one of the columns of matrix
A is made of ones. If all of the columns of A"t as in the
original are not a multiple of the first column, then A will
be well-conditioned and a unique solution will exist When
one or more of the columns of as in the original 6"t become
linearly dependent or close to multiples of a column of
ones, then A will become ill-conditioned. This situation
occurs for a symmetrical planar sensor distribution with
respect to the potential source and parallel to a coordinate
plane (in this case parallel to y-z plane). As a consequence,
there is not enough information to constrain the values of
the four unknowns and the technique becomes "blind". For
instance, the computed value of x in this paper wiU depend
on the initial value of x and there will be a trade-off be
tween the values of x and origin time. A similar trade-off is
sometimes observed in earthquake seismology, where the
location of an event (a point in 3-0 space) must be inferred
from the arrival times recorded by sensors arranged on the
surface of the earth (which can be assumed to be plane for
distances of a few hundreds of kilometers). Generally
speaking, the "blind zone" effect is rarely seen in practical
tests because the geometric shape of the test subjects is not
necessarily symmetrical, as in the case of the standard com
pact tensile specimen studied here.
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Our results also show lhat the locations of the events
recorded by five or six sensors are not affected by the se
lection of the initial locations. In general, this fact means
that the computed locations are well constrained, and can be
used as a criterion to establish the reliability of the loca
tions. Therefore, in addition to the condition number dis
cussed above, it is possible to assess the quality of the loca
tions by comparing the results obtained for different initial
locations. However, this approach may not be feasible if
real-time results are expected. in which case the condition
number will be the only quality indicator. The average re
sidual, on the other hand, may have limited value when the
noise level is low, as in the case discussed in this paper, and
the number of recording sensors is small. This can be seen
clearly from Figs. 4 and 5; the events with the largest con
dition numbers have residuals that are among the smallest
of all.

5.3 Effect ojNoise

As discussed before, the internal noise is a possible
major source of error affecting the accuracy of the AE
sowee location. To investigate the effect of internal noise
the computer simulation process was used as described in
Sec. 4.1 and Fig. 2. The locations used to compute the
simulated times are those shown in Fig. 3. With these loca
tions it is possible to see the effect of noise under well
constrained and poorly-constrained conditions. To compare
the results, several levels of noise were studied. The initial
locations were always close to sensor 3.
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Fig. 7 Locations obtained using simulated data for the lo
cations shown in Fig. 3. &ror level 1%.

Figure 7 shows the results for a noise level of 1%. The
computed locations differ Iiale from the "clean signal".
Correspondingly, the condition number and the ARSR are
almost identical to those in Figs. 4 and S. Figure 8 shows
the results for a noise level of 5%. Comparison of this fig
ure with Fig. 3 shows several differences. First, the original
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Fig. 8 Locations obtained using simulated data for the lo
cations shown in Fig. 3. &ror level 5%.

clusters along the x axis at y =11.5 become linear features
along the y direction. The original values of x changed by a
small amount only, although it is clear that the thickness of
the linear features is larger than the width of the clusters.
The net result is a somewhat distorted picture of the actual
size of the source of AE activity. On the other hand, the
curvilinear feature at the expected source location is fairly
well recovered. The condition numbers (Fig. 9) remain
comparable to those obtained in the original computations.
The ARSR value (Fig. 10), however, does not provide
much information. These statements regarding condition
numbers and ARSR also apply when the error level is 10%
(Figs. 11 and 12), but not to the computed locations. At
this error level, the resulting pattern is quite different from
that obtained for the ~vious error level. The clusters
along the x axis are barely recognizable, with a large spread
in the computed locations. Figure 13 shows clearly that the
linear feature exhibited in the ~vious error level no longer
exists. When the error level is increased further the clusters
tend to merge together.

These results suggest that the intemal noise may indeed
have a significant effect on the accuracy of the computed
AE source location. In our case, the effect will be minimal
when the error level is below 1%. At this error level, !he
aocumcy of the noisy signal is close to that of the "clean
signal". Therefore, in our case a 1% error will not affect
the locations significantly, while the 5% enor is probably
the highest that can be acceptable for AE source location.

6. Conclusions

The 3-D AE source location software package devel
oped by the authors has the capability to assess the reliabil
ity of computed locations. The most useful indicator of the
quality of a solution is the condition number of the matrix
of partial derivatives A. A small condition number cone-
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sponds to a well-constraioed solution, while a large one
indicates that the solution may not be reliable. A simple
way to find out whether a solution is reliable or not is to
change the initial estimate. If the computed location de
pends on the initial estimate, the location is unreliable. The
vector R is a reasonable indicator of solution quality only
when it can be assured that a solution is well constrained.
Large condition numbers are associated with unfavorable
sensor distributions. For the data presented here, the well
constrained locations agree very well with the expected
location of AE activity. The poorly-constrained locations,
on the other hand, are the result of a planar distribution of
sensors in a symmetric position with respect to the point of
AE activity. This resulted in a blind zone for the x coordi
nate, which could not be detennined. Therefore, when de
signing an AE experiment it is important to make sure that
the distribution of sensors is such that the condition number
of matrix A is as small as possible. This can be done before
the experiment is actually carried out using simulated data
generated for expected AE sources locations.
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Structural Integrity and Remnant Life Evaluation Using
Acoustic Emission Techniques

Brian R. A. Wood, Robert W. Harris and Elizabeth L. Porter

Abstract

The present industrial community which, in many
countries, bas been permitted to operate under a self
regulation criteria, in some instances, has demonstrated a
tendency to use economic and convenience consb'aints to
determine their operating scenarios. The desire to make
manufacturing plants and structures more productive has
sometimes resulted in them being operated under conditions
which can exceed those envisaged during the initial design.
While these plants and structures still operate efficiently
and safely, the real structural integrity and remnant life
evaluation is really unknown. This report discusses the ap
plication of acoustic emission techniques, which can pro
vide an estimate of both present structural integrity and the
remaining safe operational life of the structure being moni
tored.

1. Introduction

It is now in excess of 30 years since modem acoustic
emission (AE) techniques have been generally employed in
industry. In that period, great advances have been made in
both AE instrumentation development and applications
including basic functions such as defectlleaklsource detec
tion and location, and some source identification. Acoustic
emission techniques have been used in a variety of applica
tions in industrial plant The special techniques we devel
oped can provide real time defect location, generally iden
tify processes and procedures damaging pressurized equip
ment, provide a structural integrity evaluation, and after a
number of tests and analysis operations provide an estimate
of remnant life of the structure monitored.

2. Basic: Theory

When a material or object is placed under stress, any
defect. which is activated. will act as a source of elastic
waves. The resultant surface wave can be detected by an
appropriate transducer, which produces an electrical pulse
that may be analyzed to provide a framework to determine
much of the information contained in a signal. The detected
pulse will be different from that generated by a source as a
consequence of: the microstructure of the material; the de
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tails of the elastic wave propagation between source and
transducer, and the characteristics of the tnU1Sducer and
monitoring equipment Simple analysis of the detected
pulses may not always give results with a high degree of
credibility for both source location and identification, so the
interpretative procedures must take into account as many
factors as possible.

In an analysis in the frequency domain, the power
spectral density (PSD) of a source can be estimated if some
knowledge about the transfer functions operating in the
coon of events between source and transducer is available.
Simple pattern recognition applied to the experimentally
measured PSD's can provide further information about
source attributes, however this does require a wide-band
response and also critical spatial positioning of the trans
ducers, so that the approach is impractical for large trans
ducer separations. The results of the various analysis tech
niques applied to the detected AE signals form a knowledge
base, which is used to extract information about the nature
of these signals.

A desirable end-point for all of the processing is to pre
sent the data in ways which will readily provide a real time
indication of structural integrity. One parameter called In
dicative Energy is used in the analysis procedures. It can be
derived from the peak amplitude distributions of the de
tected pulses. Provided that all the equipment and the trans
ducer locations remain the same, then valid comparisons
both within a test and between tests are possible on the
same structure. An indication of structural integrity can be
gained from the indicative energy values if plotted as a
function of an appropriate activity/stimulus factor produc
ing what has been termed a localized energy graph. These
indicative energy values can be plotted as a function of time
to predict maintenance requirements and estimate the rem
nant life of the structure. Alternatively the data can be
plotted and continuously updated during a monitoring pe
riod so that areas of probable significant activity can be
readily identified as the test progresses. This is a very valu
able tool when monitoring a plant or structure start-up op
eration.

3. Philosophy of AE Monitoring

The use of AE techniques to monitor structures often
employs a 10 hour monitoring program, which is about
0.02% of the life of a vessel in operation for 5 years. The
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results of such a program have been used to provide a cur
rent evaluation of structural integrity and so gain certifica
tion for future operation. If the monitoring becomes an an
nual occurrence then the testing time rises to around 0.1%
of the operating period. The use of continuous or periodic
AE monitoring, consideration of the plant material charac
teristics and test procedures which recognize the Kaiser
effect, make it now feasible to use AE assessment as the
basis for continuous plant operation (no statutoJY shut
downs). This is especially so when coupled with other NOT
techniques and if there are realistic plant operating condi
tions. Prior to start-up, any plant or structure should be in a
new condition. On start-up the plant or stroeture is placed
under considerable stress, both localized and overall (par
ticularly if it is a high-temperature, high-pressure vessel).
This traumatic experience often results in significant dam
age being done to the plant or strocture. It is possible that
up to 60% of the operational degradation may be initiated
by transient operating conditions specifically in the first 48
to 72 hours of operation, although other mechanisms such
as fatigue and creep will both initiate and produce defect
growth during plant operation. The growth of any defect or
AE source will be dependent on the material properties and
the plant operating conditions. Under "nonnaI" plant opera
tion the source/defect activity which may be connected with
mechanisms such as fatigue. creep. stress corrosion etc, is
usually associated with sustained long-tenn defonnation.
Since any defect/source activity will vary depending on the
surrounding stress it is not possible to get a definite meas
ure of the damage/degradation of the structure. A number of
plant monitoring programs and separate tests where vessels
and samples have been stressed to failure indicate that there
is a relationship between Indicative energy 1 and Indicative
energy 2 which produces a local andlor overall indication of
relative damage. The Relative Damage Index can be plotted
as a function of a number of parameters including test time,
operating period. or applied load and is usually depicted on
a logarithmic scale. A typical fonn of the relative damage

versus log time graph is given in Fig. 1. The exact nature of
the regions of inflection and the approximately linear sec
tions of the graph will vary for different situations.

After a prescribed period (typically 3 to 10 years de
pending on the strocture and its operating conditions), there
will be a statutory shut-down and maintenance program to
restore the plant or strocture to a near new or defect-free
condition. The next start-up will again cause degradation
and so the cycle continues. AE monitoring during stan-up
and preferably also during operation will highlight and as
sess the severity of any source activity. so that operational
conditions detrimental to stroctural integrity will be deter
mined. Historical AE data will allow the detennination of a
cumulative indication of remnant life. This analysis can be
applied to data obtained during a test program and may be
related to both the whole structure. or to specific areas of
interest for that test program providing a short-tenn evalua
tion of integrity, stability and failure. It may also use data
from several tests on the same strocture. employing the
same transducer locations over an extended period of time
to provide a long tenn estimate of the operation, integrity
and remnant life for both specific areas of interest or the
entire Stnlcture.

4. Structural Integrity Evaluation

The AE data was analyzed and interpreted with respect
to individual surveillance areas or to structures as complete
units for a number of stroctures. The results of the analyses
were progressively up-dated during the tests so that a con
tinuing series of results were obtained, which also provided
trends related to individual conditions in the strocture. An
evaluation of the stroctural integrity of the areas monitored
provided an indication of the localized conditions at various
stages during the test programs. The Stroctura! Integrity
Index is a computed value from the acoustic emission data
recorded from each transducer. A Structural. Integrity Index

Relative Damage Index10-----...:..-----------------

ailure
8,.. 10 yr life reduction by returning to ambient

ost Useful lif

Secondary Damage ITertiary Damage

Log Time or Log Stimulus

Fig. 1 Relative damage curve.
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Fig. 3 Structural integrity index variations from annual monitoring.

of 100 is the highest level of struetural integrity. Depending
on the material and the geometty of the structure, a Struc
tural Integrity Index above:

90 for Fiber-reinforced plastics
90 for Geologic/Concrete-type materials and
80 for structural steel,

indicates a good structure. An idealized structural integrity
graph is shown in Fig. 2.

s. Typleal Test Results

The analysis techniques are based on laboratory re
search on various materials used in structures such as pipe
lines, pipe structures, tanks, pressure vessels, bridges and

dams. The data is combined with the physical properties of
these materials and the waveform analysis of AE data re
corded during the field test to derive the Structural Integrity
Index. The laboratory and field test data also better define
the index value associated with material failure, and thus
the structure's operational safety criteria can be estimated.

Successive test monitoring bas demonstrated the grad
ual degradation of vesselslstructures, and the associated
material, from the start of service life to the time of current
monitoring. This allows the scheduling of maintenance and
identifies any specific area exhibiting material degradation.
If any repair has been fully successful, the results of subse
quent AE tests on the vesselfS1IUCture will demonstr3te a
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return to a high level of structural integrity and thus safe
service life. Ukewise areas of inadequate repair will be
identified.

This AE test technique has been applied to many dif
ferent structures and operating conditions. The technique
can be modified to accommodate many test/operating crite
ria, which include the following conditions usually en
countered in modem plant operating programs.

5.1 Regu/Qr Tune-Based Moniloring

A number of vessels were monitored annually over a
number of years. The results shown in Fig. 3 demonstrate
the change in the Structural Integrity Index of one vessel.
initially through normal aging/degradation and then the
accelerated deformation resulting from a detrimental
change in plant operating conditions. The vessel was re
paired in 1996 and the return of structural integrity is ap
parenL

5.2 AE Testing in lieu ofHydro-Testing· During PIanl
Start-up.

There is some debate about the use of a hydro-test on
pressure equipment and many alternatives have been ex
plored. Acoustic emission techniques offer a valid alterna
tive and have been successfully used in lieu of a hydro-test
in the start-up of a new chemical planL

5.3 Continuous PIanl Moniloring

Continuous plant monitoring is a very expensive tech
nique and so is not frequently employed. However semi
continuous monitoring. where a plant or a section of plant is
instrumented and monitored both frequently and regularly,
can have very significant advantages to plant own
ers/operators. Using these techniques, it is possible to plot
the progress of an entire plant or only a small segment of a
structure, which may require specific atlention. Many
structures have been taken out of service because a defect
has been identified. Some, but certainly not all. of these
defects may not have been in areas subjected to significant
operating stresses, and the structure may have been capable
of continued safe operation without adversely affecting the
integrity of the structure. While this concept may cause
some concern, it can also provide significant re-assurance
of a structure's safety for continuing operation while prepa
rations are made for repair and/or replacement of the appar
ently defective structure. The graph shown in Fig. 5 shows
the results of intensive monitoring of one section of a pres
sure vessel where a known defect existed. This area was
significantly stressed during the plant start-up operation.
which is shown early on the graph. From this point on. the
known defect was activated by some plant operating condi
tions. These were identified and controlled/modified, thus
allowing continued plant operation, in this case for some
months, while a new piece of equipment was manufactured.
tested and then the defective component was replaced.

The data were recorded and analyzed during the start
up operations. and many defects located. Each defect was
classified and most were repaired. This is shown in Fig. 4
where the Structural Integrity Index falls as there is a step
in the applied stress, and then it levels out as the structure
stabilizes.

5.4 Remnant Life Evaluation

As structures and plants are being required to operate at
or near the design criteria, the need 10 know and understand
the real structural integrity of plant equipment is a neces
sity. Laboratory tests on the base material used to build
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Fig. 6 Paaem recognition plot of AE activity from an operating plant

a structure are made to determine a series of physical pa
rameters. These pammeters are then used to determine the
critical values reported in section 5 of this report. As the
Structural Integrity Index calculated in each test progmm is
evaluated, it is possible to make an indicative prediction of
the time required for the structure integrity index to reach
the calculated critical value of the base material. In the
early stages of the life of a struetureIvessel. the predicted
remnant life will usually be large and approximate. how
ever as the stnlcwreJvessel approaches failure. this estimate
becomes realistic and a valuable safety tool which can also
be used to plan plant maintenance schedules and component
replacement

5.5 Pallem Recognition Analysis

A goal of any field investigation is to estimate the
range of different types of signals being received by the
transducers. and so some form of pattern recognition is Ie

quired. The investigator requires both uniqueness and r0

bustness in the analytical techniques used. which in practice
cannot be totally achieved. There also should be some
physical basis behind the choice of pammeters rather than
simply an elegant mathematical algorithm with no rele
vance to the physics and material science involved. Patterns
in the pammeters derived from the detected signals need to
be determined. so samples of digitiZed raw data are
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Fig. 7 Pattern recognition plot from a damaged plant

required. The first question that should be asked is whether
the samples selected are good representations of the general
population. These samples of digitized raw data generally
exhibit a bias since the larger amplitude signals are prefer
entially captured. Hence, predominantly events arising from
the more deleterious SOUIt:es are being stored for analysis,
meaning that a pessimistic view of the mechanical integrity
would be deduced using this data on its own. This in itself
is not an unsatisfactory result since safety of a structure
must always be of supreme importance. When acquiring
data for analysis by sampling and digitizing signals, the
restrictions placed by such a process must be considered.
The Nyquist criterion requires that the sampling frequency
should be at least twice the highest frequency inherent in
the signal being sampled. Since the conversion is being
carried out by an analog·to-digital converter having only a
certain number of bits in the result, the possibility of quan
tization elTOrs must be considered. Laboratory and field
investigations have shown that this approach to pattern rec
ognition has greatly assisted in delineating different group.
jngs of events. Figure 6 is a typical plot of data recorded
during plant operation. While this data is a mixture of proc·
ess noise and AE from the structure monitored, the tight
single cluster is indicative and may be tenned nonnal oper·
ating conditions. Data recorded from an operating plant,
which has both known and unknown defects, produces two
obvious groupings of activity as shown in Fig. 7, which
highlights material degradation as a totally independent set
of AE data due to the plant operation.

6. Conclusions

There is still much work required to determine what
happens at a microstructural level and the detailed nature of
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the associated stress distribution generating AE pulses. The
cunent technology is biased towards engineering and elec·
tronics and a significant input relating to the physics and
materials science aspects of AE is needed to advance the
technology. At present, we have developed a monitoring
and analysis technique which it has been demonstrated can
classify the structural integrity of pressure equipment along
with other structures and predict the remnant life and
maintenance requirements of the structure or plant item
being monitored. The addition of signal analysis, waveform
and pulse analysis to the already viable collection of AE
techniques fonns part of the testing regime required to both
detect and validate AE data. Universally. most of the in·
formation available from AE monitoring is not used, be·
cause of the short·term economic considerations controlling
both monitoring equipment and techniques. The need to

validate data and its interpretation has never been so im
portant. The correct detection of AE data and the simulta·
neous analysis of that data using a portfolio of techniques is
necessary to ensure the safe and efficient use of industrial
plant and structures.
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Report on International Conference Acoustic Emission '99, at Hmo, Czech
Republic, 15-17 June 1999.

Pavel Mazal and Vaclav Svoboda

On the occasion of celebrations of the l00th anniversary of Brno University of Technology
(VUT) (Czech Republic), a successful intemational conference dedicated to the development and
possibilities of using the technology of acoustic emission was organized by the Institute of
Design. The Conference AE'99 took place from 15 to 17 June 1999 at Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering, Brno University of Technology. Czech Society for Non-destructive Testing and
Brno branch of the Association of Mechanical Engineers of the Czech Republic were co
organizers. The conference was steered by a scientific committee consisting of:

Jean-Claude LENAIN, EPA SUCY en Brie, France
Eckhard PRIDO~, FI Dresden, Germany
Lubomir SODOMKA, CVUT Praha, Czech Republic
Vaclav SVOBODA, CNDT Praha, Czech Republic
Josef SIK.ULA, CVUT Brno, Czech Republic
Oldrich TARABA, CVUT Praba, Czech Republic
Peter TSCHELIESNIG, TOV Wien, Austria

More than 80 participants from 10 countries registered at the conference and nearly 50
contributions were presented. They were divided into a session aimed to theoretical problems
and into several sessions solving practical problems connected with AE applications, especially
in mechanical engineering and civil engineering. The level of most of the contributions was very
high, the evidence of what was a number of wide-ranging discussions. An exhibition of
experimental technology was a very important part of the conference. The most modern
appliances by Vallen-Systeme, Euro Physical Acoustics, Energovyzkum Brno, AED Laboratory
Brno, ADA Plzen, and others were demonstrated. The participants of the conference had an
opportunity to take part in rich accompanying program, including an evening social party on a
steamer at the Brno Lake, a visit of caves in the Moravian Karst National Park and a visit to a
museum at fortress Apilberk, etc.

The international conference provided a very good overview of contemporary state of
development of AE method and its use in technical practice in the Czech Republic and in a
number of top workplaces abroad. As far as the Czech Republic is concerned, theoretical
problems of acoustic emission are being developed especially in the Academy of Science of the
Czech Republic (especially the Institute of Thennomechanics and at some Technical Universities
(CVUT Praha, VUT Brno, TU Liberec, etc.). As for practical applications, acoustic emission is
standard method used in a number of power stations for analyzing and control of various parts of
energetic devices (Opatovice Electric, CEZ Detmarovice, JE Temelfn, etc.) and in applications in
mechanical engineering (namely, aircraft industry) and in civil engineering. Several domestic
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fmns introduced themselves at the conference, that (on commercial basis) ensure non-destructive
testing by help of AE for foreign fums. AE applications by evaluation of the condition of
pressure vessels, containers, and eventually the entire construction (especially energetic) systems
and searching for leaks of various media are quite common. Other potential uses of acoustic
emission are gradually being developed, e.g. in the area of machining, evaluation of mechanical
qualities of materials (especially by cyclic loading of advanced materials). Prompt editing of a
very interesting proceedings of all contributions, edited by Pavel Mazal, was positive side of the
conference, too. Selected papers are presented in this issue. List of the entire contributions in the
proceedings of the conference AF99 is given below (page numbers are listed for the papers
included in this issue.):

J. Blaha, K. Slama, M. Svetlik (ADA Akusticka emise, s.r.o. PIzen, Czech rep.)
Accurate localization of defects in the welds of a header with a set of pipes

T. Boczar (TU Opole, Poland) Identification of fundamental forms of partial discharges 87
based on the results of frequency analysis of their acoustic emission

T. Boczar, M. Lorenc (TV Opole, Poland) Measurements of acoustic emission
generated by basic forms of partial discharges and calibration sources

G. Budenkov, O. Nedzvetskaya (TU Izhevsk, Russia) The calculation program
of acoustic fields of growing cracks

G. Budenkov, O. Nedzvetskaya, E. Bulatova (TV Izhevsk, Russia) Technical possi- 813
bilities of the non-contact acoustic emission method at testing hollow articles integrity

K. Chandrashekara, A. Ramachandra (SJ. College of Engineering, Myssore, India)
Experimental investigation and analysis of universal machinability index using AE

M. Cerny, P. Mazal, V. Suba (Mendel UAF Bmo + Bmo UT, Bmo, Czech rep.) 820
Method ofAE and possibilities of corrosion degradation detection

N.G. Chausov, S.A. Nedoseka, N.D. Gakh (IPP Kiew, Ukraine) Accelerated strength
check by the acoustic emission method for concrete with additives

F. ChmeIik, P. Lukac (Charles University Praha, Czech rep.) Application of acoustic 829
emission in metal physics and materials science

S. Constantinescu, O. Mitoseriu, A. Ciocan, T. Radu, A. Chiriac (University of Galati,
Romania) Hot-rolled plates surface defects

J. Crha, K.Wiirfl (Vitkovice, Czech rep.) Life time estimation and quality assessment
by acoustic emission method

F. Dusek (AED Lab. Bmo, Czech rep.) Acoustic emission analyzers of series AFD FfA

J. Dvoracek, J. Petras, D. Kolar (Bmo UT, Czech rep.) Description of AE signals
in the course of the contact fatigue test method
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L. Golaski, P. Gebski, I. Baran, Kanji Ono (Kielce lIT + FRI Krakow, Poland and 837
Univ. of California, USA) Waveform analysis of acoustic emission during
pressurization of glass-fiber composite pipes

F. Havlicek, J. Crba (TU Ostrava, Vitkovice a.s. Ostrava, Czech rep.) Acoustic S4S
emission monitoring during solidification processes

F. Helebrant, J. Ziegler, L. Brabec, J. Dedrle (TU Ostrava, Czech rep.) Certifikace
odbome zpusobilosti osob v ATO CR (in Czech)

M. Korenska, L. Pazdera, J. Smutny (Bmo CVUT, Czech rep.) Determination of
propagation wave velocity in solid state by means of electric discharge spark

A. Kotolomov, G. Budenkov, O. Nedzvetskaya (lzhevsk ru, Russia) Radiation of 851
B. acoustic emission waves during stress corrosion cracking of the metal

M. Landa, M. Chlada, Z. Prevorovsky (rrCAS Praha, Czech rep.) NDE of phase 857
transformations in Cu based shape memory alloys by ultrasonic techniques

J.C. Lenain (EPA Sucy en Brie, France) Structural integrity assessment of pressure
vessels with MONPAClIPAC technology

M. Lorenc (TU Opole, Poland) Selection of calibration method of measuring systems
used in the acoustic method of estimating electric discharges

O. Matal, J. zaloudek, T. Simo (Energovyzkum. spot. s.r.o. Bmo, Czech rep.) WER 865
steam generators and acoustic emission

O. Matal, J. Zaloudek (Energovyzkum, spot. s.r.o. Bmo, Czech rep.) Application of
acoustic emission in valve diagnostics

P. Mazal, J. Richter (Bmo lIT, Czech rep.) Application of acoustic emission technique 870
on fatigue testing machine Rumul

L. Moraru, A. Ciocab, S. Constantinescu, C. Tudose (University of Galati, Romania)
Crystallite size and microstrain of aluminium solidified in ultrasonic field

O. Nedzvetskaya, G. Budenkov, A. Kotolomov (Izhevsk TU, Russia) DefInition of
growing cracks depth using Rayleigh waves

J. Nuffer, D. Lupascu, J. ROdel (lIT Darmstadt, Germany) Acoustic emission and 878
state of fatigue of ferroelectric Pb(ZrxTit.J03 ceramics

L. Pazdera, J. Smutny (Brno lIT, Czech rep.) Possibility to location of an acoustic
emission sources

R. Pensec. M. Cherfaoui, C. Herve, A. Laksimi (UT Compiegne and CETIM, France)
Monitoring of defects evolution in pressure vessels. Application to the improvement
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of the AE detection criteria

V. Svoboda, J. Petrasek, A. Proust (Elektramy Opatovice a.s. and Preditest s.r.o. Praha, S83
Czech rep.) Application of AE method at pressure tests of boiler header

V.1. Petrov, V.E. Gromov, I.S. Lobova, N.D. Kalyukina, E.S. Kuchumova, S.N. Gorlova
(Siberian TU, Novokuznetsk, Russia) The use of acoustic emission in heat engineering

I. Polajnar (University of Ljubljana, Slovenija) AE during resistance spot welding

V. Poppeova, S. Fogelton, J. Uricek (TU Zilina, Slovakija) Vyuzitie AE pri hodnoteni
procesu obrabania kovov (in Slovak)

z. Prevorovsky, M. Chlada, M. Landa, M. Blahacek (Institute of Thermomechanics,
CAS, Czech rep.) Simulation and identification of AE sources in anisotropic structures

F. Rauscher (TOV Vienna, Austria) Acoustic emissions of vessels with partially 892
penetrated longitudinal seams

L. Sodomka (CTU Praha, Czech rep.) Acoustic emission of composites

L. Sodomka (CTU Praha, Czech rep.) Acoustic emission and mechanoluminescence

L. Sodomka (CTU Praha, Czech rep.) Acoustic emission on dislocation

J. Sikula, B. Koktavy, I. Kosikova. J. Pavelka, T. Lokajfcek (Bmo UT, Czech rep.) SIlO
Electromagnetic emission from polycrystalline solids

J. Sikula, J. Pavelka, K.Koktavy, K. Hajek. M. Dobes, L. Ostry (Bmo UT. Czech rep.)
Acoustic emission of ballscrews

R. Stastny, C. Holecek (Elektr8rna Detmarovice, Czech rep.) Experience from stationary
equipment operation used for leak detection by means of AE on boiler pressure units of
Detmarovice power station

o. Taraba, M. Murla (ELTEC Praha, Czech rep.) The characteristic of the acoustic
emission generated by leaks when gas or liquid medium is transported

O. Taraba, M. Murla (ELTEC Praha, Czech rep.) The acoustic emission generated by an
electrical polarisation of a dielectric and a magnetic polarization of some magnetic materials

P. Tscheliesnig, J. Uoka (TOV Vienna, Austria and SKODA Plzen, Czech rep.) SI08
The testing of LPG vessels with acoustic emission examination

Z. Weber, M.Korenska, L. pazdera (Bmo ur, Czech rep.) Structural integrity
evaluation of reinforced concrete crossbeam by acoustic emission method

K. Zehnula, P. Benes (Bmo ur, Czech rep.) Utilization ofAE for the flow measurement
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Abstracts

M. Dabrowski, K. Karbowski (Cracow ur, Poland) The investigation into wear ofTiN coating
on tool steel considering the signal of AE
I. Kolarov (HST, Sofia, Bulgary) A model investigations ofAE in rolling bearings
R. Novak (cru Praha, Czech rep.) AE application to monitoring of hard coatings failures
D. Sajdl (VSCHf Praha, Czech rep.) Development of a new laboratory calibration source for AE
J. Zizka, M. Novak, V. Prukner, V. Gabriel (TU Liberec, Czech rep.) AE for cutting process
monitoring

Limited number of Proceedings from the conference is still available at the organizers of the
conference and it is possible to buy it for price US$70, (mailing and packing included) from the
conference organizer at the address below:

PavelMazal,
Institute of Design,
Bmo University of Technology,
Technick·2,
CZ 616 69 BRNO, Czech Republic

fax: +420-5-4114-3231, e-mail: mazal@cmslme.vutbr.cz

Received IS October 1999. Pavel Mazal is affiliated with Bmo University ofTecbnology. Faculty of MecbaDical EngiJJeeriDg.
Brno, CZ 61669 Czech Republic (mazal@cms.fme.vutbr.cz) and Vtlclav Svoboda is with Preditest, s.r.o., Praha, Czech
Republic.

Next EWGAE Meeting

In 2002, EWGAE meets at Praha, Czech Republic. It is tentatively scheduled for the second
week of September.

Cover Photograph

Metacoustic team of Australia used over 170 transducers simultaneously to monitor a chemical
plant during its start-up in 1997. This test was used successfully in place of the hydro-test that is
normally employed to evaluate such a plant prior to start-up.
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IDENTIFICATION OF FUNDAMENTAL FORMS OF PARTIAL DISCHARGES BASED
ON THE RESULTS OF FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF THEIR ACOUSTIC EMISSION

BOCZAR TOMASZ
DEPARTAMENTOF ELECfRlCAL ENGINEERING AND AUTOMATIC CONTROL

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF OPOLE

Abstract
The paper presented the spectral analysis of acoustic emission pulses generated by a sort of

discharges on indeterminate-potential particles moving in liquid dielectric materials. Amplitude and
power density spectra for the pulses was computed, followed by the derivation of their descriptors
characterizing the discharges in a synthetic way. Some interesting properties of the discharges ware
extracted from the descriptors, contributing to possible use of the method in diagnostics of
insulating systems in electric power facilities.

Keywords:
AE-acoustic emission, PD - partial discharges

1. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In recent years the development of the AE method has been conditioned by improving
measuring systems employing the achievements of electronics and computer technology, and has
been connected with the application of digital signal processing procedures. Increasingly, the
problem is not the recording ofAE generated by PD but the proper analysis and interpretation ofthe
achieved measurement results.

An important issue consists in defming and determining the parameters characterizing AE
pulses, referred to as descriptors, which should be combined with the condition of the measured
insulation and should contain indispensable information for PD form identification. To date, in
order to characterize PD, a group of parameters determined in a course of time run transformations
of the measured AE signals has been mainly used. These variables are not always sufficient to
characterize the processes that are accompanied by AE activity. Digital processing of AE signals
enables the discrimination of parameters characterizing the spectra paths of the measured AE
pulses. Determining descriptors' values in the time-domain and evaluating them in respect to their
usefulness in detection, location and PD measurement is a current issue and requires further
research. Moreover, the issue is also the possibility of PD form identification, based on the
knowledge of frequency spectra generated by this AE pulse discharge. These issues have been
discussed in Refs. [1,2, 3,4, 5J.

In the research conducted, the following two theses have been put forward:
a) various PD forms are accompanied by AE generation of characteristic frequency spectra

and descriptors connected with these spectra,
b) identification of the form of discharges based on the knowledge of frequency spectra of

AE pulses and descriptors connected with them, at the present state of science, is possible only in
the case ofsingle-source discharges ofone kind.
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2. SELECTION OF PD GENERATED TYPES AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS

In publications on PD, depending on the approac~ we can encounter various criteria for their
classification. The most common is the energy-type criterion. We can also encounter classification
based on the variation ofPD intensity in time. There is also classification based on the geometry of
the flaw and on the sort of dielectric material in which PDs are generated. In this paper,
a classification is adopted which makes it possible to differentiate the most important forms of PD
occurring in the insulation of high-power transformers during their operation. We thus classify the
discharges as follows: discharges of the type "spike-plate" in oil, surface discharges in oil,
discharges in gas bells generated in oil, discharges on indeterminate-potential particles moving in
oil.

Spark gap sketches of each of the listed forms of discharges have been built for the
generation. They have been characterized in Refs. [1,2,3,4,5].

3. SELECTION OF DESCRIPTORS CHARACTERlZING AE PULSES GENERATED BY PD

In AE measurements it is very important to detennine the descriptors of pulses containing
the most essential information for PD evaluation. So far. when detennining the detrimental effects
of PD on insulation, time~domain descriptors have been used. These variables are not always
sufficient to characterize PD processes, which are accompanied by AE activity. Moreover, they
have not been used to identify generated types of PD. Theoretically. around 50 various descriptors
can be used in the AE method, only 20 of which, however, are of metrological value.. In this paper
have been analyzed and determined the values of the following descriptors, which in the frequency
domain characterize the measured AE pulses, generated by PD: maximum value, frequency for the
maximum value of the spectrum., medium value. RMS value, peak factor, variance. median
frequency, standard deviation, ranges of dominant frequencies for the assumed discrimination
threshold. Formulas defining the above-listed parameters have been taken from the theory of
signals. The values of the above-defined descriptors have been calculated separately for the
amplitude spectrum, which presents the dependence of the Fourier transfonn module on frequency,
and for the energy density spectrum, determined as a square of the module afthis transfonn. These
values have been determined far all registered AE paths generated by each of the matched PD
fonns.

4. SELECTION OF CONDITIONS OF PD GENERATION, MEASURING SYSTEMS AND
THE MEANS OF DETERMINING THE SPECTRA OF THEIR AE PULSES

The value of voltage of discharge generation, at which the generated AE pulses were
registered, for all four systems was 80% Up (breakdown voltage). For each of the PD generation
systems the recording of AE pulses was performed. ten times. The time of each measurement was
1s, which ensured the recording of AE pulses in 50 periods. To determine what influence a change
of the value of voltage of discharges generation for PD generated in the system with particles of
indeflnite potential has on the frequency analysis reSUlts. AE pulses measurements at the voltage of
60% and 70% Up were perfonned. In order that the results of measurement and analysis of AE
pulses generated by the selected PD forms may be of general value and be comparable, they were
given as relatives referred to the values of the breakdown voltage UI" To measure and analyze the
frequency spectra of AE pulses generated by the defined PD types, a standard diagnostic system by
the firm Bruel & Kjaer was used that consists of the following parts: a wide-band contact
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piezoelectric transducer (type 8312), an amplifier with a fiher (type 2638), a measuring card
(TAD-OS) provided with a 12-bit AID converter, placed in a computer.

Frequency analysis of AE pulses generated by typical PD fonns was performed for time
periods of various lengths in the range from a few IDS to several dozen J.1S. The sequences of AE
pulses coming from all discharges generated during consecutive half-cycles, and also single
discharges separated from these series were taken into consideration. Frequency analysis was
performed separately for AE impulses emitted during the positive and negative half-cycles of the
supplying voltage.

For each measurement the following AE characteristics have been drawn: time plot,
amplitude spectrum and spectrum ofenergy density that have been presented in Refs. [1,2,3,4, S].

S. ANALYSIS OF THE POSSIBILITIES OF IDENTIFYING PD FORMS BASED ON
A KNOWLEDGE OF THE SPECTRA OF AE PULSES AND DESCRIPTORS THAT
CHARACTERIZE THEM.

The resuhs of the performed analyses presented in Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, S] proved that the
generation of each of the four tested PD forms is accompanied by AE of characteristic plots of
frequency spectra. The length of the analyzed time periods and the value of generation vohage in
the range from striking vohage to the value of800/O Up for the tested PD forms did not influence the
plots oftheir amplitude spectra and energy densities. In Fig. 1 and 2 the averaged amplitude spectra
plots obtained for the four considered PD fonns have been presented. The characteristics have been
drawn, using spline interpolation, separately for AE impulses generated in positive (Fig.1) and
negative (Fig.2) half-cycles of the vohage. The length of time for which the characteristics were
designated was 4.096 IDS. In order to distinguish between the plots of particular spectra, letter
assignations have been introduced that indicate consecutively the graphs corresponding with the
following forms: a - PD generated in oil in "spike-plate" system, b - PD generated in oil system
with gas bells, c - surfuce PO in oil, d - PO generated in oil with indeterminate-potential particles.
Comparing the designated frequency characteristics, a clear difference in their plot should be noted,
dependent on the kind ofPO.

d

-40 ~0----=1~OO=-----:::2~00=-----3..L0~O---4~OO~---.J500

r 1kHz)

Fig.1 Averaged amplitude spectra plots ofthe four PD forms during the positive half-cycle,
for the time period 4.096 IDS

For each of the analyzed PD fonns, characteristic values of descriptors designated for
frequency spectra of their AE have been received. In Fig. 3 and 4 the average values of median
frequency have been compiled for both half-cycles, separately for the amplitude spectrum (Fig. 3)
and energy density spectrum (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 2 Averaged amplitude spectra plots ofthe four PD forms during the negative half-cycle,
for the time period 4.096 ms
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Fig. 3 Compilation ofaverage values ofmedian frequency calculated fOT the amplitude spectrum
for the four tested PD forms
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Fig. 4 Compilation ofaverage values ofmedian frequency calculated for the energy density
spectrum fOT the four tested PD forms
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Explanations:

PZa
II -
-
f"SSl -

oil discharges in "spike-plate" system

surface discharges in oil

discharges in oil system with gas bells

discharges generated in oil with indeterminate-potential
particles

Chart I Compilation ofranges ofdominance frequencies for the four tested PD forms

Band\Vidth:ofdominance ftequencies [kHz]
'.... "

~iro . the positivehalf-cYcle
0-30; 230 - 370; 420 - 500

60 - 160 ; 260 -500
"flat "

30 - 50; 60 -100

PD generated . the positive half-cycle

0-30 ; 260 - 450
70 -110; 290 - 350

250 500
30-40; 60 -100

The designated values are mathematical averages calculated each time from the values
obtained for three time periods. In Chart I are listed the ranges of bandwidths of dominance
frequencies in the spectrum, which have been determined for each of the tested PD forms, at the
same discrimination threshold equal -100 dB. They have been determined separately for the
positive and negative voltage polarization.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMING UP

a) Characteristic frequency spectra plots ofAE pulses and descriptor values that characterize them
have been obtained for the tested PD forms.
b) On the evidence of frequency spectra plots, the ranges of bandwidth of dominance frequencies
and the value of the median frequency, compared simultaneously, it is possible to identify PD
forms. However, it refers only to one-point discharges, single and of one type. The open issue
remains the possibility of identifying a few PD forms occurring simultaneously, or discharges of
one type but repeated ones and additionally in more complex insulation systems. Moreover, it is not
possible to uniquely identify PD forms exclusively on the basis of the value of one, selected
descriptor.
c) Frequency analysis ofAE pulses from PD should be conducted regarding the polarization of the
supplying voltage.
d) Designated limits (boundaries) ofbandwidths ofdominance frequencies for particular PD forms
indicate the necessity ofusing ofmeasuring equipment and performing the analysis ofthe measured
AE pulses in the range ofat least 500 kHz.

In this paper the values of descriptors characterizing the measured AE pulses in the
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ftequency-domain have been defined and determined. It has been shown which descripto~ in some
cases, can be used to identify the generated PD fonns.

The results of the performed frequency analysis confll111 the possibilities of PD form
identification knowing the frequency spectra and descriptors determined for them. This can be of
practical significance in evaluating the condition of insulation systems of such electrical power
facilities as high power transformers, high voltage measuring transformers, insulators and power
capacitors. However, PD occurring in industrial conditions have multiple source, are repeated and
are ofvarious types, therefore it is necessary to carry out further research, which would supplement
the state ofknowledge in Frequency analysis ofAE pulses generated by multi-point PD ofvarious
types.
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ABSTRACT. Technical possibilities of the contactless acoustic emission method at testing hollow

articles using ultrasonic leak detector «GERMES-2 )) are pre~;ented. The possibilities of the

quantitative estimation of leakage output in articles working with gauge pressure and CjIlUlUilative

estimation of the sizes of hollow articles through dejects are ~·hown. The recolllmendations jiJr

developmel1l oftechniques and means ofa ultrasonic leak detective method are given.

KEYWORDS: integrity. tigh/lless. conlactless acoustic method, leakage. output. through defects.

INTRODUCTION
In order to insure reliable work of systems of transportation and keeping of liquids and gases.

working both with gauge pressure (pipelines. high pressure vessels). and without it (sectional coolers,
cabins and automobile intcriors. the containers for products keeping, etc.). the requirements of tightness
or impenctrability and air-tightness and leak-proofness are necessary. The reason of loss of tightness
arc more oftcn through defects, which look like voids. burn- through. cracks, fusion. local channels.
Tightncss is cstimatcd by leak dctective method. Leak-tcsted methods arc made the rathcr high
requirements on scnsitivity remotability. productivity and maintenance of safety The majority of
modem leak-testcd mcthods with a high tlucshold of sensitivity (mass-spectrometcr method 510-1J W,
luminescent method - 10-10 W. halogen method - 10-7 W) havc practically up to zero remotability, low,
productivity and require the special preparation of a surface.

In this aspcct thc contacless acoustic leak-tested method is notable for high rcmotability and
operations and can be effectively uscd for the control of articles on tightness at low rcquirements to
threshold of sensitivity.

The conlacless acoustic leak-tested method is based on registration and analysis of parametcrs
of acoustic waves gencrated by leakage into cnviromncntal atmosphere and allows to define a leakage
location and to estimatc its parameters.
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CONTACLESS ACOUSTIC LEAK-DETECTOR "GERMES-2»

The portable ultrasonic leak detector «GERMES-2 » (Fig.!) is developed in Izhevsk State
technical university. The device is intended for:

- Detecting gas leakage in systems with gauge pressure;
- Definition of leakage location;
- Estimation of leakage output and volume of following gas for a unit of time;
- Detecting and estimation of tightness loss places of closed volumes.
- Detecting discharge in power electrical circuits.

The action of the device is based on registrating acoustic waves of an ultrasonic range, which
are radiated during gas outflow through small through holes under pressure large than 0,3 atmospheres,
and also accompany the discharge processes. The frequency spectrum of such waves can extent from
sound range frequencies up to several megahertz and consequently can't be always are heard by the
operator (in absence of the device).

In order to detect site of tightness loss of closed volumes the generator of ultrasonic waves
including as a set of the device with periodically deviating frequency is located inside of the article.
The site of tightness loss are defined with the help of the receiver-display block, recording the
maximum signals in such sites.

Fig.i. Folo of contacless acouslic
leak-detector"Germes-2».

The basic technical characteristics ofleak-detector "Germes-2» are listed in table 1.

Table I
Technical characteristics
I. Transmitter operating frequency, kHz
2. Wave stress of the transmitter block, Pa
3. Sensitivity of the receiver-display block (min. sound stress, registered by the
device on operating frequency), Pa
4. Sensitivity of the the receiver-display block to an airflow in a leak-tested
regime, W
5. Indication:
Sound (dynamic loudspeaker and head telephones), frequency, kHz
Pointer type indicator
6. Power source:
Receiver-display block, V
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Value
40±2

2
10-5

1,5-3
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Time ofcontinuous work without boost charget hour
Ultrasound transmitter blockt V
Time ofcontinuous work without boost charge t hour
7. Sizest mm
Receiver-display block
Ultrasound transmitter block
Weight, kg
Receiver-display block
Ultrasound transmitter block
Article in packing

ESTIMATION OF LEAKAGE OUTPUT BY ACOUSTIC EMISSION METHOD

10
+5
50

250x55x46
120x55x35

Ot52
0,28
2,5

As was told above, gas (liquid) outflowing through leakage at superfluous pressure is
accompanied by radiation of acoustic waves into an environmental atmosphere or by acoustic emission
(AE).

The true gas leakage output W is defined by product of gauge pressure P on volume of out
flowing gas V for a time unit t:

W=PV
/

(1)

(2)

The energy of acoustic waves, radiated by leakage for unit of time (leakage acoustic output

W,d makes up a part ofgeneral output W. The acoustic and true leakage outputs are connected by some

coupling coefficient k:

k=!!:
W"

Coefficient k depends on a nUplber of the factors (sizes and geometry of the hollowt pressure
differential, temperature etc.). It can be determined from the experimental graph, constructed according
to the technique given in [I]. To estimate true (general) output of leakage quantitatively it is necessary
to know the coupling coefficient k and the output of acoustic waves WA, radiated by leakage into an
atmosphere.

Consider a way of determination of acoustic waves output W" using the leakage detector
«GERMES-2» described above, receiving acoustic waves in a narrow frequency bandwidth about 40
kHz.

The threshold intensity in a wave 10 registered by the device receiver (power of sound energy,
transferring through an unit area, perpendicular to the propagation direction) is defined as

2 0)
1 = Po
o 2pc

where po=2.1U5 Pa - the threshold of sensitivity of the device on pressure (Table I), pC= 430 Pa*c/m
- wave resistance of propagating environment (atmosphere). At such value of receiving pressure the
device pointer deviates on half of indicator scale. Calculations according with the formula (3) give for
10=-I,6*1U13 w/l1l. Thus the minimum value of ultrasound intensity (threshold of sensitivity) has been
found, it can confidently register by the device. The distance r between the leakage source and device
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receiver-display block, on which the indicator pointer deviates on half of scales at the maximum
sensitivity, is the radius of half-sphere, on which the intensity of acoustic wave radiated by the leakage
source is equal 10. (Here the leakage is assumed to be a point source of ultrasound, forming a spherical
wave). Then the complete power of sound energy in a spherical wave, radiated by leakage source in
operating frequency band of the device (acoustic leakage power), is defined:

WA=Io.S =Io.2n:r2 (4)

In the paper [1] the results of measurements of true and acoustic leakage outputs depending on
gauge pressure are given, coupling coefficient k and threshold of sensitivity to to gas and gas-liquid
leakage is estimated.
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Fig.2. The dependencies a/leakage output Won the distance r:
a- without using the aUenuator, b- using the altenuator.

The dependencies of leakage output W on the distance r between the leakage source and device
receiver-display block are submitted on Fig.2 as an example of the estimation of leakage output
(without using the attenuator - Fig.2a, using the attenuator - Fig. 2b). (The attenuator is used in
conditions of external noises of sound range, and also if necessary to reduce the device sensitivity for
estimating the leakages of great output). The submitted dependencies are received experimentally at
gauge pressure 0,1-0,3 MPa.

The accuracy of the estimation of leakages output depends on geometry of the gas outflow
channel and the presence of a moisture and oil in outflow area. The latter can result in essential
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overestimate ofmeasured leakage output.
The knowledge concerning leakage true output, allows us to make a conclusion about flow rate

of the product (gas) outflowing for a certain time interval, that is to estimate product losses, gassing of
industrial premises and living accommodation, etc.

For example the gas flow rate will make 1,05 mJ/year, if the leakage output is equal to 0,25 W
and gauge pressure is equal to 75 atm.; and the gas flow rate will make 1040 mJ/year, if the leakage
output is equal to lOW and gauge pressure is equal to 3 atm. The lekage with higher output as a rule
radiate waves in a sound frequency range and can be detected by the operator without the device.

Thus;contactless acoustic leak-tested method allows
- To detect the leakage in systems with gauge pressure;
- To define the leakage location;
- To estimate the leakage output and volume of following gas for a unit of time.

TESTING OF HOLLOW ARTICLES INTEGRITY BY CONTACTLESS ACOUSTIC METHOD

The contactless acoustic method testing of hollow articles on the presence of through defects is
following. The source of in a frequency range of 30 - 60 KHz is located inside of hollow articles. The
ultrasonic waves, penetrating through a hole with the size more than -0,01A. (A. is the wave length), can
be fixed by acoustic receiver-display block of the device outside the testing article.

However the walls of the controllable articles can be also transparent for the ultrasonic waves at
the certain angles of incidence, determined by a rule ofcoincidence

a=arcsin(CvlCm), (5)

(6)

where ClI is the wave velocity in air, Cm is the velocity of the Lamb wave mode ao , excited in a wall of
the article. Therefore acoustic devices alongside with a useful signal (ultrasonic waves, penetrated
through the hole), will also register noise (ultrasonic waves caused by the acoustic transparency of the
walls of the testing articles).

The authors investigate experimentally the dependencies of a useful signal and noise on
parameters of through defect, elastic properties of a material and article wall thickness. The contacless
acoustic leak-detector "Germes-2» was used in researches as measuring-acoustic device.

The acoustic fields of holes, simulating through defects, with diameters of 0,08-0,22 mm in a
steel and aluminium plates with the thickness 0,8-4 mm, and also acoustic transparency of the plates
(noises) are investigated on the base of technique described in [2].

In Fig. 3 the dependencies of acoustic pressure in the wave, penetrating through the hole on the
hole cross-section area (Fig 3a) and on the hole length, referred to its diameter (Fig.3b) are shown.

It is assumed that the ultrasonic waves penetrating through the hole are the point source of
ultrasound, forming a spherical wave.

Therefore the acoustic pressure in the wave is determined by the formula

A _
P=-.e 6tI ,

ro

where A= P~:' ,r is the distance r between the through hole and device receiver-display block, on
e

which the indicator pointer deviates on half of scales at the maximum sensitivity, that corresponds to
pressure in registered wave Po=2.1U5Pa (Table 1); ro is equal for example to 1 cm (the distance
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between the through hole and device receiver-display bloc14 on which signal was reliably registered).

p,Pa
P,Pa

Q3 0,35
• 0.3

Q2) 0,25

Q2 0,2

0,15
0.15 0,1

0.1 0,05

0
0.<:6 0

0
0 4) 8J dt

a

0.01 0,02

b

0,03

•

0,04 S, mnr

Fig. 3. The dependencies ofacoustic pressure in the wave on the hole cross-sec/ion area (a)
and on the hole length, referred to its diameter (b).

P, Pa 0,28 0,20 0,12 0,04 0,08 0,12 0,20 0,25 d, mm

Fig.4. Spatial distributions ofwave pressure amplitudes, radiated by a through holes with the
diameters of 0,11 mm (curve 1), 0,14 mm (curve 2), 0,15 mm (curve 3), 0,19 mm (curve 4), and
radiated by the steel plate with thickness of2,1 mm (curve 5).

As an example experimentally obtained spatial distributions of wave pressure amplitudes,
radiated by the steel plate with thickness of 2,1 nun are represented on Fig. 4. It is the results of
research acoustic transparency of the steel plate walls (noise). The lines of acoustic pressure level P in
waves, radiated by a through holes with the diameters of0,11-0,19 nun are put also there.

From figures 3-4 it is visible, that delectability of the through defects depends on their sizes
(diameter and length), and also from acoustic transparency of the controllable article walls. On the one
hand, the amplitude of a useful signal is directly proportional to the through defect area and decreases
with increase of its length (wall thickness). On the other hand, its acoustic transparency (noise)
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decreases with increase of wall thickness. Thus the relation of the useful signal to noise is increased.
The increase of noise most occurs in directions of the maximal transparency, that arc defined by the
coincidence rule (5) for Lamb wave mode aD.

The method sensitivity may be increased owing to orientation of the acoustic device in fhe
directions of the least transparency of the article wall. Besides the acoustic noise at testing is possible
to reduce by damping of article material in the field of testing.

The sensitivity of the method is larger at testing articles made of materials with large
impedance.

The sensitivity of the given meLhod in some cases is rather high. So, in a steel plate of 4 mm
thickness a defect with the diameter of 80 microns has been found. For revealing such a defect by
means of the echo-pulse method using angle probe (transversal waves) the working frequency 18 Mru,
would be required, no control on which practically is realised.

As the device can be calibrated in absolute values of acoustic pressure the possibility of the
quantitative estimation of through defect parameters (length and area) is following from the Fig.3. Thus
estimation of through defect sizes is more unambiguous, than in the case of the estimation of leakage
output.

Thus, the results obtained can be used as a basis for development of techniques of contactless

acoustic emission control of articles on tightness:

- for the estimation of leakage output in the systefl1s with gauge pressure;

- for the control and estimation of integrity of hollow articles in the systems without pressure.
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Introduction

Corrosion is a type of material damage, that is an important problem in both production and user
area of industry. It represents an important heavy drain of the economy and it influences safety,
working life, ecology etc.

For above mentioned reasons, the corrosion laboratory of Institute ofBasic Technology and Repair
MZLU in Bmo, together with Institute of Construction vUr FS Bmo decided to start research
program aimed not only to better understanding of parallel phenomenon of corrosion degradation,
but especially to early detection ofcorrosion attack ofsteel construction materials by the method of
non-destructive control (NDK). Endeavour should be directed to corrosion attack control in situ,
which is not very persuasive by many NDK methods (electrochemical noise measuring,
roentgenologic, laser, ultrasonic method). In many cases, it is only stating of surface corrosion
attack, which means that of square of local character. The effort should be aimed to those types of
local corrosion, that are the most feared and the most perfidious - point corrosion, selective
corrosion and intercrystalline corrosion.

AE is comparatively new method ofnon-destructive contro4 which is quickly developing at present.
It should not only be an efficient laboratory to04 as the results from periodical controls of integrity
of equipment and components but even one of the most advantageous methods for analysing and
following of equipment degradation during periodical stopping or even by following the damage
during operation. AE enables to make quick diagnosis even in noisy operational conditions. This type
of control represents considerable economic savings taking into consideration that the continuity of
production process is not interrupted.
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1 Acoustic emission phenomenon

AE is a phenomenon when, due to internal local micro movement of material, transition elastic
waves appear /1/. It is noticed as an electric signal with help of piezoelectric sensing unit, that
transforms elastic waves emitted by material into electric signal. It is increase~ filtered and
processed in such a way that it will enable to determine characteristics that were sought after. (Chart
1)

Chart la: A list ofpotential AE sources (incomplete)

Metal materials Plastic deformation, co-operative movement of dislocation,
twinning, slip on grains bounds, emergence ofLiiders bands...

Fracture of decohesion of precipitates of inclusions appearance
and/or spreading of cracks by static or dynamic stress, fatigue
or stress corrosion, embrittlement by hydrogen

Diffilsionless phase transformation (martenzite)

Local corrosion (point, slit corrosion)

Chart Ib: The influence ofapplication and configuration on AE

Secondary or

external sources

hydrogen release

friction ofsidewalls of the crack

mechanical shock, friction, wear, abrasion

leakage ofgas or liquid

cavitation, boiling, erosion, crystallisation

electric discharge (coronary effect)
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Many parameters exist, that can be characterised in order to be able to establish the character ofthe
source, to localise it and to measure its activity: time delay of signa4 length of signal lasting,
transconductance, maximum amplitude, frequency, impulse dose energy, time behaviour of signal
etc. It can be done by registering ofchanges or maximum values in the cycle batch or by counting of
them. There are many procedures for their analysis: space analysis (localisation) spectrum analysis,
time analysis, statistics, respectively muhivariable analysis.

It is inevitable that the followed mechanism is irreversible. The source has satisfactory capacity and
frequency zone ofthe sensing unit and its sensitivity correspond with the followed phenomenon. The
emissivity of the material depends on many parameters, connected with its characteristics
(microstructure, mechanical characteristics, way of possible degradation, structure transformation
etc.). The influence of the ,,size" of signal is especially important for measuring in situ due to
compensation o~ in many cases unfavourable, conditions ofacoustic noise background.

2 AE using in the area ofcorrosion

Of many NDK methods, main method of electrochemical noise has spread in last few years. There
are few works that effectively make use of AE and they have not been, except for several of them
e.g. 12/ significantly applied in industry. The reason is probably in a low intensity of the source of
emission by corrosion attack (initiation and spreading of point corrosion and intercJYstalline
corrosion) in comparison with other sources during operation of the part. Many works take into
account AE by evaluation of surface corrosion in connection with hydrogen release or with changes
ofpresence ofcorrosion products inside the materiall51.

Mastering measuring technology and computer processing of signa4 that has been gained during
measuring offatigue qualities ofconstruction materials at UK VOT FS was motivation for research
in the area ofpoint and intercrystalline corrosion, that takes into account especially the influence of
growth of corrosion products in the amount of material as the source of acoustic voltage surge by
polymorfic distortion ofmaterial lattice.

3. Measuring

Tested material has been chosen with consideration to coincidence of inter-crystalline corrosion and
ofextended application as well. Steel 17242 (0.25%C,18%Cr,9%Ni,2%Mn) serves the purpose very
well; it represents basic construction material in chemical and manufacturing industry. It has not been
alloyed by titanium and niobium and that is why it is significantly subject to inter-crystalline
corrosion as a result ofdeprivation ofareas on boundaries of grains by Cr, which is connected with
carbide precipitation Cr 23 C6 (Cr7 C2) on boundaries ofgrains under suitable diffusion conditions
(temperature). This perfidious corrosion type, together with embrittlement mean localisation for
mechanical defect, especia1ly by welded and heat fonned steels.

Tested samples: the shape of sample has been influenced by standard CSN 420321 (for case of
proving existence ofinter-crystalline corrosion by traction test). The dimensions of sample of rolled
metal sheet : 200x2Oxlmm (Figure 1). Etalons, certain for sensing of basic acoustic echo were
carefully polished and passivated. Tested samples were only polished. For general comparison with
different type of corrosion, material 11373, which has been exploated paralelly, proves important
tendency to surfilce corrosion.
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Corrosion environment: chloride environment is very unsuitable for austenitic steel 18/9; it led to
choice of corrosion solution - IOOJ'o NaCI solution. The temperature of the solution as an activator
and corrosion accelerator was 40°C. The sample was immersed into solution in constant depth of
draft about SO mID. By measuring 2b, 3b, solution 33% H2SO4 was chosen for clear degradation of
material (Figure2).

Fig. 1 Sample with fixed probe
solution

Fig. 2 Sample from measuring in H2SO4

Measuring system: 2-channel analyser ABD IOC with pre-amplifier without arranged filters has been
used for orientation measuring. In further measuring 1 and by measuring 2, 2B, 3, 3b, the main
configuration was formed by IS-channel analyser ABD FTA 16. Two to three probes in the same
time, pre-amplifier, recording, and analysing unit PC (Figure3).

Fig. 3 Workplace with AEO FfA 16 analyser, with probes, pre-amplifiers and PC
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4 Measuring

Measuring itselfhas been done in three stages

First stage - verifying: during these preliminary testst acoustic activity was followed on corroding
samples in time intervals, both on AED 10C and AED FCA 16. It was consequently compared with
acoustic activity from passivated etalons. Furthermore, growth ofactivity by individual measuring of
steels 17242 and 11373 has been followed.

Second stage- long-lasting measurement has been done in two environments, in solution ofNaCI and
H2SO4.

II a - sample was fully fixed on a board and immersed (sOmm) in l00A! solution of NaCL
Measurement conditions - strengthening 28dB, frequency range 30kHZ - ItS. reference level
100mV. Period ofmeasuring 60s (1440 measuring lday). Measuring was done for 144 hours (Figure
4,S).
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Fig. 4: The dependence ofsignal frequency

on time in NaCI solution

Fig. S: Frequency ofsignals as a function

oftime by steel 11373

II b - checking of acoustic signals record in comparison solution H2SO4 - by intensive attack
(etching) ofthe surfilce by acid. There is a prerequisite that the degradation from the point ofview of
acoustic echo should have been analogy ofsurfilce corrosion (material- steel 11373).

3 stage - measuring for comparison of activity of sources is represented by measuring in NaCI,
H2S04 and in the atmosphere (etalon) and it was aimed to direct comparison offrequency ofsignals
and the importance of damage followed in the end of the test. AE sensing from etalon enabled to
eliminate appeared artefilcts during measuring from the reason ofelectric noise in the net. Analysis of
corrosion damage has been done by method of light microscopy - following of inter-crystalline
damage on metalographic samples. Samples were processed mechanical - chemically and they were
followed both as polished and with visible structure (structure caused by Vilela-Bain and Nita!
mixture 1:1). Parameters of measuring equipment: amplifYing - pre-amplifier 4OdB, analyser
amplifier 28 dBt reference level, and frequency level are the same. Time 2160 hours.
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5 Results

1 stage - measuring proved the importance oftuning of piezoelectric sensing units to the same level
of amplifying for all channels, which must be done by means of characteristics of individual sensing
units, used for identical formula (value oftolerance +-2dB quoted by producer importantly influences
value of sensed dependencies). The dependency in Figure 6 show growth in values of summary
frequency by individual taking offs with time distances 14 to 21 days. Taking into account the
corrosion extent (initial stadium of inter-crystalline corrosion) the growth of frequency is slow.
Infonnation concerning creating of passivating layer (immediately after immersing the sample into
the solution) its failure and initial corrosion development is missing. Completing measuring on steel
11373, that corrodes on the surface shows gradual growth as well The number ofrecorded signals is
more considerable than by steel 17242
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Fig. 6: Growth offrequency by long lasting Fig. 7: Share ofindividual levels in total sum
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II stage - Evaluation has been aimed to search oflevels, which significantly prove on total growth of
signal frequency. Figure 7 shows the highest activity on levels 35, 36 and less on level 37 dB. By
samples degraded in solution H2S04, the activity of levels is divided better-proportioned into
individual levels 35 to 48 and it is naturally bigger (Figure 8). Figure 9 shows gradual growth in AE
frequency in time steps 100 min. By the sample H2S04 the initial growth is steeper and than the
activity corresponds with all-surface degradation ofthe metal by etching (Figure 10).
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m. stage records made in the last days of the test of the third stage show growth of frequency both
in the area ofcorrosion attack and in its further progress (development) in both environments (NaCl,
H2SO4) (Figurell).The activity of corrosion action inside the material and on the surface of the
material is in contrast with stabilised emitivity of the etalon (Figure 12). The extent of inter
crystalline damage are shown in metalographic snaps (Figures 13-15), where we can see progressive
development of attack and destruction of grain borders by inter-crystalline corrosion and the
placement of carbides Cr by individual take offs. Individual extensions can be, with some
approximity, classified to results from measuring ofacoustic echo ofmaterial
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Conclusion

The contnbution represents entry part of research project of above-mentioned workplaces MZLU
and VUT FS in Brno. Described applied method of acoustic emission is in this entry part charged
with insufficient experience with elimination of considerable noise of background. AE sources in
course ofdevelopment ofcorrosion attack have been sufficiently descn1>ed neither in domestic nor in
foreign literature so far.

That is why effort to set quantitative relation between the number of recorded signals and the extent
of damage followed in the end of the test (stage ill) is expressed in the introductory part.
Comparison oflinear relationship between frequency ofsignals by inter-crystalline corrosion ofsteel
17242, surfuce corrosion by steel 11373 and "etching" of the same steel in H2S04 is a contnbution.
We can say that AE method seems to be sensitive and reliable enough.

In further research, our attention will be aimed to localisation of damage, time progress of signal in
individual corrosion stadium and the fact, that acoustic emission in corrosion progress probably
appears in sequence waves in connection with further local micro sources. Some areas can become
active again after several hours (days) oflatency. Both this and further facts significantly charge the
evaluation of short-tenn measuring. The file of AE measurement should mouth into ensming of
continual total acoustic activity. Especially degradation is concerned, where no other NDK can be
used (in the same price relations). Significant savings can be reached by periodic controls of static
device. Enabling to control it by AE method requires still much research effort.
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Abstract
Acoustic emission (AE) is a value ill situ method to study various processes in metals and metal
matrix composites, particularly if combined with other experimental techniques. Few examples are
given, showing the AE applicability to structure changes induced by thermal and/or mechanical
loading. The effect of precipitation on the Portevin - Le Chitelier effect in an AlLi alloy,
microstructure evolution in Mg-based metal matrix composites due to internal thermal stresses and
phase transitions in the CuAu system (dental gold) will briefly be discussed.

Key words: acoustic emission, alloys, Portevin - Le Chitelier effect, metal matrix composites,
thermal stresses, phase transitions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic emission (AE) stems from transient elastic waves generated within a material due to sudden
locaiized irreversible structural changes [1]. In metallic materials, AE responds to the dislocation
glide, twinning and microstructural damage. In metal matrix composites, damage in the ceramic
phase and interface decohesion are additional sources of AE. The objective of this paper is to report
on our recent results on AE from metallic materials.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The computer controlled DAKEL-LMS-16 AE facility was used to detect AE during various
experiments. A highly sensitive LB lOA transducer (sensitivity 85dB ref. IVfms· l

, flat response
between 100 and 500kHz, built-in preamplifier JOdB) was coupled to the quartz rod using silicon
grease. The DAKEL AE facility applies a two-threshold-level system of detection and evaluation of
AE signals. The AE signals are filtered, amplified and then evaluated at two threshold levels to obtain
two AE counts denoted NC1 and Nn . The total cou·nt NC1 at the lower threshold (corresponding to a
total gain of 1OOdB) includes all AE signals detected. The burst count No obtained at the upper
threshold level (set difference of 20dB, i. e. total gain of SOdB) includes only the AE signals with
larger amplitudes (AE bursts). This procedure makes it possible to evaluate the character of the AE
signals. i. e. whether they have a small or a large amplitude.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 The Portcvin - Lc ChitcUer Effect ill an AIZ.. Alloy
The Portevin - Le Chatelier (PLC) effect (serrated flow) appears in many AI-based supersaturated
alloys if they are deformed at suitable temperature and strain rate. It is well known that prior ageing
treatment giving rise to changes in precipitation structure can affect the shape of serrations or
determine whether serrations ever appear. Therefore, it is important to study the relation between the
alloy precipitation structure and the deformation behaviour. Pink and Kr61 [2] investigated the A-
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· type of serrations in an AI-I O. Swt.%Zn alloy with different size and volume fractions of precipitates.
By measuring a correlation between the load drop amplitudes and the precipitation structure they
have found that coherent precipitates rather prevent serrated flow provided that their amount
exceeds a certain value. Large and incoherent precipitates have not been found to affect the A- type
of the PLC effect. Brechet and Estrin [3] have proposed (mainly theoretically) that an alloy hardened
by fine shearable precipitates may exhibit serrated flow with all signs of the PLC effect, (the pseudo
PLC effect). even ifno dynamic strain ageing due to solute diffusion is present.

The influence of the precipitation structure on the plastic flow. particularly on the PLC effect,
can well be studied by the AE technique. A distinct correlation between AE and the precipitation
structure and also between AE and the PLC effect has convincingly been demonstrated by a number
ofauthors [1. 4-6]. The objective ofour research was an AE study on how the precipitation structure
affects serrated flow in an AI-lO%Zn alloy. This alloy is prone to a rapid age hardening thereby
matching the assumptions ofBrechet and Estrin [3). More detail can be found in [7].

An AI-10.5wt.%Zn alloy (solws temperature at 185°C) was melted. cast and rolled in one
direction to sheets of O.95mm thickness. Tensile samples with a 75mm nominal gauge length were
cut parallel to the direction of rolling. The samples were recrystallized at 270°C for 30 min.• then
homogenized at 450°C for 1h. quenched in oil or water to be aged 6h at 180 or 20°C. The material
aged at the elevated temperature was typical of a low amount of coherent precipitates. The material
aged at room temperature contained a high amount of coherent precipitates. Immediately after the
treatment, the samples were tested in an Instron 1195 testing machine at room temperature and at
constant crosshead speed giving an initial strain rate of 4.4xlO-6 S·I. To determine the strain rate
sensitivity ofthe flow stress. the crosshead speed was increased by certain factors during the tests.

Figure 1a presents the strain dependences of true stress and count rates for the sample with the
high amount of coherent precipitates. The offset yield stress of 120 MPa is considerably higher
showing significant age hardening. The strain rate sensitivity is positive indicating that the PLC effect
leaves its flow controlling role to the precipitate shearing. A detailed analysis shows few load drops
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with an amplitude of 0.03 MPa. The count rates are much higher than in the sample with the low
amount of coherent precipitates, especially, many AE bursts appear. This increase can be explained
by an intense precipitate shearing that is widely accepted as an effective source ofAE [1]. The count
rates respond distinctly to strain rate changes by a factor 10 showing an increase by the same factor.
This result supports the idea about the precipitate shearing as the main source of AE because one
may assume that the number of the precipitates sheared per unit strain should be independent of
strain rate (the stress for shearing is independent of the strain rate). Fig. Ib presents the strain
dependences of true stress and count rates at two threshold levels for the sample with the low
amount of coherent precipitates. The offset yield stress of 26 MPa is consequently low. From the
strain rate changes. a negative strain rate sensitivity is visible giving evidence that the PLC effect is
the controlling mechanism of the plastic deformation. An inspection of load recordings reveals a
jerky character of the plastic flow with sudden load drops of 0.2 Mpa. During the deformation, a
more significant AE activity is observed at lower threshold level only, at higher threshold level few
AE bursts are found. An increase of the strain rate by a factor ten produces a less distinct response in
the count rates that tend to increase by a factor slightly less than ten, i. e. the AE count per unit strain
decreases. Such a behaviour has also been observed in other alloys exhibiting the PLC effect [4.6]
and is related to another well known experimental fact that the amplitude of load drops often
decreases with increasing strain rate.

3.2 Microstructural Changes in Mg-Based Composites Subjected to Thermal Loading
Many Mg-based metal matrix composites (MMCs) have been developed and manufactured during
the last decade as prospective light high-performance constructional materials. The microstructure
and mechanical properties of~Cs are influenced significantly by the interfaces between the matrix
and the reinforcement. When a MMC is subjected to temperature changes, thermal stresses arise at
the interfaces owing to a considerable mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficient of the matrix
and that of the reinforcement. Even moderate temperature changes may produce thermal stresses
which exceed the matrix yield stress, consequently. generating new dislocations at the interfaces
causing microstructural changes and plastic deformation of the matrix. It is noteworthy that the effect
of temperature variations is similar to creep under non-stationary loading conditions.

Hitherto, the microstructural response of MMCs on changes in temperature has been
investigated mainly indirectly (post mortem) [8-11]. The generation of new dislocations has been
demonstrated by etch pit technique [8], transmission electron microscopy [9.10] and internal friction
[11]. However, it is difficult to assess the evolution of the dynamic structure, i. e. to obtain a direct
correlation of the structure to the temperature using these methods. In situ studies (by transmission
electron microscopy - TEM) [12] can establish such a correlation but that is only of a local character
and the stress state is most probably influenced by the relatively small thickness ofTEM specimens.

AE has been observed during thermal cycling of Mg-based MMCs [13]. It is, therefore,
possible by AE measurements to identify and to characterize the microstructural changes and to
correlate them with temperature or other parameters. The combination of AE measurements with the
dilatometry technique yields non-destructively, at any instant of the test, information on the structure
and operating processes over the entire volume of the specimen. The object of our research was to
develop combined AE and dilatometry technique and to apply it in a study of structural evolution in
Mg-based MMCs subjected' to thermal cycling (which corresponds to the typical operating
conditions of most structural parts). Detail can be found in [14].

Various short fibre reinforced Mg-based MMCs were prepared by squeeze casting with a
subsequent homogenizing treatment followed by quenching in hot water. Thermal cycling for
dilatometric and AE measurements was carried out in a dilatometer equipped with a radiant furnace
and compressed air for controlled heating and cooling. Up to 60 cycles were carried out on each
specimen depending on the experimental requirement. The specimens were in the form of machined
rods. 50mm long and 5mm in diameter with the reinforcement plane parallel to the longitudinal axis.
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A specimen and a quartz dummy specimen with the same dimensions as the specimen were mounted
into the specimen holder of the dilatometer. AE was transmitted by the dilatometer quartz rod in
contact with the specimen.

Figure 2 depicts the AE count rate and the specimen elongation during a temperature cycle with
an upper temperature of300°C applied to a Mg-21.1 vol.%SaffiI MMC. As can be seen, AE appears
in certain temperature ranges being much more feeble during heating than during cooling. After the
cycle, a residual elongation is measured.
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Fig. 2. AE count rate NCI' temperature T and sample elongation &1 as measured during the second
cycle ofthe Mg-21.1vol.%Saffil MMC.

Measurements show that there is a minimum upper temperature of cycling necessary for the
appearance of AE (AETIop)' The AETtop is considerably lower for the commercially pure (cp) Mg
Saffil MMC than for the Mg a1loys-Saffil MMCs. The cp Mg-SaffiI MMC is the only case where AE
occurs during the heating period. AZ91(Mg-9%A1-1%Zn)- and ZE41(Mg-4.3%Zn-l%Rare Earths)
Saffil MMCs exhibit intense AE bursts during cooling. The residual defonnation after the cycle is
generally an elongation for lower values of the upper temperature and a contraction for higher upper
temperatures. The transition from elongation to contraction takes place for an upper cycle
temperature of about 300°C depending on the matrix composition. The behaviour of the Mg
19.5vol.%Saffil MMC during thennal cycling with step by step increase in upper temperature of
cycling Tiop is characterized in Fig. 3. During the entire test an increasing residual elongation is
observed. A significant dependence of the total AE count on Tlop is found. When Tlop reaches 140°C
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Fig. 3. Total AE count Nc and residual expansion &1110 vs. upper cycling temperature Tlop for the Mg
19.5vol.%Saffil MMC. The total AE count was evaluated for the entire heating and cooling periods
ofthe cycles.
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the total AE count increases by several orders. Above Tlop of 200°C the increase in the total AE
count slows down and reaches almost a constant value.

As a consequence of the fabrication at elevated temperatures, all squeeze-cast Mg M:MCs
exhibit internal thermal stresses at room temperature, whose magnitude should be close to a
threshold stress for creep of.matrix. The matrix is under tensile stresses and the reinforcement is
under compressive stresses. When a M:MC is heated up the tensile stress acting on the matrix
decreases to zero and on further heating compressive stresses build up. On cooling the M:MC the
internal stresses will behave in an opposite manner. Evidently, in certain temperature ranges the
thermal stresses may exceed the matrix yield stress and relax by generating dislocations in the matrix,
which give rise to the matrix structural changes and plastic deformation. Hence, the temperature
dependence of the internal thermal stresses during cycling will have the form of assymetric hysteresis
loop. Different deformation mechanisms may appear as dislocation glide, twinning, diffusional creep,
and grain boundary sliding. The share of these mechanisms is a result of a complex interplay between
the temperature dependences of the thermal stresses and the matrix yield stress and will vary
according to the temperature and other parameters of thermal cycling.

AE due to plastic deformation is produced by collective dislocation generation and motion.
Hence. a large AE is expected during the deformation of the materials prone to coarse slip and/or
twinning, such as hexagonal metals and alloys deformed at lower temperature. On the contrary,
diffusional creep, grain boundary sliding and the dislocation glide at higher temperatures, when the
dislocations do not move collectively and tend to annihilate. are not typical oflarge emissions.

When a Mg MMC is cycled (Fig. 2) AE appears in a certain temperature interval during heating.
Its onset correlates with the internal stresses acting on the matrix exceeding the matrix yield stress
and being relaxed by collective dislocation generation and motion, i. e. localised strain bursts.
Increasing temperature renders the dislocation generation more homogeneously and the dislocations
do not move collectively and tend to annihilate. Thus. AE disappears before the top cycle
temperature is reached. When the specimen is cooled from the upper cycle temperature, the
compressive stresses diminish rapidly and tensile stresses in the matrix build up. AE should take place
due to relaxation ofthe tensile stresses but only at lower temperatures and should persist down to the
lower cycle temperature. The matrix yield stress of a MMC with Mg alloy matrix is considerably
higher (due to alloying) and the initial value of the internal tensile stresses acting on the matrix
should consequently be higher. Hence, during heating, the compressive stresses exceeding the matrix
yield stress will be built up at a higher temperature. and possibly relaxed by deformation mechanisms
that do not produce detectable AE. AE will not appear during heating. However. as in the case of cp
Mg M?vfC, AE occurs at temperatures close to the lower cycle temperature when tensile stresses are
relaxed by collective generation and motion of dislocations. Large AE bursts as observed in the Mg,
ZE41 and AZ9I MMCs may signalise twinning. It is noteworthy that our results imply that the main
changes of the matrix structure should appear in the temperature intervals of the AE events.

3.3 Phase Transitions in a euAu Alloy
The equiatomic CuAu alloy is a well-known system exhibiting two phase transitions of the first order
in solid state [15]. The equilibrium structure is disordered face centred cubic (AI) with a lattice
parameter a = O.387nm at temperatures higher than TCI = 410°C and below this temperature a long
range order occurs. Between TCI = 410°C and TCl = 385°C the product of ordering is the long
period superlattice CuAuII poase described by a pseudo-orthorhombic cell with lattice parameters a
= O.3979nm, b =0.3963nm and c = O.3678nm. Below To = 385°C the equilibrium state is ordered
face centered tetragonal (Llo) CuAuI phase with lattice parameters a = O.395nm, c = O.368nm. The
disordered state may only partly be preserved by quenching (due to spinodal ordering), which
complicates any post mortem investigation. The ordering in the CuAu system is accompanied by
lattice shear and volumetric changes. Structure aspects of the ordering mechanisms have been
studied e.g. in [16-19]. At lower temperatures. homogeneous nucleation is exhibited, as is typical of
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Fig. 4. AE count rate vs. temperature. (a) heating of the polycrystalline specimen (several hours after
quenching) at 4K1min, (b) the second AE peak in Fig. 4a in detail, (c) subsequent cooling of the
specimen at 2,5K1min.
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